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W!i:il
said the girl; *‘i- mv uncle
dead
Vc>.’* was the reply, ‘and you are his
h< iress."
The la<t answer meant that the
poor
concert saloon girl is the possessor l»y the
death ot her uncle o| a fortune of over
S|lM 1,1 H M I.
As t .Id to a Sun reporter by 11 err von
imi-chel yesterday, tin* story of the all air
ia
very interesting afnd romantie one.
d’hc girl Wilhelmina
Pallersberg is the
daughter of Hermann Pallersberg, one
o! three brothers, Friedrich, Hermann
and Christian Pallersberg, who
belonged
t * tin town of
Fllguth, a few miles from
Breslau.
The older brother, Friedrich,
never married, but weld to Breslau, and
there by almost miserly habits amassed
the fortune which now fall- to his niece.
The younger brother, Christian was a
tanner, and was what is known in Hermany as a good fellow, possessed ot all
tli
ii'tite- .t a French student, and ven
'1 w of his vice-.
Neither Friedrich nor
Cliristian married, but lived bachelors’
v
i '-s. t in* oil*1 hording his gold, the other
{"hiding his silv er freely. Mina’- lather,
Hermann, was a carpenter, and was, like
Ids brother Cliristian, generous and une king
llis wile died soon after childi. and all his life seemed wrapped up
Mina, whom, in the tender Herman
.vav. he
;-ed to call his little passion*w« :.
So life in Fllguth, went on
lowly
and lovingly, while in Breslau Friedrich
heaped up wealth. Six years ago, Mina’s
lather died, poor as poor could be, and
a- tlie
younger brother could not atlbrd to
keep Mina, the all-important question
was,
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Al th.t. time wild stories of American
I w<-a!tli, the F! Dorados ot the far
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governess and had saved some money,
d1 ! was -ome live or
sods !roni t :n- !m.•]'.-••. ho stopped as | when she met a man who caused her ruin.
(ni l r!,.
a
stone w-nd in hi- road. j H*
hough
pride -tilt clung to her, ami when sin*
brciliied
again, for I had saved | went to work in the concert saloon she
,»’•
dollarlive,
the amount; oI j
My
ventylanged her name from Mina Pallersberg
In- threatened smash-up.
Minnie White.
There, she remained,
Another day. my horse -landing hitched no;
willing to Jier uncle Christian, from
n ! disking i11eIn- ;i• !
entangled and j da\ to day thinking ot early home, and
lowu. While Nil nggling to rise, the j
pi axing that -he might he. some timeable
a
nip
up broke, and f< <■ i. ig hi nisei I loose.
to return to it, ami die there.
In norprang to hi- feet and st irted on a lively j
other scenes were transpiring.
As
mi
with the buggy in the rear.
An old j mally
he
grew old, Frieilrieh, the miser, found
•: m< r
gentleman oi.-t pas-ing instinctively
liis
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ed
ut “whoa
cloying, and olten thought of
“.My gr.iei >u-. mister," |
tin little Mina who used to prattle in her
ai 1 he,
I m v,
saw tin* i:; .. :,j that:
why.
childish
had iiit that inc-c «.*i
the .icad wiLh’a
way to him years and years belie vvouId11 t iiave -’opp* d any quicker. 1 fore
In a moment of human love, tran!
I or- -. Well i;:ok< ii; been one of
my ! sitory but yet enough tor the purpose, he
'is»
sir, your wile would have had mad*' ;i will, naming lieu* Bei,solid as ad■'dii
ol
i,: lima \v ,'o!.
N ver stopped a \ ministrator of it, in which he left his
•: -e tli.it.
w’.ay In-Pji't ." j Mor • Mint Farmer, i property to his brother Christian and his
niece Mina, somewhere in America. This
was three years
Spring and Fall Planting of.Trees.
ago. A year ago lie had
quarrel with the brother Christian, own.. <;ardi-nei>' Montl'l;. carefully dis- !
ing t>» the latter’s having enlisted in a
asses this gucstion, t iking
a text, Limlj Prussian regiment of the line, and notified
v m
opinion that the : ill is the best time
Herr Keisehel that he would make another
<
'o plain
tr*-es.
mis
the frees' roots
•\ ill.
But before he executed this other
glow all w idler. ! he ia un.-pianted tree will !
have restored its injir- d mots and be 'net- > will, oiu1. morning, in the house of Friedrich
ter in condition Ilian if it had to restore its
Pallersberg, in I'nfeldl Strasse,
roots and pur
ip, leaves at the same time. * Breslau,
1
Mr Meehan -a.-, in his Monthly, that, it is
mi. ocn i'axt was fofni» dkai»
ue Unit, the roots thaw their
way'by the i
bd ol their internal heat, and draw in a
in hi' arm-chair, liis night lamp burning
supply ol moisture p>r the rapid exhala- on the table beside him, and some prom
tions ol the -ark
He thinks this pointi'sory notes clutched in his hand. Of
the large evap-*r;d ions from the stems ol
'•nurse the former will was valid, and
trees in-wilder, m our dry i;Iimat
was not
Hen Hraf von Keischel at once sought
Wire it not for for ('hristian
appreciate ! by i.uidl.y
Pallersberg. Hut back from
the moisture ubsorbe i by tiie roots in winthe headquarters of the regiment came
ter, he thinks some of the hardiest trees
tin* sorrowful return of the Adjutant,
would die in a few dayThe most of the I
“C hristian Pallersberg, born in Ellguth,
moisture is taken up by the rootlets which
; !!»
old, color bearer, dead, killed at
are most apt to be
destroyed in trausplant- VV years buried on the field number
9827.”
oerth,
.g—and this he counts one ol'tlie greatest
troubles iu tali planting. lie recommends So that Mina, whose whereabouts was unplanting v* ry early, so as to give these known. was (lie sole heiress. How to find
rootlets tinn- i.» grow, lie does not think her was the puzzle, llerr von Keischel
it important to wait for ilio fall of the
started lor this country and arrived here a
leaves, thinking man may as well strip them month ago.
He at once employed the deoil in the day as the Im.-t in the night, (,'uttective mentioned, and set to work to une wood, from which
!
M
immuf
back
ting
evap- tavel the mystery of the girl’s whereiratiou is greatest, is also recommended. abouts. The detective was furnished with
Fiie selection of warm ground where fall a
picture of the girl taken live years ago.
planting has h* n di ided on is important, and his superior power of analysis soon
as is
protection from hot winter sun or gave him a due to the whereabouts of the
ciild winds, each ol vvhi( !i increases the
girl, or, at all events, to her fate. He disevaporation. A point in favor of fall plant- covered the first
place where she had done
of
the
condition
better
ing is tiie generally
service under her own name of Mina
earth. Mr. Meehan dissents from the posiI’allersherg. From this he traced her to
tion that a wet day is the best time to plant
two other situations site had held, and
trees, as the wet. pasty earth does not. fit
finally to the house of Mrs. I.angfried, in
so closely to the roots as a half dry soil
that will powder finely when crushed, and hast Twelfth street, where she had been
this condition of the soil is more commonemployed as a nursery governess. There
ly to be secured in fall than in spring. If lie learned about the man who visited her,
the conditions can be had in the fall, Mr. and lie at once thought ot the concert
Meehan thinks it undoubtedly a better time saloons.
For nights he searched them,
for tree planting than in the spring.
and at length learned that a girl answerin” the description ol the one lie sought
Ilall. He went there and
The Revolution, having learned that pretty was in Bismark
lady canvassers for women’s newspapers are found her. No longer Minnie White, the
going about hugging tin* men in order lo obtain concert saloon girl, in the West Baltic
subscribers, says: “II any on<* connected with
steamer, will sail for Europe,
this paper ever resorts to such a course to ob- Lloyds
to take possession ol
tain a .subscriber or an advertisement, w* beg Alina Pallersberg,
forto be apprised of the fad, that her connection the house 61 Unfeldt Strassc, and the
with it may he cancelled at ogee.”
tune of her uncle Friedrich.
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She seemed to attract tin1 attention of tlie
detective particularly, for lie eyed her all
r. tr*en head to foot, and finally told
!
ieg him a bottle of wine. When
the ,'ir! brought tie* wine and sat down at
’able, the detective said. “My young
i'eaid. what’s your name
and the girl
’< a isernaii accent replied, “Minnie
White."
Die detective threw a quick
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!'i i.
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and the party went to a private room otV
t!a "Uloi. win-re they remained for about
I’ve minute.-, when Mr. Moller
put his
b'-ad <Mi{
t the door and said. '•Minnie.
»'
here.” The girl went, thinking the
p irly probably required another bottle «*j
wine
i'he door of the room was instantsoil behind Ik r, md Herr lteisehel,
:'
-"tig to h« -aid, “Mina Pillershcrg,
I h 1 v" come all the way from Preslau to
1 he girl seemed struck with
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-ait!
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a
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noted concert saloon at the corner of
lVail and Chatham streets, on Wednesday evening One of them was evidently
a
gentleman and an alien. lie was a mail
of portly presence, with light hair, whiskers and moustache, and clear
gray eyes,
ills coat was edged with Costly fur, and
from the diamond rings which sparkled
ai his
lingers it was to he presumed that
he was wealthy. The other was a younger
an
man,
American, with dark, curly hair,
and a sharp, hard expression of face.
The first was Ilerr Graf von Keisehel, a
wealthy resident of the city of Breslau, in
tile province of Silesia in Prussia, and
the latter was the manager of a downThe two men entown detective agency.
tei-.'d tin saloon and sat down at a table.
Tin distinguished appearance ol Ilerr
Itei.-elud caused three or tour of the wait■ r
girl- to come forward to wait on the
One of them was a line-looking
party
l‘lunette, with long, purple-black hair
hilling down over a searlei sill; dress,
"she \\ as
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Thus all decline, and bloom or shim
Both star and flower:
Pis but a little odor shed—
A light gone out—a spirit fled—
A funeral hour!

bod his nock and chest with spirits—a
lliird dried his glossy hide with warm
llannel, and others patted his neck or caressed his nose and face. The Doctor approached, and took the head of his beast
against his breast, and great, warm tears
rushed up from his heart, as the long,
graceful tongue lapped his master’s face.
“Oh! John, my hoy, and 1 gave you a
blow !*' and the words ended in a low
wailing groan. Men uncovered their
heads, and turned their laees from him,
and at length led him inside, where he
spent the night. The morning revealed
to him the dreadful
danger he had escaped, from the sagacity of his beast, and
again did he grieve for the blow he had
dealt him when so nobly he was putting
forth more than human power.
“Don John” never did a day’s work
from that day.
Sometimes his master
rode him forth on a pleasure tour, or
drove him before a light vehicle a few
miles with some member of his family;
but his professional labors were over.
Nothing could exceed the care and attention that were ever given him afterward,
lie fed from a manger made of mahoga- ;
ny; his room was more a parlor than a
stable, and company to the Doctor’s always mid “Don John” a visit before they
left.
Thu lived they many years, the Doctor
and his horse growing old together,
“Dor John” survived his master some
years; and when the good man’s will
was opened, there wars found a clause
appended, which related to “Don John” to
this elicet : That he should be given to
his youngest (laughter, (Mrs. Morrison.)
while she lived, to be eared tor as he had
always done; that he should at his death
be buried in his shoes, wrapped in his
own rich blanket, and enclosed in a befitting bo\, in tin* corner of his own burying ground. His wishes were religiously
respected, and !wo years after 1 learned
this histnry. “Don John’s” hones were
buried in a corner of the old Mosely
liiirying (Iround at Whitesnorough.
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man.

At tho moment he

candidate

| lor -Fdile.
rpon pillars across the street I THE GREAT CHICAGO CALAMITY
Explorations. I
I :}ro *still to be seen placarded “Proculus Tho Horrors Greater than
First
Correspondence ot the N. Y. Timcu.
I lor -Fdile ! Fishermen favor Proculus! |
Reported.
Daring the last seven years, more of Laborers lean to Proculus!” scribbled to
this city of tins dead lias been unearthed the bottom. Gladiators could not
vote,
Shocking Scenes During the Fire.
than in the thirty preceding. King Bomba nor laborers, nor
inn-keepers, nor soldiers.
The

was

Result of tlio Latest

could never understand that the place was W omen did not vote nor clamor for the
[Correspondence of the Detroit Free Press.
not “uncanny.” “If something should privilege, but exeereised their
< Tnc.nio, Oft. 9.
At f».30 o’clock last evenunquesturn up against the Bilile. what would tioned right of
influencing voters. *Iar- ing a lire broke out in a stable on Fourteenth
become cf me?” was the queston perpet- cella prays success for Proculus,” is -till street, on the West Side. The wind was blow
i
ing from the southward a perfect gale. A per1
I
ually on his lips. Under Victor Emanuel, a petition to bo read upon a ] illar. The son
Then let us show a tranquil brow.
could not stand against this lieree wind
!
two essential provisions haye been made house of Proculus is
Wlmte’er befalls;
the
same
upon
plan without bracing himself liruily, and huts had to
That we upon life's latest brink
—an appropriation of suflicient funds, and
i
upon which most of the stylish Pompeian be held beneath the arm, or crushed upon tiie
May look oil Death’s dark fare and think
head and
the host antiquarian in Italy. Fiorelli, as mansions were built. Picture a
there by the hand. The night
An angel calls.
dwelling was clear, held
and the
director of the excavations.
running back from the street, the front, a visible through thetwinkling stars were plainly
Bmmmmmmmtammmmks
hazy atmosphere. The
This year the excavators have been at suit of small reception rooms, the middle, dread alarm
hells struck terror to the citizens
work down the street of the goldsmiths. two open rootless courts, atriiun and in tbo immediate
vicinity. The firemen were
The Doctors Peril.
The work is begun at the top of the soil, peristyle, divided
!
from their labors of the
previous
by a drawing-room, exhausted
<
!
night.
before the drowsy firefeet
or more from the level of the against the windows—for there were
BY K \TK BOYF.R TYSON.
sixty
glass men had 'on.sequently,
reached the scene of the conflagration
!
streets. Trees and vegetation are clear- windows in
Pompeii—of which, when it had spread with such rapidity that three ened from the surface, men with
The noble beast that forms the subject
picks and privacy was required, curtains could he let tire blocks were seething inflames. Tho tireof my story had been a bay of tin* richest
loosen
and
out
the
throw
spades
earth, and down—an arcade beneath, with doors men, all worn out as they were with the vvearv
and most glossy color, with a lone spot of
troops of black-eyed, sunny-cheeked girls, opening to the oflice and eubicula of the labors of the night and morning before, worked manfully to extinguish the flames. The enHis tail had
with baskets and paniors bear it
white hair in tin* forehead.
away to house, and a hall leading to the street gines
took
positions in the front and on
the wagons. Arrived down to the ! oofs, door, and
been allowed to llow, uneurtailed by the
various,
you have a rough outline of a tiie sides of
tiie fire. They poured unceasing
the
and
knife,
workmen
rich
more
man's
naturally
gracefully
house;
in
mutilating
proceed
The inner streams of water upon the burning
carefully.
Pompeii.
buildings—
as those of the wild mustangs of the praiAdepts crumble the scoria in their hands court was sacred to the family. There the} wetted tile roofs and sides of buildings in
tiie advance of the flames, and as
rie. The ample chest, small ankles and
to find
From
are
the
hollows
remains
of
of
a
little
they
antiques.
garden and two irein one hydrant to another they stillretired
kept
proud neek. and the wide-apart prominent
every chamber they clean out the ashes small marble fountains that once sent a
working vigorously. But vv.th all their best
with great precaution. The objects are cascade over a diminutive rockery into ellorts
eyes and open nostrils, betokened great
the flames kept gaini.igjrupidlv. The
Hut
I
at tin* time
saw him,
thus found exactly as they were left in the flower-beds. Double rows of columns air was tilled with
gentleness.
Hying cinders which,' hurled
old age had whitened his beautiful bay
hurry and confusion with which the occu- mapped out a mellow gloom into the per- aloft by the fierce intensity of ti e breeze, eddied
and
floated
in
tufts
of
hair
were
bethe
coat, long
firmament, and fell again to
growing
Most houses can be fumed retreat where the ladies spent their
|
pants escaped.
the earth three and four blocks
hind each foot, his eyes were rheumy,
The-,
recognized for what they were. Inscrip- elegant leisure. The pavement, ot alter- cinders drifted about the corner.-distant.
of street- and
: and till* few long teeth in* possessed were
tions on their walls, signs on their porches, nate brick and marble, diamond
like
snow
under
alleys
the
eitea
of
a winter’s
shaped,
! loose
carved emblems, (proh pmlor) at their is still perfect. Paintings of colors that breeze. They ignited the sidewalk- and whole
|
1 had notic'd the careful attention l»e- I
tell their story. Thus there would harmonize with the Mowers ami row- of buildings at once. It was impossible
doorways,
to protect the city from their advances.
I slowed
are private mansions and' taverns, work- shrubber', adorned the doors
upon him by every inmate of the ;
They
opening out rattled
roofs and against vindows, imfamily. Not a day passed that his neek !
shops and laundries, dancing halls and ot the huudoir bedrooms, ami are still pelled byupon
the gale, and whenever one struck in
was not encircled by soft feminine hands,
bagnios, indiscriminately lighted upon. fi’esh and beautiful. Fverything is de- an in instant a flume appeared. Terrified at the
1 and it
1 had been surprised at that how
Wall paintings, sometimes of
|
great ex- signed with reference to elegant privacy, rapidity with which the flames spread, the peomuch more so was I w hen Mrs. Morrison,
are found.
cellence,
The diggers un- tor little intercourse of families was known ple hastily threw out into the -treets what
|
household goods they could,and vv lb valuables
who, like my self, was staying there thro’
covered one this summer— ‘Bacchus and in Homan life.
In the peristyle of this in their hands
they stood gazing as if stupefied
the summer, would frequently throw both
Ariadne”—fresh in color as a new picture house there was lound the skeleton <4 a at the destruction
of their homes. At about
arms around his neek, and while his soft
ol
Bicrstadt.
The young wine-trod, hen only.
All other living creatures had the hour of 10, it being tlien seen that the
1 nose
rested against her shoulder, would
brown-faced, lusty, and covered with Vine lelt it. In the atrium, however, a woman tbimes, despite the etforts of the firemen, could
no! he chocked, every hell in the
! call him pm names, and not unfrequcntly |
city—lin-boll,
a sleeping girl on a
leaves, is
endeavoring to escape hail fallen dead.
her beautiful ey es would till with tears
hank with rapt admiration, lier fair hair, She had gathered jewels and amulets, church-hell, school-house and engine-!, II—began ringing. Tiie object was to arouse the
while thus employed.
•Don John" re- !
beautiful ligure and diaphonious
drapery and was fast escaping when death arrested sleeping populace that they might bring, as
ceived all these caresses as ii he had been
made the fresco a master piece for draw- her in the outer court. She never rose best they could, their goods to a place of
safety.
1 trays and express wagons hastened Ihroicdi
accustomed to them, lrequently following
ing and coloring. Covering one side of again.
A SANDSTONE PRESIDENT.
tbe streets, laden with all Imaginable sorts'of
one and another of
the inmates like a
the dining-room opposite the lccti, it was
<)I the inhabitants of Pompeii, thougoods, and drove hurriedly toward the lake side
I house dog. My curiosity at length bein full view of the dinners. In flic sands, doubtless,
perished, though many near tiie park. Sick and decrepit persons were
How Giant became a Stockholder in the always
came so great that 1 resolved to become
ot this house the workmen showed
garden
unceremoniously thrown upon the tops of beds
Hand
in
hand
crowdSeneca Quarry.
were^saved.
large
us holes where trees had
| acquainted w ith the reason w hy he was
grown, and a groped thei^way through the streets, and and almost battered to pieces by the hurling of
thus
honored
with
the
bandboxes, china-ware, portmanteaus, clock-,
and
attach|
marble fountain that played in the midst escaped to tin*
respect
From tin* X. Y Sun (republican
open country. At the chid looking-glasses, doll balnea,
poodle dogs, umment of the household.
Not many days
ol a tlower bed.
An adjacent house had gate then; stood a sentinel, who sternly! brellas.
bird cages, musical instruments', silverWashington, lb C., Sept. (Jo, ls71.
been in a state of repair when kept his post, and died in harness.
elap-ed before 1 became acquainted with
evidently
Plant- j ware, smoothing-irons, and till sorts of hoii-eHirer vfirs ago J. L. Kidwell of this! the volcanic storm buried it.
the reasons, and I assure yam, gentle
Painters, ed in his sentry-box, he covered his mouth I hol.l truck. Fainting women, half clad women
i reader, 1 considered them sutiieient loex- city made the discovery that lie had some decorators and cleaners were masters of with his tunic, and held on against the screaming women, hysterical women, fined the
walks. Shouts and yells tor expressmen to transciire any amount of
aileethm which it valuable stone ipian ies on land which he
the situation. Dinner, however, had been
choking and sulphurous shower. Put the
>rt these helpless women and children
migled
might please tin* superior brute to bestow owned in this vicinity, lie proceeded at forgotten. A solitary pot stood on tiie ashes fell and fell, tilling the streets be- pwith the indescribable
noise from the roaring of
once to organize a company, known as
on his fellow dumb one.
stove.
And a bronze dish, upon which yond
of being passed, and tie* flames, tiie whistling of the engine., "tic
possibility
II*
'Kid
belonged to Dr. Mosely, ot tlie ••Seneca Building Stone Association,*’ was a sucking pig ready for baking, stood buried the soldier, holding his weapon howling of Hie wind, clangor of hells, trumpet
sounds of the firemen, and the hurly-burly in
Wliitosborough, tor many years a practic- with a view to have this material intro- waiting at the oven's mouth for removal with one hand and vailing his mouth with the
streets were the noise that added to the la,11ing physician ot that place, and “Don duced in the various public buildings and of a hatch of bread. It never entered, the other, lie was found there—a stand- fusion
of tiie scene. The saloons were ali closed
John" had carried his master to and from works of Washington. Kidwolfs politi- nor did the loaves come out till altera
skeleton
a
at
11
rusted
sword.
o’clock—a measure that met with approval
ing
grasping
many a bed of death; and, (»«>d help him, cal antecedents, however, were of such delay of seventeen hundred years. M. Sad discoveries are
troll' all citizens. Among all this confusion the
made,
being constantly
lire had llown Horn his hoots as m:mv an objectional character, and his sympa- Fiorelli has them
now, twenty-one in 'fhe week previous to our visit two skele- police force were everywhere to be met with.
Human nature in the most selfish aspects, and
times as his short, Meet steps had dashed thies with the host Cause had been so number, hard and
black, hut perfectly tons had been uncovered in a street. in glaring
contrast I tie most
across the Mohawk on the old bridge, not
openly avowed, that he met with no en- preserved.
Thev were voting—a lad of twentv, per- heroism, was displayed on everv self-sacrificing
street. There
\\ c took a random walk
heeding the new-born infants wail that couragement on the part of the authoritin* i haps, ami a girl oi sixteen—and was was no rioting or disorder. Fiidoubtedlv a
through
greeted his ear in the quiet corner, wait- ties, and all tin* orders received by his streets recently unearthed. The southern j locked in eaeh other's embrace. In their considerable amount of thieving was carried on.
ant iiuuii was inn railed in it
imi.-Ming his master's pleasure -not that it was company for the products of the Seneca sun was shining in at open doors and j Higlit they had tailed together, and death
except
in one instance on South Clark street, where a
the wail of the advent ot a human soul, ipiarries came from old private citizens
broken roofs.
In the dwellings had wedded them. There was a mother
through
<>f
three
partv
ruffians, having a fourth onfeil]
doomed to sutler its number of years, then and secessionists of Washington and vicineverything was pitilessly bright. The with three children, hand in hand, who } erale in an express wagon, entered a house uid
—die ! If his master had acquired a fame ity.
secrets ot every chamber were revealed
otf various articles, which they
vainly tried to escape ihe destroyer. The j began carrying
Kidwell is a shrewd man, and it did The
—as all knew he had—“Don John” had
in their wagon. The own. r of the
carriage road between the two foot- j mother singly might have done so, but deposited
not take him long to find out that under
house,
taken
his laurels to be proud of.
by
surprise, thought tin v were
is
of
smooth Hags, irregular in she would not leave her children.
paths
Plenty sympathizing neighbors, who
had come
his
The Doctor had been called to l tiea, the present Administration lie must oiler
shape, deftly fitted, like stones in a church of food Ibr thought is furnished by the relief, hut on seeing them about to drive to
otf he
on business connected with his
profession, some other inducement than would mere- tower. Modern Florence is so paved. fact that more than six hundred skeletons raised an outcry. Th. thieves were captured
and had been absent three days. During ly benefit the public, before lie could We turn a corner ami are startled
summarily kicked by the indignant crowd,
by the j have been exhumed. Many of these tell and
his absence one of those drenching, warm, touch the sympathies or awaken the interof a dead man lying inside a door- their own
Of the family of 1 homed and the wagon taken possession of bv a patrolfigure
story.
man.
breaking-up rains had set in. Mountains ests of those having authority. So lie in- way. He lies as he fell, llis attitude is seventeen were stilled in a well-stocked
.Many dealers in articles of clothing and
of ice were rushing down the Mohawk, creased the stock, which was originally
preserved exactly by a process recently wine cellar. In their agony of fear the 1 groceries, seeing if was impossible to save their
sweeping everything 1 cion* them, over- marked ;r s-ji>0,<)0d to Sb<*0,000, and pro- adopted. In the hurry ot the storm he 1 fugitives were huddled together in a cor- | stock, gave to the crowd free permission to help
flowing the banks, carrying away bridg- ceeded to distribute the same judiciously had sought refuge in a porch. Hut he nor. One swooning fell torward on the theniscIves, a privilege many availed theniscvcsl
of t
s-cure a suit ot clothes ora hat.
es, and alarming many of the inhabitants,
among the different members of the Ad- never crossed its threshold again, and you bed of ashes that had drifted in.
After
She had all.
the main impulse of tlu* commit nit v seemed
ministration.
u< well it might, for one must sec a freshcan
see
how death grappled with him left the
<>t
her
in
drift.
bosom
the
!
to In*
desire to save what they could of the
impress
This new departure disgusted a largo there and threw him
et to understand its terrible importance.
struggling and liglit- like a seal in softened wax. The tell-tale ! city. Buildings were torn down in the vain
number of Washington business men.
Olio must hear the crash and roar, behold
ii. jf !• »r lilt*.
In Hi*'
shop i-; fin* i':k1 shows the breast b> haw been bi-anti- ! effort to stay the flames, but as was said before,
the floating wrecks of many a dwelling who were willing to subscribe to stock in
tic living cinders were driven in advance o’
arched oven, with fire-place and Hues, all ful as Hebe’s
tin hurricane, which apparentlv increased in
often bearing a “thing of life.” and some- this company >o long as it was a legiti- perfect for
bread
Mills
1 have spoken of the jewels found in
baking
to-day.
*• f*
rendering all efforts uselc-s. B niidtimes a human life, as witnessed a tew mate enterprise, and they withdrew their
for grinding—cones of grit stone, convex the atrium of th<* house of Proeulus.
h ll lines had spn a<* in a direct lm< formimes from the concern altogether. They
years since on the Schuylkill.
and concave, turned capstan-fashion by a There was no
money. Thom bearing it ward over three miles of houses. Nothing can
The night was inky black, and “Don argued that such a bare-taeed attempt to j cross-liar- -stand in the
Hi his had escaped.
would describe adcipiatelv th
unshop.
Perhaps not lar A woman ; be -aid thatinten>it
John” picked out the way faithfully and interest (iovernment officials in the com- 1 neighbor's the fuller's
\jot the lire. A building seemare
the
was
unearthed in a street hard by who paralleled
shop,
tin
-proof would caich lir a and in ten
ingl>
steadily, never stumbling, but with the pany would overreach itself, and that the charges for work done chalked upon tin- had fallen,
a
of
It
i minutes’ time the roof, with a fearfui .-rash,
clutching
bag
gold.
bridle hanging slack across his neck, and fraud would be s.» potent that no official walls.
••There they are," said our guide. was in connection with this
body that one j would fall in. sending up a thickening -tmi of
his nose close to the earth, his master had would dare to order any of this Seneca ■‘Your excellencies can doubtless read
of the most interesting of I'iorelli's di<- 1 sparks and cinders, that, alighting on fresh terlittle fear for consequences. They were stone to be used in public work ot any Latin.
Hut the poor man was never : covories came about. The hardened a>he- ritory would soon give notice • >t their rapld'y
seeds of immense volume of flame.
A ftiore pretentious tradesman became a mold of all the victims.
approaching Oriskany, where a bridge kind But Kidwell had faith in his plan, j! paid."
In thF 1 germinating
glowed with them. The leapspanned the Mohayvk, and “Don John” and has continued it in tin* lace of all op- was tin- leather cutter not far oil'. Within ease the coriae did not break. Into the ! The llfirmament
ing imes, as they licked up some more than
whinnied piteously once or twice, till a position. Mullett the (Iovernment archi- was the table,
with knife marks, ;
was
inflammable
Tingashed
substance in drug and
?
usually
cavity plaster-of-paris
poured.
sharp word from his master warned him tect, has held out against all blandish- upon which the man cut his last strands. result was a perfect cast of the woman. liquor stores, would arise to steeple heights in
not to show the white feather.
heavens
and
On the ment until this summer, when, either He had once been a soldier of the Ninth After
the
.shed
a lurid glare
upon the
eighteen centuries her'* was a conn- 1
other side he could
just distinguish, through want of inllucnee or positive con- ! (’ohort, and so announced under his name. terpart of the poor creature as she died, doomed city. The clouds of smoke rolled awa
to the northward, and all around the sphere o.
Seneca
stone
he
has
allowed
to
tlu!
dense
nivar.ee,
and
j
darkness, moving
There was in Pompeii
through
glut of public gripping her bag of ninety pieces of gold, tire the intense darkness of the sky added 1
glimmering lights, and once he fancied be used in all directions.
bouses, sometimes four or live in a street. two silver \ ares, some jewels and
keys, j contrast to the terrors of the scene.' tin Clark
1 ho governmental stockholders, as they
he heard a shout; but he heeded aught
Hut, like the Neapolitan tipplers of to-day, j Hurrying along the street, she had tripped street a new pavement of cedar blocks and tar
hxd iict been put down,.and the street was onsave getting housed as soon as possible,
now stand on the hooks, with the amount who make a
great hubbub, but seldom i and fallen on her left side.
Her arm is I
ly partially open for public traffic, although th**
and sleeping oil the fatigues consequent of-stock credited to their names, are as
get downright drunk, the roystcring Pom- raised and twisted. Ib r hand beautifully | pavement was completed. It caught
fire and
to his profession.
“Now, Don. step sure; follows:
themselves well in formed, is clutched in dispair, the nails ! instantaneously from one end of the street to
peians
probably
kept
1’. S. (Irani, President of the Hinted bounds. The wines of Vesuvius are mil 1, 1
old Oriskany bridge, to my own and your
fierce
tlu*
other
flames
broke out. It was a
entering the skin, lb ad-dre^. ftre, tis ;
channel of lire. Some of flic more forknowledge, lias lost many a plank,” said States, £2.'>.ooo.
and in virtue of the climate, which makes I sue of
garments and rings on her lingers, ! perfect
tunate pedestrians upon that stithit made their
the Doctor, patting his boast’s neck and
Horace Porter, private secretary to existence a
the
to
indelight,
are reproduced exactly.
temptation
Succeeding in escape into alleys and cross streets, sonic of
pushing the wet tangled front look from 1‘resident, £lo,ooo.
ebriety is small. We stopped at an inn, j this, Florclli lias sine* made casts of more them having the clothes burned olf their backs,
his eyes.
(Jen. V. 'I'. Dent, assistant private sec- on the walls of which is
an
elethan thirty victims. They are to be seen so sudden and spontaneously tierce were the
painted
They were now ascending the little em- retary to President, £10,000.
pliant, and beneath it the Latin words, ! at his house in the suburbs. There are llames. It is known that some persons in this
inence leading to the entrance, when the
Hen. Miehler, lormer Superintendent which, translated, were:
street were unable to escape, and, asphyxiated
Sittcs has esbrawny gladiators, little children, porters i
rendered senseless, fell unexpected victims
horse stopped, “(to on, sir!” said the of 1‘uhlie buildings, £10,000.
tablished the Elephant,OsteriaTriclinium, j who staggered and fell under their loads, ; and
In the tall buildings on either side
to llames.
Doctor, “yon are nearly home now!”
Hen. (f. lb 1 bibcock, present Superin- with Throe bods.
Every eomtort.” Inside I and men of business who lingered too many clerks had their lodgings. Some of these
Still no attempt at going on, and beneath tendent of Public Puddings, £ 10,000.
are the Triclinium, or dining-room, the
made
their
half clad. Others, who had
at
their
desks.
In
all
an
exescape
nearly
them the angry waters roared and bellowII. D. Cooke, Governor District of Co- dinner table, and three divans tor con- long
the day indulged in dissipation and had
pression of suffering is manifest. One during
to
bed
retired
ed like angry devils balked of their prev. lumbia, £2-10,000.
stupefied by excesses, did not
It must have been a common
vives.
young girl, however, in the flush of health, awaken in time, and perished before as-i»tance
“Do you hear me, sir?” with a smart buf,1. \j. Kidwell, £l.‘>o,000.
place in its best days, and as lor its com- her form modeled free from rigidness, ap- could be rendered. Two young men, it i> said,
fet oil the neck, and a gathering of the
Paymaster-! Ieneral Pri(‘e, £11,000.
fort, Pompeians, in common with modern pears to have died without a struggle. appealed from a fourth-story window to the imloosened bridle into the firm determined
Surge.on-(Ieneral Parnes, £11,000.
Neapolitans, were apparently not exact- One of her hands is half open, as il hold- potent bystanders for rescue from the furnace
fierce heat that wrapped the building.
hand, and the animal started—slowly,
No
£0,000.
Quartermaster-!Ieneral Meigs,
ing. The house ot Sirie.is, lower down ing her vail. There are the sleeves to of
relief was possible. In another moment tin*
dolm
steadily, firmly, surely—though the broad
Korney, ss.OoO.
the street, is curious. His name is writ- \ her wrists, the needle work on her sandals,
roof r.-ll upon them, the wall'* tottered in and
back slightly shivered from time to time,
(feu. Katon, £l,ooo.
ten up in two places—in a chamber and the rents in her clothing, the bared they found theii death and
burial-place amid
and the gi.il was so measured and methodNathaniel Wilson, £l,ooo.
Or his threshold is shoulder and half naked bosom, as she tin* heap of ashes. .Just how many persons
over the front door.
(fen. Dent received his stock on the cut “Salve Lucrum.”
ical, that at any other time he would have
'flic interior is lay in her last swoon. She had covered m**t their fate in this manner it is impossible to
The wildest rumors were current, but
observed it. As it was, lie only let him day that Henry D. Cooke received his ap- well appointed, with a nice garden in the her mouth with her tunic to
keep out the say.
amid the unparalleled excitement everywhere
have his >wn way, though he may have pointment as Governor of tin* District of rear, and trellises, rockeries and decorachokin'? ashes, and she fell in rumiinir— surrounding the scene but little heed was given
smoothed his neck, for he had a kindly Columbia,
(fen. lbibcock received liis tions,
suggestive of woman’s handiwork. her hire to the ground. No
was to these stories, and no effort made to ascertain
heart, and his poor lieasl had labored about the time he was appointed as Su- Skeletons of a little dog, tortoises and left to arise. In her elfort strength
for recovery their truth. The uproar increased, the llames
through dreadful weather, and was sadly perintendent of Public Puddings, vice two goats, indicates that pet animals she put out her arm, her head dropped spread, the firemen became despairing, tin;
shouts and clamors of the women and children
in need of food and shelter.
Hen. Mileher, removed.
The windows and doors are
were about.
upon il, and she died. The fatal storm and the roar of the llames tilled the air. Two
Towards the end of the bridge the steps
Since this governmental ring was or- bordered with
the
walls
on
a
festival
in
the
came
or
graceful designs;
day
citv,
tire engines in the South Division became surbecame slower, and once he stumbled in ganized, the Seneca quarries can hardly of the
sleeping apartments arc covered many would doubtless have perished. rounded bv the llames and were left to th<*ir
tlie hind foot. A quick grasp at the bridle, yield fast enough to supply the demand. with traceries of ilowers, festoons, birds, The
late, the .iiuled tiremen being unable to bring
mailers
holiday
escaped. Looking tin m out. As the danger became imminent,
and a cheery, “Easy, John—easy, sir!” The. stone is used for everything.
There
dolphins and bacchantes, and the choice up from the games n the arena, they and hopes of saving the
business portion of the
and again the cautious hoofs resounded are two miles of solid walls built of this domicile called
Raphealesque. Raphael must have seen the awful portent when ••if v lying between the river, the south branch
on the hard wood.
They wore across, lor material around the Arlington Cemetery, startled the artists of this day by his paint- Vesuvius began to vomit its ashes. Tak- and the lake were abandoned, the proprietors
the animal neighed and tossed his head and it is used exclusively in all the nationings in this style on the arcades of the ing the warning, they tied. Placards of hotels aroused their guests and warned them
till the Doctor shook in his saddle. “One al cemeteries within convenient access of Vatican,
the only prospect of escaping with their
l’ompeii was then undiscovered. announcing the theatrical performances that
lives lay in immediate flight. This was between
more mile to
this
The
immense
fellow
but
Frecdmcn’s
I
lirst.
;
point.
Hut it is now known that he caught the of the
go, poor
are still to be read on the walls.
day
tle> hours of 12 and l.
and you want some refreshments.” So Savings Bank, which lias just been put idea from the
ceilings of the ruins of The l’ompeians were theater going.
Now to add fresh terrors to the scene were
rilling up to the small tavern door, where up in Pennsylvania avenue, north of the Nero's golden house. Who Sineus was They were given up to pleasure, situated beard repeated explosions, sounding like a cona genial light was
shining from the win- Treasury Department, is built of Seneca not even M. Fiorreli can make apparent. in an K ten of natural beauty, where green tinual cannonade. Drug and Liquor stores,
This is the building which is
dows, he called loudly for the landlord. stone.
places where oil was stored, burned and
Turning into another street, the. visitor uplands, lofty mountains, soil inllections and
burst, and fear of powder—happily but a tear—
A dozen or more of the inmates came hereafter to accommodate the Department comes
and valleys, and shifting took
upon the bagnios. They are of of rivers
of the multitude. At the Trerushing to the door with lanterns, which of justice, and several other Government three distinct classes, two of which arc splendors of sunlight and moonlight on a mont. possession
House the elevator became useless,and the
they [held aloft, and a “Good God, Doc- officials, at a rental of $18,000 per annum. happily unknown to the m idem world. tideless sea tempted to indolence, theirs sleeping guests, a large number being babies,
tor. where did you come from?"
broke The foundations of the new State Depart- Each class is
hurried down stairs. The flatter of the redesignated by an emblem was a life of the senses. Kven now, when moval
of trunks and the hurrying of domestics
from their lips almost simultaneously.
ment building, now being erected in the carved in stone,
beside the door. the
has been dead, buried eighteen
placed
city
the passageways. Several persons in
impeded
“Came from?
Why, front over the rear of the Navy Department, will lie In refinement of morality, Pompeii was a hundred years, and the resurrectionized, their eagerness
jumped down the stairs and
Mohawk ! What is the matter here ? lias built of this stone, in spite of Architect miniature Corinth. St. Paul, in his
of
that
one
is
an
air
holy
startled by
limped away. Others in their haste left begayety
the freshet carried away any of your Mullett's earnest protest to the contrary, indignation of this dishonor of nature,
neath their pillows watches and money, only
it
had
its
to
it.
Doubtless
philosoclings
senses? Here, hoy.” as dismounting, be lie being of the opinion that it is too soft tells all that should be told in the
discovering their losses when they had reached
twenty- phers, but they do not appear. No vis- the
Michigan Central depot—then supposed to
threw the rains to a gaping fellow, ‘'give for this purpose.
sixth and twenty-seventh verses of the
been
lias
discoverof
yet
Christianity
tige
be a perfectly safe place. A crowd of persons
All the improvements around the Treas- first
Joint something nice, and dry him off.
chapter of his Epistle to the Romans. ed. What may bo revealed is beyond hastened thither, some carrying sewing maKeep hint well wrapped up while he eats, ury Department this summer have been From the common halls, where courte- conjecture. It is satisfactory to know, chines, and one lady had six canary Ilirus in a
and—landlord -I want a glass of red hot made with this stone; new walks laid zans danced with
in one hand and an immense family Rible
gladiators, to the sump- however, that the work of excavation cage
in the other. She said, “1 was determined to
with it, and old ones (torn up and re- tuous boudoirs that invited aristocratic
Jamaica, quick.”
than
ever beon
more
goes
thoroughly
oft’ if 1 lost all the rest." Another
••ljocioiv sum one oi urn group, “nave
placed by it. Over at the Agricultural matrons, or the luxurious cabinets fre- fore, and that the city, which Vesuvius by bring these
young woman was seen carrying two large
you crossed the Mohawk to-night, and it' Bureau it is also the favorite material for quented only by the patrician order, prolias preserved to the world, when paintings, evidently those of her father and
burying
all kinds of purposes. And up at [the
so, how ?”
fligate life is pictured in colors and shad- its shroud of ashes is turned away, will mother. She was but partially clad, and
“Why, on the bridge; are you all Capitol this summer it has been used in ings upon every door and wall. Indeli- present a Roman town as it was in the amongst all her household wealth sought to
(Inink ?” said the exasperated physician. immense quantities in the general im- cate verses are scribbled on llie doors.
preserve these filial mementoes as being her
ot Vesoasian.
most precious. The tug-boats were busy tow“Doctor,” said the old, gray-headed provements made ; in the grounds around Vile epigrams staring the unblushing days
ing vessels out into the lake, where they were
landlord, “that bridge went down the that locality. In some instances as in I habitues from
The
New
York
Pa
cub.
And
double
Yolk
Local
corner.
anchored off the burning city. Many persons
every
Mohawk tins afternoon ! Come with mo, street, whole thoroughfares have been
as
well
is
that
refuge on these vessels, and' the little
the
of
which
smothered
Times
wit
sought
entendres,
you might nearly
says
boats kept about the newly-made park
and 1 will show you. Ifyou crossed, God paved with it.
As the Seneca Building in nastiness, hide ashamed behind corniyour churches, your academies and pleasure
forget
the Michigan Central Railroad track
between
Stone Association now stands, it is one of ces and fretwork.
only knows how you did it!”
of the school-houses, as to forget your local paEvidently
the original lake shore, where many of
and
A shiver went, to the Doctor’s heart— i he most prosperous business institutions dwellers in the doomed
the
to
ten
times
audience
it
was
Tt
were
city,
speaks
them
equally per.
employed in transporting persons
and, lantern in hand, he followed the in the country, and most fortunate arc true as in Rome, that “God gave them up that your local minister does, and if it has and goods to the vessels anchored without.
that
own any of the stock.
unto vile affections.” A dyer’s shop, in any ability at all, it is read eagerly each One large bark, being towe l out, was caught
footsteps of the men to the margin of the they
The published proposals for work in the same infamous street, is remarkable week from
swollen and turbid river. Where was
by some flying cinders, and went down the
beginning to end. ft reaches river,
her masts and cordage
in
the national cemeteries, and other public
the bridge ?
only for its wimlow-shuttcrs. They were you all, and if it lias a lower spirit and flames. She was drawn out intoenveloped
the lake ami
“Almight y God !” said the horror struck property, which are prepared by Quarter- closed, Reing ot wood, which has less wisdom than a sermon, it has a thou- there, it is supposed, scuttled, as in a short
Doctor, “whore is my gratitude? My master-General Meigs, and signed i>y mouldered away, their exact impress re- sand times better chance at you. Laying time no vestige of her could be seen. The
noble boast canto over here this night, him, require that Seneca stone and none main in the hardened ashes. They were as it does, open on every table, in almost shower of cinders increased as the wind grew
as
backed Ity me, on tins solitary string other shall he used.
nine in number. The edge of each over- every house, you owe it to yourselves to in power after midnight, and the cinders
large as apples were hurled for a distance of
piece, and I, with this right hand, gave
lapped its fellow and slid into a groove. rally liberally to its support, and extract half a mile lie fore striking the earth. The air
him a blow as he faltered!” and the DocIn the central shutter a small door was from it, as able, as high-toned a character had the appearance of being full of liery rockets
A youth in Iowa who has a turn for practical
tor sank on his knees in the soft, wet joking recently tried to impose
tire at this time had
upon an honest made, closed by lock and key. This was as you do from any educator in your and shooting flames. The
It is in no sense beneath notice acquired a circumference of over two miles.
snow, and wept like a child—the men lager-beer vender by leading a mule into his sa- for tho dyer to let himself in and out after midst.
sinuosities
like a serin
moved from his presence respectfully, and loon, and taking him up to the bar as if for a ho had closed the doors. He had done and care—unless you yourselves are be- It writhed in and out
drink. Mynheer looked sLeadily at the pair for
pent. 1 f the crowd of safety-seeking wretches
left him to himself.
care—for
it
is
tho
notice
and
neath
former on the fatal day, too late, alas,
your rep- had seemed large before, it now appeared to be
a few moments as if collecting his stray wits,
When alter some little time he made and then broke out as follows: “See here, to escape, and so ended his life among resentative. Indeed in its character it is doubled. Women appealed to passengers upon
his appearance, Ids eyes were greeted by Vynee, I know vat dis is here. Ife lookHike his dye woods and blacking powers.
the summation of the importance, interest the walks for assistance to remove their goods,
numerous hacks and express-wagons carthe sight of his horse, surrounded by the you: you may he one family,as von call it; but
Confining our visit still to the discov- and welfare of you all. Il is the aggre- and
women and sick persons hurriedentire household—each contributing to if you ever bring dat young brudder here again, eries of the present year, we reach the gate of your own consequence, and you ] rying faintingThe horses were wild
with affright,
1 vill shust tell
old bidder jackass of you
ly drove by.
il
render him some assistance. A quart of both. Now youyour
all
without
dehouse
of
It
is
to
cannot
and
Proenlus.
miserably
and leaped
shust go long mit yourself."
ignore
pranced and shyed as if consuperior
warm ale was given by one, another rub
scious of the misery and devastation that the
we have seen.
The young man and-the mule went along.
Its owner was a public preciating yourselves.
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elements were heaping on the city.
The tire worked toward the late down Michigan avenue, and from thence to the north sid«
of the river. At 2 o’clock all tl»e bridges were
consumed. The showers of partially consumed
sparks and dust and ashes fell upon the multitudes until not a face but was blackened to an
Kthiope’s hue. The < 'rosby Opera House, the
Tremont, tin* Sherman, Wood’s Museum, Hooley’s Opera House, and everything nearft ou
the north side of Lake street’, was completely
licked up or gutted by the Humes. The Court
House, having an iron roof, was thought to be
lirc-proof. between sixty and seventy prisoner- were confined in the cells in the basement.
At this time it was known that the water supply had failed, the water works being gone.
The firemen had ceased their labors, and apathy
and despair had taken possession of the citizens.
The proprietor of a large jewelry store on Lake
street, crazed at the prospect of his inevitable
losses, unlocked the doors of his building and
called on the crowd to help him carry into tin*
stree t his stock. The rushing throng hastened
into the store and carried out rich silver-ware,
ciwtly clocks and trays of various kinds of jewel-. These were deposited iti the centre of the
street; but there is too much grouud for belie!
that the coveted booty was more the purpose of
the crowd than any desire to save the
jeweller’s
stock.
A large number of people hud gathered
about the Court House and clamored for the
to
and
release the prisoners.
turnkey
appear
He showed himself and announced that the

building

was

perfectly tire-proof,

no

harm could

result to those confined therein, and he should
not release tne convicts. An individual denounced in a shrill voice this barbarity of the
turnkey, and at once a terrible roar of Lynch
the d—d rascal’’ outbellowed the howliug of the
wind, the tlumes and the momentary explosions
that had grown so frequent as to be regarded.
The turnkey in- dismay tied and could not be
found, although pursuit, was made. In answer
to the tumultuous roaring of the mob the prisoners set up a howl, subdued by the thick walls
but none the less appalling, in twenty minute
from that lime the Court House was in
fames, and \\ithout doubt the seventy convicts
were burned.
What was done at the other inMiiuuoMs

in

wiitcii

prisoner*

were conuneu I

could not ascertain. The night wore slowly
It. seemed as it' morning would never
away.
dawn. As more hi l more a sense of the terrible calamity becalm* apparent, as the wind continued unabated, and as the lurid tlames spread
in the impregnable line of mill s of length forward, many persons threw themselves on their
knees in the street, and pray d vehemently for
heavenly succor. A half-mad enthusiast moulded a pile of furniture iu Dearborn street and
began a rambling discourse, iu which lie prophesied that the day of judgment was at hand,
and called 01. all t«* make their peace with Hod.
He was regarded by some practical citizens a*
a crazy man.
aped from confinement, and a
hose was directed upon him. A sudden drenching silenced the tanati<\ and he departed to tiiui
a more complacent audience.
At t o’clock thu
•jus-works blew up. and every house was left
in darkness.
The explosion shook the whole
city and aroused new terror. Down at the v.»
rious depots all night long the locomotives
were busy drawing out rolling stock and freight
Most of the freight stoi<*d in the Michigan < 'entral depot was brought to a place of safety, am!
all of their rolling stock brought beyond the
reach of the tlames.
No breakfast could la* had
iu the entire city, is the means of rooking bad
been destroyed with the hotels, a ml private
families gave no thought to what they should
eat, being bent only on saving their effects. Ten
thousand people, with immense piles of household goods, were congregated on the lake shore
as tin* morning
dawned. These people had
saved hut little pn>\ isioiis, and the cries ot the
children arose to one long lamenting wail. No
papers were issued from any printing otHee this
morning. The city was without news—not
needed if any.
It was a seem* of misery. The
llatncs still roaring and advancing, the air still
full of cinders, and the explosions >iil| constant,
tin
water supply exhausted, the tiiemen worn
out. tin* lire engines idle, the throng of fleeing
citizens increasing, the wind still blowing
tiereely. the smoke drifting still to the aoilti
ward, ihe roar of tin* flame* still heard above
all. tin- erics and complaints of the populace
-till resounding, mid naught silenced but Hie
bells. Wherefore should they add their clamor?
Where lb re indeed, when tin* electric fluid was
sending through the length and breadth of the
land the news of the woes of Chicago, and
•'<

awakening iu mu* cities chords of sympathywhy should the tolling bells seek to startle the
mourning populace? So the bells alone were

silent

noises

as tin* morning dawned, and all othei
rather increased than diminished.
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; From the New York papers, Oct. l*g. J
Mr. William Miller, of Peoria, 111., was present at ili«* burning of Field and Loiter*a and
dolin Y. Fa need's establishment*. He states
that the latter linn had the whole of their stock
stored on the lirst tl tor, all prepared for removal to the shore of the lake, which feat they managed to accomplish by dint of powerful exertion
on the part of their employees, who worked as
only Americans can work in an emergency.
Labor was at a fearful rate, fabulous amomts
being o tie red by storekeeper- tor tin* removal
A dealer in gloves
of a portion of their -lock.
marie an oiler of *h)0 t" a man who owned a
truck lor tin* transit of a ease of gloves, hut this
otlVr was indignantly refused, his horse and
cart being of better marketable value at that
time. <'.image people who had been deserted
by their servants, were to In- seen placing
trunks inside their vehicles, and in the places of
lior-es. pulling ..nv.vanees themselves.
Ladies would run out into the street with oil
paintings under He ir anus, some \ aluablo heirloom, doubtless, which they prized highly, lu
the
vehement
the hour they would place
themj in tin* road, a lumbering wagon of furniture w -uId ••nine along and under its wheels
would be seen the debris of what perhaps the
owner w ould not have parted with for untold
gold. Tin* most pitiable sights were the sick
children, half d- ad. lying crouched on the aidewalks, in mun\ ea-rs w ith hardy any covering
on them,
in Clark spvet, one instance occurred where two little girls were lying terrorstricken cheek by jow i with their dead sinter,
whose remains presented a harrowing spectacle. She hud bi-en too late to escape from under a fulling building, and had just been extriated and laid by tin* lit He lacerated forms of
her almost dead sister*. The whole of the population appeared to have been suffering from
sore eves, the dust, hot blinding dust, having
rendered many temporarily blind, Men, women.and children w re to be seen running about
tor anv gauze-like mat- rial that would act as a
Little children were
protector to their eyes.
crying piteously, rubbing their eyes which
were swelling under the -con-hing influence ol
the living sparks and cinder.-.
Men were seen
earrving their families out of what they considered danger, and deposited their I ads by the
\ hurry and rush would succeed,
wavside.
ami when the disconsolate parents would re
turn for their offspring, hating been burnt out
of house and home, they were nowhere It» be
Instances Midi as these were to lie met
seen.
with at vt ry corner of the street ; women running wildl> about shrieking out the names of
theii lost children, fearing lest they hud got
crushed under some falling budding, or been
When that part
destroyed in the seething tin
of the city occupied by the demimonde was destroyed, the poor wretches were to lie hccii
mingling with the crowd. Persons were not
too stringent in drawing disiiiictious at such »
time, but herded together, rich and poor, high
and low, the scorching lire making no distinction to persons, but treating them all alike, the
same as it did to Sodom and < iomorruh.
The
police endeavored t>* maintain order, but by
Smidav afternoon their etlorls were almost futile. l»y Sunday e\ening lawlessness ami robbery were quite prevalent among certain of tin*
A rough was seen with two
inhabitants.
chickens in one hand, and a small pet dog under his other arm. Arrived at the corner ot
the street, he was questioned by tie* polieeinau
on duty, upon which he deliberately turned
round, put the dog down, and struck the policeman full in the face.
Fortunately another odicer arrived and struck the robber a heavy blow
across the hack of hi- head with his stall', when
nit; n>waniiy viiiam ran on.
It is thought hv many people m Chicago that
the subsequent tires were in many rases caused
by this class ot persons, who, out of revenge
to the police for some punishment, set tiro to
buildings directly alter the shad *s of night fell.
Beer and other drink was selling at a fearful
price at the saloons, no other I leverage existing
for the pe,.pie, the water works having been
destroyed. \t the then existing hotels no food
or drink a i- obtainable; the servants were to
he seen thrown in all manner of positions
snatching a lew hours’ rest. The Mayor ol
Chicago having prohibited the use of lire or
light after dark, a tremenduous rush was made
on candles, which caused the price to increase
to fifty cents each. The heat of the tire at the
State street railroad was so intense that the
track had become bent, and was gnarled and
crooked, standing quite* two loot from the sleepers.
Many persons caused their luggage to be
conveyed by the trains, but owing to the hustle
existing at the time, the owners have been unable to discover if their baggage has been destroyed, or it it is still in existence. As the vans
tilled with furniture were tilling up the avenues
no notice was taken of any less fortunate neighbor whose chattels had been left in the middle
of the roadway; the horses wore made to pass
right through it. The cry was every man for
himself, the greatest destruction prevailing on
On leaving Chicago the narrator
every side.
states that a poor servant girl, who declared
that she had escaped from a third story window,
was at the depot, praying that some liberal
hearted person might pay her fare. She had
no clothes but the ones she then wore, and appeared to he in great distress. The company
are passing many such to their homes free of
charge. Among the passengers was a gentleman, his wife and two children, who had occua good position in Chicago, the gentleman
having been engaged in business to a great extent there, but since the lire he is not worth
more than the clothes he stood in ; his wife and
children are in the same condition. They had
not saved the slightest particle of clothing, and
were proceeding to some Iriciids in New York
State.
Yesterday a number of additional-refugees
front the grand theatre ot desolation at Chicago
arrived in this city.
Among them were
Timothy Lockwood* of Saeo, Me., Henry I*.
Wallace, of Treniont, N. Y.,aml Miss Laura
K. Hollins, of Bridgeport. Conn. All bore evidence of the great excitement and horror

pied

through which they had passed, and their narrative of what occurred under their observations
is thrilling in the extreme. Miss Hollins was
the only one who had saved anything but tjie
garments on their persons. They would not
have been able to come home had it not !>ee»
lor the generosity of the railroad employees,
who passed them free. The dining saloons on
the route manifested the same generosity, and
everywhere they were the recipients of kindness.
Mi-s Hollins had a most narrow escape

-■-*

like

v. folk! perpendicular shaft of molten ftlr.fsl.
In other places it would dart out long streaks,
like mammoth anacondas, with hissing* fiery
tongues; thou these serpentine shapes would
swoop down over the blazing path into the yet

she wa." surrounded i>y
death
and dashed through a space where
i!,. w o.-dcii pax cnicnts had kindle.! into a blaze.
the allowing: “When the Second
<i:i.
lire broke out in the South Division, nearly all
the people became insane with tel'ror. A ery
w of the men even had any presence of mind.
I r t hey had. mueh could have been done to have
ther ‘■tayctl, or at least diverted the tlamcs.
1 hen wa’s water, and a resolute, careful organization of mrn and the women, too) in their
!me eould hav saved much property. When
!!m• Fire Department gave up in despair tin*
>
seemed like
i>; !'
many seared sheep.
They lushed p llmoll away. Some carried
.'»u!d in their hands.
what
1 saw an
I Mi wi man hugging along a half-grown pig,
whi' ii ki.-kt-1 and sejucaletl with all its might
until tlv panting woman, overcome by the
A
limit', abandoned the animal to its faie.
••’!-ovd woman shouldered her week’s washing
,ii a huge wirie r basket, and grabhctl with the
.■tin r hand a li ving pan ami sonic mutliu ings.
Huge cinder- fell on tno clean, siarchcd clothes
In this way the poor
I them smoking.
and
wench, already half heside herself with terror,
trudged along for several blocks, until the
burning rags fell upon her neck and caused her
With a howl of distnav and
to look around.
of horror that never can be reu expression
reduced, she dropped her burden and lied for
ar life.
One immense Dutchman trundled a
vheelbarrow along loaded with a keg ot lager
Ilis wife
beer, some sausages and clothing.
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unburned buildings, which seemed pierced and
kindled instantaneously. There were also billow-; of flame that rolled along like water, submerging everything in their course. Now and
then, assume ex plosive material was consumed,
the place would seem like the crater of avast
volcano, putt’s of smoke mid flashes of light and
millions of sparks and cinders being scattered
in all directions. Sometimes the air would be
tii!I ot them, and gu-ts of wind would float
them like flocks of fire birds hither and thither.
• b casionall •' there were cinders of more than
two feet in length.
Showers of these were fallOuting, actually raining down everywhere
faces were stung and our clothing now and
then set on lire, until we got wet umbrellas to
hold as shields over us. There was a terrible
fascination in gazing upon the scene. It was*
unearthly, hideous, terrific. Our eyes seemed
riveted so that we could not withdraw them.
I'iiere were miles of lire, mountains of flame,
wavo of light, flashes, clouds, brilliant scintillations. With the aid of glasses we could see
the streets tlnonged with people flying for thenlives. Children were carried, screaming with
terror, women were shrieking, men were
shouting, and all running. We saw some old
and sick and helpless carried on stretchers;
some apparently demented or stupefied were
and children followed, all laden with sundry dragged along. Close to their heels iu hot pursiiir kamc the belching, roaring and crackling
.rtiek's. two dogs bringing up tin- n ir. H
; tied and pulled along until tie approach ot
flames, in some places they actually advanced
The most awful of
be tlamcs rendered more rapid flight necessary.
as f ist as a man could run.
I'lio wheelbarrow was then abandoned, hut not
all was the thunderous roar that seemed to roll
untii the beer keg was opened ami a parting
upward and outward from the centre of the
One incident
n ink
was taken ail around.
huge holocaust. Now there would be a report
like the boom of distant guns; again came a
unbilled the pathetic with the ridiculous.
1 vo blocks beyond where 1 lived in Halstead
snapping like the rattle of musketry. Horses
-irect. resided an old Herman, an almost help- rushed frantic like] through the streets. One
cripple, whose sole support was his wife splendid team attached to a coach ran over the
ml young son. The latter went away in the i Van Huron bridge, which had been charred
morning ami did not return. The tire rapidly and weakened, dust as the mad horses had
pproaclied with deadly omen, and the old | passed the centre it gave way, and they plung"iiple were not only distracted at the absence ed down through the lurid glare into the scarlet
tin* boy. but fearful of their possible fate.
river Inflow. There were all sorts of scenes
\t la-t tin1 Hallies came so m ar that they must
happening—some horrible, others lidieulous.
!\ or die. In tlie strength t her atiection the
Here and there, when some tall building be.1 woman seized the poor cripple, placed him
came
sheeted in flame, the walls would
on her back, and thus staggered along for a
weaken and waver like India rubber. It was
-lance ot two blocks, when -one- men placed
wonderful how they sometimes swayed almost
in a grocer'- wagon and drew him to a
across the street and then fell with a loud crash :
of -atclv.
Mm it semis wicked to think
;hen a momentary darkness, and afterward
-m h trill.
amidst all tjic liarrowing scenelies!* glares of light from some newlv kindled
1
never
can
t<
of
the
univer-al
11
tina
Even those streets that were paved with
memory.
ror ot ilio-c hours.
They wen* \ears. I tin- jwooden patents wore masses of live coals.
id woiuli-r that mm seemed d. incntnl and
The massive granite slabs were cracked into a
im ii hysterical,
(hie of tlie litt!• girls that
thousand pieces. All this time the heat was
I tound her very great.
bool became lost.
if-aided mv
By and by it grew so intense that
ing as though her heart would break. She no one could stand within blocks of the place.
< »vcr the roofs came gusts of hot air. sometimes
out 7 years old, and she could not tell what
i hi come of her parent- and lamilv. There
almost stl ong enough to throw one otf his feet.
re many such eases.
A< we went on further Our shoes were parched, the tin roof was hot,
throng increased until the streets and -ide- and we were forced down below, 'flic greatest
s' wore black with people.
It was like a
sight was to notice how the flames seemed to
-lid. and poured in the one direction ot
engulf the larger and more lofty Mansard roots.
ty.
My and by we found tin* lire getting They went like paper. The hotel was crowded.
"tind n- a- though escape would he cut off.
\!1 were excited and fearful. Every moment
wc would be entombed in one grand pvre
the reports came that the lire was nearing us,
Haim*. *Ho tin* other way: we an* headed
and finally we knew that we could not remain
wa- now and th<*n the cry. and the multilonger. Escape was the only thought. At
wuild turn hack, struggling in a new di- midnight the flaming host crossed the Adams
1 saw some women and children ami
!i"ti.
street bridge.
All the shipping that had not
man
xiiaiisted lay down in the gutters to
been removed was consumed. The tar and
in the liopcic—ness of desperation.
Olliers other inflammables made an intense light, and
■aid seize and urge them along. Smoke ami
tin* heat can he imagined from the clouds of
dcr- ami llamo ami -corching heat tilled the
>ti am that came up from the river. The keroChildren screamed in terror ami begged sene oil stores made an awful yet sublime specr wait !'.
Some would catch up tin water tacle. as the flames seemed to penetrate the
m
puddles man hydrant- and luoi-ten tin- very clouds. The huge iron reservoir at the
nh. ‘This i< heli-iiiv !’
This i- tin* dav ot
gas-works exploded with tremendous force
igment‘This mu-t be the t-ml of the world !'
and sound, demolishing several adjacent build!
tin c\i ima'iotis heard. Tic degree of ings.
Everybody seemed demoralized. The
mpatby that prevailed wa- womlerfui. Id ere very earth seemed actually gaping out lire,
•i nit <1
io l«c one instinctive throb of t-*el ng. tlame and smoke, as though the world itself
the -trong helped the weak.
1 believe that
was to be swallowed ui) in the conflagration.
v< s h:nl a great deal to do with the tire,
l!
v did not start it in tin* tir-t
kindled
General Hall’s Statement.
place they
ones
n fir-'h places.
! -aw hott-cs that had
(Jen. .Tames A. Hal! of Damariseolta, in Chi■it deserted entered by ill-looking fellows.
the great lire, furnishes some
'aim'
ransacked bureaus and closets. There cago during
statements respecting the conflagration.
no lime to speak to them.
Once or twice graphic
The Genera! says:
" In n
lin y were spoken to they profes-cd to
The wind was blowing a perfect hurricane.
Ico c been -i nt by one of tin- owners to save
Tlie
narrator never fliced a tiercer blast. Hats
.Manv people in tti«■ lia-tc of their
were blown oil', signs and awnings torn lrom
ape abandoned everything, even to jewelry
their fastenings by the fury of Hie gale, while
1 -aw one fellow’s pocked half
iin'iny.
the people thronging the streets were half-’
o| jewelry ami watches.
1 spoke of ii, but
blinded by the flying dust, ashes, sand and grit.
an instant In* lost himself from my view in
As the flames came on with incredible swiftcrowd.
1 saw a vii!ain"ti—looking negro
ness, borne bv tin; gale, the air became heated,
\n uli
t la ly*s chalclaint1 chain -u-p- tnb d awkand
this with the
of the flames, and the
\\
..idly at iii- vc-t. Tin* little girl 1 had walked force of the wind,glare
forced the people to turn
until the hot pavements bliMo fd h r little fed.
their
hacks
in
that
direction
and to gaze
bun wc curried her.
*1- papa and mamma
upon the on-eoining devastation over their
rut up.
I- Neddy burnt up dead?’ she
j
shoulders. The Genera! describes the rush of
piP-cuisly a.-kt tl. Late at night wc found them the flames before the blast to an immense mowIt was nearly morning before wc <■!
machine. They would take a section and
ing
m d
shelter •cind food.
1 never want !<■
!
sweep onward, leaving to tin* right and left
v
xt
upon ( liieago again.”
buildings stin intact. Then suddenly, another
section would he swept by the devouring eh
A.NOTIIMK WCOl'NT.
-j
ment, leaving a blackened and smoking swartii j
Mr. Lock wood, in onipany with Mr. Wal- behind.
lace, escaped across the river in a boat, the
The roar of the flames was appalling. His
bridges being tiscle.-s. Thence thc\ crossed the army experience in the noisiest branch of the I
lumber district, which had eoininenVed to blaze.
service—the artillery—gave him no data for a
j
In one instance they had to leap over the burncomparison with which to convey a correct
ing timber. Upon a root tlu-v clambered to get •idea of the sound. It was, he said, like the I
a breath and rest and view.
They said: “We rolling and unrolling of acres of sheet iron, i
ii id an awful sight from here.
Four dray- The constant falling of buildings and walls of j
b-•I'es were penned uji in a great yard, on
buildings added to the uproar and lent horror
ilher side of wliieli were wails of lumber,
to the spectacle.
bia/ing, crackling and snapping tiereelv. The
Every vehicle in the city was brought into j
was intensely lu»i
and tin* smoke stilling.
requisition for the removal of goods. As tin1 !i< poor animals had go; b*osi and rail t<> and
and the tire
day
advanced, thousands of
H'*'. their nostrils expanded, their
eyes aglan
vehicles were loaded with goods ot every de•a ith
terror, and uttering all the time wild, deand
huddled
seription
together on Michigan
M airing cri. s. pawing die ground, rolling in
avenue, which was believed to be tlie place of
Me dust, and. rearing in maniacal fury.
We
a
safety, awaiting place of storage, when, howodd see their g lossy hair and manes burn oil".
ever. in an iiici-edildv short space of time, tin!. ii t lie skill ber-ilne jeli boi!• |. and at hist tin
tiny
reached this vicinity. A stampede Ot cured
i.i>' down amidst the blazing chips and rubbish.
which tin* General avers beggars all description.
i\ .w ing in the throe- of death.
We sickened
The famous stampede at the Second Hull Run j
die -ight and hastened away, for our own
was a> nothing in comparison.
Collisions were |
-ab. ation was none too certain. Arriving at
of constant occurrence, the vehicles were upset, j
Me
Yurt Ibm-e we juislied through the multiwhile confusion worse confounded character!/- j
tiid- and finally obtained a place in the tower,
d the whole panic-stricken and motley crowd. |
lbt<- we had all < xtended vision of the devastaMeanwhile the tire fiend would brook no delay, j
11 *11. The night was hideous with scenes and
On he came, and furniture, vehicles, horses,
i.nds more infernal Ilian human. Relow us
nudes and all else had to be abandoned to the j
to
the -plan among the crowd w< recognized
insatiable monster. The overleaping flames :
a loan who has often
preached infidel sermon', licked up whole wagon loads almost ui atwink- j
"i rather tirades from the steps, and
frequently ling and then hurried on in search of new maw.i' stopped bv the police on account of the
terial upon which to feed their cruel appetite.
gnat disturbance
lie incited.
Now he was
The General confirms the reports of im-ena
his
hands
as
it
in
and
ngiug
agony,
wading diarism. which for humanity, we had hoped j
•Me! shouting, ‘When* is <.<>d now; Where
might prove untrue. Whilehc was vet in the
■
o.l now; Show in the angles !* etc.
This lie vicinity of the Sherman House, and the firemen
j
mu imied until an oilierr collared and thrusthim
were striving to preserve that noble structure, |
im" the basement, wln re his
ravings were less In chanced to east his eyes up Clark street,
obble. Rut. gr< at <iod what a \ lew we had. w lu ll he noticed a sheet of flame burst through
j
"■
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'''l

more

than

heartrending.

Very

few

of

intoxicated, and even
decorum. On and oil
iili remai kable sped came the flaming pio--i"ii.
It leaped the river, and strided on
uli unopposed fury. The multitude now belli to 1. a\e.
AM the hotels had been emptied.
Mid flight again was imperative. Just now ociii rd a scene that froze our very marrow with
rougher c!a"es

'<

were

seemed awed into

i"'M"r.
At the intersection of Randolph and
Market streets was a large building (Callem’s).
--l lor otliecs.
The janitor resided on the
urth floor with his
consisting of a wife
Mid lour children. By some .means they were
iable to escape. Surrounded by fire, they asn.i'd to the roof.
rl'he babe was in the
mother's arms, and another child, a little boy,
Ming to her skirts. Two girls were clasped in
Mi.- arms of the father. Their shouts were but

unexampled pertinacity throughout.

If any
fault could be found, it would be with the direction of matters, which did not appear always
judicious, but the firemen themselves never
faltered. Many of them perished while at the
post of duty, while nearly all were bruised and
battered and made half blind by the dust and
smoke.

faniily.

•••

■

iinu\

(Acnue

nowi oi

tlie

winds and

of the Humes. At last the heat became
miei;>e that t!;«- woman wa> overcome, and
II t" the roof. The father wildly threw out
in- hands, and
staggared, wreathed and sank
> his wife'> side. That was all of that holoni'i
tragedy. We sickened at the horrid
'i: Id. and iiurricd down to the street which by
tiii' lime was pretty well deserted. Then along
if
banks of the lake we wondered, more like
id than living men.
We heard and saw

ili*'

roar

■

■

Peril of

It is

is sent.-i*ft

having

said that

a

Handsome Wife.

shrewd Persian

a

mon-

arch, when he heard of a quarrel or mis.
chief, always asked “who is she?”—his
theory being that a woman was the prime
of all

cause

contentions.

How far the

|

|

properly accredited,
waves of the Atlantic.
M.

have

ihe

serosa

Cataeazy might in all probability
continued to discharge the ministe-

rial duties in the uncontaminated atmosphere of Washington, with the most dis-

tinguished consideration,

but for one ob-

stacle—we had almost said, misfortune.
M. Cataeazy has a wife.
Xmv that fact,
so

far from

tion

as

a

detracting

dor, should, with

from his considera-

influence

man, or

a

as an

government favoring

monogamy, and which is just now engaged in a crusade against the Salt Lake it es

being
representative

high
griev-

presumption

witty, accomplishstraight
frequenters
especially

oeautiful

Cataeazy,

blonde hair, brilliant

with

her

abundant

complexion,

charm-

ing eyes, dazzling shoulders and rounded
arms, surrounded by the chief circle of
the drawing room, and shooting the shafts

Em-

request

The vague rumors of

■

■

e

done and grabbed the villain, who drew a
pistol and shot the faithful officer through the
heart, and then sprang through the excited
• rowd
brandishing his pistol and endeavoring
to makegood his escape.
But the sight, with
all the surrounding circumstances, had madto
dened the bystanders
frenzy, and they fell
upon the wretch like so many tigers,tearing him
limb from limb, and literally disemboweling
him.
was

STILL

A NOTH Kit

ACCOt’NT.

Mr. Abel Palmer (cousin of Poller Palmer,
< hicago millionaire), who is thoroughly acquainted with the topography and population
of < 'hicago, furnishes the following: < >n .SaturFirst Train. About 300 passengers came
day afternoon several small alarms of lire were into this city on the first regular
passounded, but none amounted to much until senger train from St. John, which through
arrived here
about 10 o’clock. At 11, we looked out of the
on time last
a hundred
promptly
Over
night.
windows and saw the sky crimson with the re- of these
passengers were for the Maine Central
flect ion from the flames, and at midnight the
Railroad, most ot whom took the night express.
i/i a re lit up the streets and even sent brilliant
The train also brought a large quantity of bagflume over the lake. Everybody in the Tre[Bangor Whig, 17th.
gage and freight.
moiit House was up all night, tearful of what
The storm of the 12th was a terrible hurricane
might happen. All day Sunday the excitement
continued, but it was not until night that the along the Nova Scotia coast. At Halifax the
worst came. From the roof of our hotel we
blown down,
A strong wind wharves were flooded, buildings
1 >oked over the doomed city.
and vessels wrecked.
Thirty vessels were
was blowing at the time, and yet the flames
seemed to go m all directions, like an expand- ashore in the harbor and many lives lost.
ing sevthe mowing great and increasing'swathx
It is a matter of keen regret that lion. John
with frightful rapidity. We could think of
nothing else but hell. The flames were in A. Poor could not have lived to see the comsome places like huge waves, dashing to and
pletion of the European A N. American Railtro, leaping up and down, turning and twisting,
and pouring now and then a great column of road, of which he was unquestionably the origsmoke and blaze hundreds of feet into the air. inator, and largely the promoter.
the

Wc

It In the

acknowledge

and took

James Hotel. He is

city,

with the

Correspondence ol the Journal.

Hartford, Oct. 11, 1871.

Italian

guest of the President

so

far

as

to

point and

►mmo

The track from Kendall’s Mills to Lewiston also sullered
there

was

stroying

a

severely.

fearful sink

on

ti*ot of the track.

At (Ireene
de-

bog,

a

There

receive

the civilities of the White House.

But he
finds the representative of his government
in unmerited disgrace—a circumstance

David Kentlv alias James Wilson, the
criminal who murdered Warden
Willard of the Connecticut State Prison

desperate
August

In the evening, Lord Lisgar feeling mueh
fatigued with his long jourue\ retired earlv,
hut the President, with Secretary Bob-son.
Gens. Cress well and Belknap. Speaker Blaine,
Lens. Porter and Babeoek, took lea with Senator Hamlin, at his residence on Lifth street,
where a few gentlemen and ladies were invited
to meet them later in the evening.

ling lorgriiottes,
handkerchiefs, he

immense labor to do in

an

the compliment.
Tie President
by the same party at Senator Il

f For the

was serenaded
imlinC Inn did

not appear.

Journal.]

On

row

treated by the Warden and killed him in
it has been plainly proven

Wednesday,

an

immense procession
moved through the

a

Monday last Wilson was transferred from
prison at Wethersfield, where he has

glad meeting and the
quickly following parting with its famous

been in ( lose confinement for fourteen
On that
months, to the jail in this city.
duet '' Vt. rrctnno a (> sull aum" in which
morning the sun shone bright, the air was
the almost painfully absorbed listener- be- j warm and
sweet, the trees were rich in
‘'ume aware that
Brignoli was eelip m*.- their autumal
and thus it was that

tints,

himself in feryenl

.intense,powerful acting tb- doomed man’s last look of Nature was
Through all her conflicting emotion.- of. during one id her most charming mood*
love, jealousy, and despair, through the j It is about I nn miles from the
prison to
trial of ceaseless taunts and soli* Stations j the
jail, tin* road D through tin* most
from her brother, to her marriage and the j beautiful
At his own re
part of the city
return of
Kdgar,” the hushed auditor- qu
he was brought up in jailor FennVs
watched her, almost fearful of the ( Umax.
open arriage. < >n the way he conversed
But as the sense of her wrongs came,
freely with sheriff and officers who were
slowly home to her, reason gave wa v ; with him. and did not profess to notice the
she scornfully and violently put i^id** her
large crowd of people who lined the road
brother, tore her bridal vail from her along the route for a
long distance. The
head, and made a desperate attempt to writer saw Wilson,
just as he entered the
reach the side of “Sir Kdgar,” fainting
jail and when he took his last look at the
ere its accomplishment.
Through it all ojworld.
He appeared stolid and un
the sweet voice -vas true and -«»und and ne
d but was quite pale, probably from
clear, never failing in passionate or pili
his long confinement.
From letters tin
ful scene, but portraying always with criminal lias written
and from other eviskill and harmony the varying emotion-. dence it has been
proved that he really
It really seemed as if human [lower could had a love of Nature’s
works,—those air
*

•

do more, but in the mad

after the

scene

costly

Experience of One of the Chicago Suf-

beauties

English man-of-war is
Boston awaiting the Horton’s

nounced that

It is really to be hoped that no serious
misunderstandings will result from this
stalcof things. It is most earnestly desired
that we shall not lose the friendship of the
only European government that was friendly in the days of our late national tribulation. But the practical question is—how
can it be averted ? If the lady ambassadress now would only have the goodness

cruising

oil'

had
and

an

The

arrival

collector

Gloucester

consultation with the President,
the revenue cutter Mahoning has

despatched

also

it

and

of

a

been

sent

chap. The noise ceased, and

is

under sealed

orders;

has

been

on

inspection

the

found to be fastened on the inside.
guard with his revolver, Captain
Clark sent a man up in the city to Police headmeantime
quarters,
informing Iris prisoner that
an attempt at escape would result is serious
to
the
damage
escapist. The City Marshal came
down directly he was Informed, and the thief
was
immediately interviewed, being found
with a pair of pants, a vest, and other articles
of clothing on, which he had just stolen and
was preparing to escape with.
Citv Marshal Bolton at once recognized the

door

was

Mounting

frigate
as one;AntonyjMurray,who was sentenced
from the navy yard to Gloucester, chap
bv the Supreme Judicial Court for tiiis County
future developments are anxiously to two years’ imprisonment in the State Prison,
3d of
said,

a

awaited.

Gloucester, Mass., Oct. 17. All about
the streets notices are posted giving telegrams from Surveyor Smith and the comhow quickly would the international ques- mandant of Charlestown
Navy Yard, asktion be solved. Or if she could be smit- ing and notifying that a gunboat had been
ten with sudden piety, and retire her sent to protect the E. A. Horton. Colfor the
charms behind the veil and convent vow, lector llabson has telegraphed
Revenue cutter Hugh McCulloch of Portthe path of diplomacy would be wonderland, which will reach this port to-day.
fully smoothed. But being a lady of The Mahoning has already come and
spirit as well as charms, she will do gone outside. These will make a lleet of
four vessels in these waters and any atneither, undoubtedly holding that
tempt to seize the Horton by English ves-“If eyes were wads for seeing,
sels will meet with a successful resistance.
Then beauty is its own excuse lor being.”
And so the quarrel stands. Meantime The Mahoning is said to have strict orbe taken. The
let us all pray for our imperilled country, ders not to let the Horton
Fortune has just got back and
gunboat
and anathemize all ambassadors with
reports not having seen anything of the
handsome wives.
English vessels or the Horton.

Cincinnati,
gives l,05o majority for
Five townships in Onion county

ton. and left a satisfied audience to find

Lake county

their way home, where they doubtlessly
dreamed all night of a pretty “Maugerite,”
a

handsome “Faust,” am!
But

“Mephistopheles.”
evening was reserved

Noyes.
gives Noyes

diabolical

Wednesday
greatest triumph
to

the

of the week—Nilsson

a

as

the unfortunate

Lucia Di Lammermoor, and the silvery
voiced Brignoli as Sir Edgar. By her

sky

the scatfold

Thursday

erected in

was

the west corridor of the jail, and within
hearing of tin* condemned, but lie did not
disturbed by

the ominous sounds,

coolly

offered his assistance

its construction

During the forepart

seem

and he
in

of the

even

Wilson wrote letters and eon

night

ver-ed with his

spiritual adviser, (’haplain
Wooding. I, it-T he seemed to sleep, but
in the early morning the deputies who
wen* watching him
thought he breathed
Unnaturally and ailed the jailor. It was
fi-imd

upon immediate examination that
attempted suicide by stabbing him

lie had.
self

tie* heart with

over

instrument.
Ik*

to

For

unconscious.

pronounced

the

unconsciousness

some

sharp
professed

Doctors came

and

serious, but the

wound

dodge.

a

small

hours he

\

might

that he

-■>

!><• allowed to pas- the hours allotted for
the execution, after which of course in*
would

live

a

An awful respon-

m.hi

sibility rested upon Slu riff Russel! Should
In* bang the man or not
Unapplied at
once to tin* Judges of the Superior Court,
now >n session
They decided that there
was no authority
!br changing the order
proceeding-. 'Toward noon Wilson
appeared to reeovei from li is stupor, real
or affected
lie a-ked tor hramly and wallu soon
ter. ami they were given him.
conversed, though with some difficulty.
",

He said the instnum nt with which he had
stabbed himself

was

wire

.k

one-eighth ot
long.

iin*h in diameter and three inches

an

He

wire at the

had obtained til

ened

one

Before he

a

taken fr

was

slirewd

man

!>■•

had

blit

State

ration pan. and had sharpend on tin* stone floor of his cell.

Prison limn

slim

"I

II

tie;

in

II

thi-

prison

and examined,

stripped

was

concealed tin

v

He really ilitende«l
wire upon his 1 »<»dy.
suicide, and \v;t- much disappointed at hi-*

i•

sea o

n

it is an-

How sad this

last farewell ot earth and

ferers.
He stated that lie did not push
failure.
N. II. < let .1*1.
A pri v ate the instrument in all the distance ;tt once
Mr. Kdward A. Tinkham,
omi lift his heurt up <ri(h
but could *•/<•.
formerly of Ghieago, has been received
lie U'ied :t te-l mi. ill to drive it i'll 11V
in this city.
Mr Tinkham was cashier of
one ot the banks which wen* burned mil
in.
Sk.ton after one o'eloek Wilson waHe smveedami also lost hi* residence.
ll tied up to the scuff ild ; he was terribly ill
in removing the valuable papers of tinHis remark- mi
and he trembled visibly.
bank to his house, but at
o’clock Monday morning lie was obliged to leave a tin* gallow- were
•I don't suppose it will amount t« nunh
trunk containing the bank securities, ami
his silver ware ami jewelry was entrusted what I ran -a\ or stop tin- fX'-eUtloU. It >011
won't
put it to \e-• ution. I would suv a go-.;:
to a negro to be taken to a place of
tl'.-tv
deal.”
and returned after the lire. I'm- wlin-h he j
s[i*ppi11_ ! fin Irojit ..! the platform hi -aid.
Mr Tinkham an*!
was to receive $ loon.
•I siippo-.- mo-t of \ .’< know why I shall -a>
family were* driven by tin* dames i*> Li. 'it lull a r.wv words to-da\ \\ itti '.Inf- n.-te
House Pier, where they remained with steel in hi- li a: i. k man ni'l -ay itnnh mu b
e\ peeled to.
I did all I
oiild to avoid being
thousands ot other- until late Moml.i\ here;
not that 1 fear death, hut <n h a k ind oi
afternoon, when they were removed bv a a death—tit only lor k dog. or a murderer! I
tug boat up the river to tin- wi--t --id*-, t am not a murderer. 1 killed William Willard
;".sr fi-jht.
A lid I
where they took the ears for Milwaukee ill sclf-d'-lenee. "ii': !
The trunk wa- hope his late will l><* a warning m all nthru
some hours afterward.
!il-T*•
him.”
tyrant
safely delivered t<> Mr. Tinkham, and tieThen seizing the noose, he continued
colored man received hi* promised re"When a man put- th
ov.-r his lieu I. in lh
ward. 'The bank valuables are reported
raiisr of humanity, it i- n.»t
In that
li-urae*
to have amounted to six hundred (hou-v-md
ovrr mine.
k-aiisk* I ]'ii!
\nd Sheritl tin- •i|
dollar*. 'The colored man, after rec<*i\
tighten it up a- •|oi--k a- you pleasi
mg the trunk, drove with it t > the lake
Then the dread ld:i1 k cap was adjust. I
shore, where he remained with hi- horse
tii- Slo'titf s:ud. May Hod have mercy
-•
ii
and wagon, standing in the w e *r
• Mi
The drop fell
there
hours, hemmed in by the eondagrali
your soul
were one or tw-» convulsions, and in live

«•<

type,

children of light.

woven

('<>No >ui),
letter from

*

Since the above was in

and

secret,

the

Then came the

could reach, even to the furthermost
ot bright crimson faced chairs, ap-

peared

was committed to
gratify
long cherished revenge. Or

that the nuiider
a

bright, animated, antieiwas
formed and
pating faces, hacked by the gleaming gold
Mu. Fhitor. 1 lijv on the high road bestreets, escorting the President and par:v.
and blue of the walls.
tween Belfast and .Stockton, and I wish to ask
Fluttering curls,
what kind of a chariot race it was that issued The procession was made up of the mili- bewitching braids, rosy cheeks, -parkling
from your city on Saturday afternoon last, and tary, liremen. mill-men, lumbermen in
eyes, dainty shoulders, wonderful hats
swept along past the peaceful inhabitants, to uniform, and citizens. A collation was and bonnets, drooping lines, fragrant
their terror and amazement.
First came a then
partaken of at Xorombega Hall. At Howers, nodding plumes, elegant laces,
wagon and a whin; horse, driven by a stout and
i o’clock the President
appeared on the rustling silks, gleaming diamonds, sober
very much excited man, who reminded me of
liali, and received a broadcloth, immaculate vests, spotless
tin- scriptural account of “Jelui the son of balcony of the
Nimshi. who driveth furiously." Such anxi- marching salute from the ten companies of gloves, and lUlUering fans made a rare
From 1 to <‘> o’clock the Presi- and ravishing picture under the brilliant
ety to get over tin* ground 1'never saw mani- military.
fested, until the one that followed came in dent held a reception at
Xorombega, glare of the gaslight, and such an one as
range of my sight. lie was an elderly man of where hundreds of ladies and
gentlemen American eyes are seldom permitted to
but
with
an
slight figure,
eye in which burned were
presented. At the same lime a see. Thu opera selected for this grand
the fiery zeal of him who urges outlie Wild
Hunt of the Hartz Mountains. His steed was bayonet drill by the military was had in opening night was Gounod’s “Faust,”
coal black, save in spots lleeked by the white
Davenport Square, under the eyes of the with Nilsson in her celebrated role of
foam of his furious speed,
Tho October Elections.
urged on by whip (iovernor, (Jen. Sherman and others. “Maugerite.”
The first sight the waitand voice.
With the clatter of hoofs and The
ot batteaux and canoes took ing audience had of the
eanregatta
i.
charming
Philadelphia., < M
wheels, "the noise of the captains and the
place on the river, and the trials of hand latrice was in the vision shown by
Stokeley’s (Rep.) majority f-< M.iycr
shouting” they swept by. At the lirst appearand steam engines, all took place in the “Mephistophles’* to “Faust.” and wel- of this city is 7,622.
ance of the apparitions, l hastened to
get my
The State has gone Kepubli' an :-v at
afternoon.
In the evening the whole city comed her with a hand ripple of applause.
wife and children into the house and bar the
least 15,000. The llopublieans gain two
doors and windows, until assured the danger was brilliantly illuminated, making a Later in the evening, as the triumphs of
I members of the legislature in Philadelwas over.
Now. Mr. IMitor, we arc curious to
scene of rare splendor.
her perfect acting and vocalization be- phia, and four in Luzerne; also tw.» s.-uknow what came over these drivers? Was it the
ators, giving them a majority.
T< VAN!:KUOKO.
came more and
more apparent, she was
»uiui*•spirit of the very slow trot at your race course
Returns from thirteen ditferent
It is arranged for several trains with the recipient of the heartiest demonstra—or was it spirit of another kind, such, for ingive 0,276 Democratic, a Republican
the guests to proceed to the stale, line,
tions
of
and
-t
enthusiasm.
m
ti•
approbation
Of 1,244. 'Phe citizens Keton
stance, as the Pike County ‘‘Shepherd’s DeM "n
light,” which caused Han dler to steal his own leaving Hangor at s o’clock on Thursday Plaudits of unbounded admiration ro- this city, polled only 20"1
pack and hide it in the woods? And I want to morning. They will there be met by the rou tided again and again through the vast elected District Attor
know if this is to he a regular practice'—if so 1 trains from St John, when the whole auditorium, and boquets full in abundance by 2,000 majority.
The majority in both houses i.n a State
desire to move into a more peaceable locality.
company will dine in the huge lent pro- at her feet. Hardly less hearty and cor- convention is overwhelming.
Yours,
Sea us port.
vided for the occasion, capable of accom- dial were the appreciative welcomes and
Flection was quiet in most .»( tin- wards, j
In the fourth and iifth the colored voters
encores bestowed upon the favorite conmodating 1200 persons.
of intimidation, and tin- police j
tralto Miss Annie Cary and the new tenor complained
—“Ail Iowa wife put starch in her husIn the
were
changed by the mayor.
M Capoul. There was, of course, much fifteenth ward Miss Carrie S. Kurnham
band’s Private despatches,” is what a A Belfast
Captain Captures a Burglar.
of interest centered in this new candidate tendered a vote which was not received.
mixing of paragraphs makes the Portland
Bangor is getting to be badly infested lbr
of the Court of Common
Advertiser say.
public favor,and critical cars followed Judge Allison, the
Pleas, rejected
application (or a !
by thieves, and latterly a class of river
of
the
sweet
note
rich,
full,
voico; mandamus to compel tin* receipt ni the !
every
—A complication is likely to arise out pirates, similar to those of New York,
marked each varying expression, and ballot, and was sustained by his brother
j
of the case of the fishing schooner E. A. have shown themselves.
The Whig of
watched carefully for every defect in ex- judges.
Ilorlon, of Gloucester. She was seized Monday gives the following account of
OHIO KKPUIlLH 'AN MY 25,0(10.
ecution.
Followed it through all its
by a Dominion cutter, for alleged viola- the capture of one—•
and low until it rose
1 2
a
111
wanderings
high
CoLl’MIU'S, t )ct. 1 1
bate on Saturday afternoon, ('ant. Isaac Clark
tion of the fishery law, and taken into
'Phe Republicans claim that Noyes is
airily and easily to the high C, and then
of the schooner .1. I'. Merriam, of Belfast, (now
and think the
Guysboro. A party of American fisher- lying in the river at this port) came on hoard submitted in all
elected
gladness to the tumultu- result in by 25,000 majority,
men
went in at night, took possession,
after a short absence ami was going into the
Cuyuhoga county gives them the
ous
of
shower
The
curtain
when
he thought he detected a slight
approbation.
and went to sea with her.
If she gets cabin,
Legislature.
noise within, and he stopped and listened. rolled down at a late hour,
upon an opera
SECOND DESPATCH.
home, and is demanded, what is to be Somebody was tumbling things about, it was
evident, and the captain ‘"hailed” the invisible never more brilliantly represented in HusOct. 11— a. m.
done ?
What Was it that Broke Loose ?

crime was life

self-defense, yet

was entirely forgotten, and the
sad-hearted “Lucia” alone remembered.

began to be set down from their cozy
comfortable carriages, in front ot the long,

ew

Friday of this

on
oi

long; and at tie- time of the murder he
was
serving out a sentence h burglarv,
and although he alleges that he was ill

Nilsson

“1 shall come

bewitching

is;n, was executed at the

15th,

County Jail in this city,
week.
Wilson’-career

sweet, entreating, plaintive voice,(lament
ing yet longing for the coining of Kdgar.
“Not yet come.
Not yet come.” Sad,
tender yet passionate, the rich, tremulous
notes fell upon listening ears, and wakened every heart at once in sympathy.

was
arched, brilliaii ly illuminated enhance of
tiie enticing, a.traetive “Koston.” At a
getting the
road in running order, but Suj t. Noyes
seasonable horn the gay audience were in
NKKKN \1*KS.
was e-pial to the
The Capital (Guards with (lie Lynn Band, place, idling the parquette and boxes and
emergency, and kept
serenaded (iov. Perham who was :i| the
gangs of men at work until everything residence of Hon. s. If. Blake. The
overflowing into the spacious balconies
Governor
was in shape.
responded in a neat speech, thanking them f,li- and galleries. I p, up, up, as far as the
son

not calculated to enliven his visit.

to take the small pox, and present a scarified face at the portal of the White House,

lloor.

EXE* l TION OF WILSON.

TDK

into silence and upon the stillesss stole the.

a

derful

Letter from Hertford.

:

ed gracefully her slender form; flowers
drooped amidst the heavy artistic, braids,
and diamonds flashed from the dainty
ears, blazed at her throat and caught tin*
foamy lace in a cluster upon the shoulders.
By and by the storm of applause wavered

l'

ambas-

of wit front her lovely lips?
Poor Cataeazy himself, absorbed in the
suspicious condition of
Queen Victoria’s health, the most trifling labors of diplomacy, was unaware of the
particulars possess an absorbing interest
ior the inhabitants of both England and impending storm, until informed that the
President had made a
of the

excellent artist and musician, she now
seldom touches either a brush or piano.
It is this fact that causes her physicians
such uneasiness. They are unable to interest her, to hit upon any pursuit to
amuse her and divert her nnnd from the
past. Above all, they are desirous of diverting her thoughts from the memory of
her husband, and this they have completely failed to do. It is more than
probable that her mind is seriously impaired, and that she will never again
take an active part in public affairs. She
does'not make any effort to emerge from
her seclusion, but, on the contrary, exhibits a positive repugnance to again don
the robes ot state, and absolute retirement,
for the present at least, seems inevitable.

Saturday,

Correspondence of the Journal.

on

quarters at the St.
Boston, Oct. IS, 1871.
AN EXCITING DAY.
accompanied by Mrs.
majestic aspects of nature, in the achieve- Grant and their daughter. Postmaster
“Have you seen the morning papers?”
General Creswcll and wile,Gen. Sherman,
ments of heroic effort—in all which
probreathless ejaculated a short, rotund, alfoundly moves us to admiration in the ex- Gen. Porter, Speaker Blaine and others. dermanic looking man, hurrying as fast
ercise of self-sacrifice, valor, genius. Cer- A large crowd gathered at the Hotel, and as his
weight proportions would allow intainly there is something very nearly ap- after supper the President addressed a few to the neat, nice, substantially furnished
proaching, if not reaching the standard, words to them from the balcony. On private office, ot his equally imposing and
in that daring outreach for results which, Sunday the Presidential parly attended
plethoric triend.
joined to science and mechanical skill, llev. Dr. PutnamV church. On Monday
“No, what’s up ?”
have achieved those great works, the per- the President laid the corner stone of the
“Oh the most awful lire in Chicago.
fected fruits of which the world is enjoy- new Post Ollice, in Devonshire street.
The whole city is burning up."
And
On Tuesday morning at 8 o’clock rlie
ing. ()l this class is the Atlantic telegentleman number one sank exhausted ingraph that slender thread which running President and party left for Bangor l>\ tIn- to a chair, quickly took off his hat,
A
under the wild waves of a thousand Eastern Railroad, in a special train.
hi-rvim-h whipped a large, white handSalem,
Lynn,
of
Newbury
port,
conducts
the
subtle
Portsmouth,
flash
water,
leagues
k'lehul from his side coat pocket and
bright with intelligence. Again it is to be Portland, Augusta—and all along the line vigorously wiped the perspiration from
found in the patient, slow work of genius of travel, crowds gathered to do honor to iiiliery tai
which mingles the waters of the Mediter- the President and the distinguished party.
all burnt up! It can’t lie
■Chicago
At Portland the Presidential p.irfv was
ranean and lied Seas
through leagues and
possible! Where my paper?" A quick,
leagues of red desert sand, and sends joined by L ,rd Lisga; Governor * •*»-.*ral bustling unsuccessful search, then tingof Canada and suitover it the huge ships of commerce.
aling-uling-aling-rding in a distant part of
ARRIVAL AT RAXcnR.
Of this class of achievement is the
building, answered in a moment more by
We copy from the Whig's report the in- a
great tunnel which runs under the mounbright eyed little hoy, at whose touch
tain peak of the Alps through the thick dents of the reception al Bangor
the pretty glass ilonr swings noiselessly
The various military companies inarched to
ribbed granite, for a distance of seven and
open.
the Maine Central depot at U o'clock, and forma half miles, by which the
“Where’s my paper, .John
tin the
long and peril- ed in a line in front of that building, under the
of
Chief
Marshal Varney and aide-, j
ous day’s
journey over the ridge is reduc- direction
desk, sir !"
At h:U» tin: long-looked-for train rolled in.
It
ed to a pleasant ride often minutes. The was composed of seven cars, two of which
"I can’t find it!” “I put it there, sir!”
given to the Capital Guards of Augusta.
‘Oh yes, hero it is,” “Well go out and
unprofessional mind is lost in amazement, were
Capt. .1. T. Woodward, who acted as military
not less at the patient faith which sees escort. Two Pullman cars were
1 want to
devoted re- buy me the l’ost and Journal.
to
President and <ho Govrrnorclearly and surely the completion of the spectivelyand the
know what all the papers say. Here, come
the other three to members ot
General,
great undertaking than at the wonderlul their respective suites and a few invited guests, back and get some money !”
skillth at so lays the line and plummet to including a number of representatives of the
‘■booking lor nows ot the lire r interpress.
A calcium light had been provided, w licit
the work that it shall meet in the centre
rupts gentleman number three making a
was set opposite the depot ami threw- an intense
oi the rock, under the summit which
light upon the front of that building and the noisy, sudden and abrupt entrance. “Von
vast, crowd ot j.pie gathered in the yard. Imtowers more than two miles high.
won’t lin<I anything about it." “Its only
the train reached the depot,
salute
Its inauguration last month, brings mediately
a rumor yet.”
“Probably true though.”
of 1*1 guns in honor of the President, and the
number in honor of the Governor-Gener“Afternoon papers have it all.
liaise the
freshly to minil the history of the great samewas
under
the
tired,
direction
of
al,
Capt.
M«>nt Ccnis tunnel. It was began in 18/)7, Downes, on the hill north of Main and west
of grain won’t it?” and without
of price
ami is the offspring mainly of that won- Cedar street. Mayor Dale was in w liting, and waiting for a reply walks oft1 to the nearest
welcomed the President to our
and at-

v.-s.-av

■

lie I auks rush into his office as the lhimes were
hearing almost upon the budding, he watched
it is exit.
It was not long before the official aj>peared with his arms lull
money packages
?md bonds, and no sooner had he appeared than
the thief prostrated him with a blow upon the
Mde of the head, and grabbed a portion of the
treasure. A policeman in an instant saw what

President Grant arrived in Boston

1

impending insanity which have of late peror for his recall. But the imperial
been spread abroad are not wholly ruler at St.
Petersburg, seeing probably
groundless, to say the least, and it would no sufficient grounds for
disgracing his
mourning and agony and .suffering that all the seem to be a fact, no longer concealed,
i"miUs in the world could not hold the account that the Queen’s
are very un- representative, has not yet made the dephysicians
"f.
We were comfortably fixed in life one
easy concerning licr. The latest advices sired change. Meantime the Russian and
week ago; now we ale penniless! We have
by steamer assert that Her Majesty has his envy-exciting lady are condemned to
ii" doubt that incendiaries did part of the work,
given up many of her usual habits of all the
and for robbery and ravage. The shoes and
slights and cuts that women know
!"tliiug of all the party sittested the severity of daily life, such as walking and driving,
so well how to invent,
lint all at once a
tin ordeal through which they had passed. One
her
Of
etc.
late
household,
supervising
among the thousand rumors that were Hying
years she lias been unable to give her at- new complication has arisen. The Grand
and
the
wildest
it
would
seem
it
about,
thickly
must be, was of the sudden veiigean
that be- tention to one thing lor any length of Duke Alexis is daily expected to arrive in
tel a bold thief. Seeing the cashier of one of time, and whereas she was formerly an
the country. Of course he becomes the
1

sublinie

of flic

“-,

cessation of the generous welcome. A
pale peach-blossom silk, with low, pointed boddice and long train
elaborately
trimmed with the richest point lace drap-

as

In the present

the United States.

source

Letter from Boston.

remark,
statesman, Count Cavour. somo little delay, the party entered the baron, li- window,
death of her husband sin* rose, if possible
right our readers can judge by This tunnel, seven and a half miles
es which awaited them at the door.
As soon as
up on what I’ve got as soon as the report
long, the carriages reached their places in the
to
still higher excellence, wandering
line,
each turning oyer for himself the record
is confirmed.”
was bored from opposite sides of the the procession moved, light being atlbrdcd by
about the stage m so despairing a way as
of his personal experience. Many will
and Brewer firemen cartwo
hundred
Bangor
mountain, until it met in the centre. We
“They do say Chicago’is all burning to eall tears to
lf.»r greatest i
rying torches on each side, under command of
many eyes.
probably concede that the philosopher of
up,” remarks pretty, kind-hearted little vocal
copy the account which was printed at the Capt. K. K. Small. The following was the
was also achieved in this i
the throne displayed as much wisdom as
triumph
ORDER
OK
PROCESSION.
Mrs. U., to the colder a id less demonstratime, of the meeting of the working par
act, in a brilliant slacatto movement, with
did Solomon when he ordered the child in
Platoon of Police.
ties in the bowels of the earth—
tive Mrs. A.
“Isn’t it perfectly shockThomnston Rami.
flute obligato, and made the housr to redispute to be divided by the sword.
Platoon of Torch Rearers.
“On the Till of November one of the chief ening!" “Oh, 1 do hope i'. isn’t true !’’ “.lust sound with dicers, and loud and
Iiangor Cornet Band.
Without rehearsing all the troubles to gineers, when going his rounds on the north
repealDrum Corps.
think of all the poor families!"
side, fancied he heard through the rocks the
ed applause. The. return and death ->t
Portland Mechanic Blues.
mankind from tins source, from Eve in sounds
of an explosion at the other end. 1J<And after this manner rang exciting
Drum Corps.
“Sir Kdgar” finished the highly wrought
the Garden to Helen of Troy; from Cleo- ascertained that there had actually been an exJameson Guards.
rumors, queries and reports all through
at the hour when lie heard the report,
Johnson’s Band.
plosion
who
lost
scene, and this part was not. allowed to
Marc
patra,
Antony the world, and day by day the sounds became louder and
Drum Corps.
Men
of
last.
the ileeting hours
Monday
Auhurn Light Iufuitiy.
sutler or weaken in the hands of Hriguoli,
to Mrs. Maclarland who lost one of the more distinct. \\t the beginning of December,’
Drum Corps,
eolleeted in groups were to he *ecn at
writes M. (ianesl,‘we heard quite clearly the
who with the most impassioned acting'
of
Tribune editors bis life—it is sufficient to blows of the
Guards
Crosby
Hampden.
perforators against the rocks.
and
in
women
Norway Band.
every corner,
every office;
Then we vaguely heard the sound of voices.
and rare singing kept the audience *pe!l- 1
say that the usually serene atmosphere at
Norway Light Infantry.
in parlors, mil paused before
For three days and three nights engineers, Carriage containing the
President, the Governor chattered
bound to th<‘ very last, and in spite ot the
is
a
woman’s foremen, and heads of gangs never left the tunWashington
agitated by
General, Mayor Dale, and President Jewett
bulletin boards; and even children reot the Ku. and No. Am. Railw.o.
We could neither eat nor sleep; every one
absence of the dead “Lucia.”
quarrel—not the first which that political nel.
Belfast City Guards,
was in a fever.
At length, on the morning of
peated the news one o another. NewsThis week, which is the last of the operatSkowliegan Band.
metropolis has seen, hut one of the fun- tic 27th of December, the rock fell iu near the
paper offices were busy, hurried, and tie
Skowhegan Light Infantry.
roof.
The
breach
was made, and we could sec
season, will witness a repetition of
niest.
Band.
Lynn
each other and shake hands. The same evening
anxious; telegraph offices besieged and “Faust” and “Lucia l>i Lammcrmo n"
Capital Guards of Augusta.
To begin at the beginning, alway s the the hole was clear, the last obstacle, and the
Portland Band.
importuned ; and insurance rooms preoc- and will also make tin* prod in Li' >n ot I
mountain was
onr work was done.
Portland Light Infantry.
propercst place at which to make a com- The two lines pierced;
met almost exactly; there was
Invited Guests in Carriages.
cupied, excited and watchful. All day Traviata,” “I,a Sonamlmla” and other
mencement, it may he remarked that the barely half-a-yard error. The level on our side
The procession marched up Railroad St.,
long the excitement grew, absorbing the operas.
was only dxty centimetres (less than threeITm it:
to
Summer
Union
St.,
Union
to
through
St., up
relations of this government with that of
quarters of a yard) too high.”
High St.; through High to Hammond St.,down attention and eliding the sympathies of
Russia have generally been of the friendliHammond
to
Main
St., and up Main to the
Xo wonder the promoters of the enterall classes- -high and low; rich and poor;
Dense crowds of people mamIt is said that the truth is very Mow in
est kind.
Democracy and autocracy have prize and the people rejoice—and it is lit Bangor House.
pied every available inch of space on the streets young and old, by everyone and everyshaken bands. The young giant of tho that the inhabitants of all civilized coun- through which the procession passed, eagerly
about, compared with tin* nimbi-where il was the all engrossing subject of getting
Intent on seeing the distinguished guests of the
West and the hoary old imperialist of the
tries should join in the celebration oi these city. The houses, blocks and stores on the conversation. The ‘divine Nilsson” was, ness ot falsehood. This saying finds an
illustration in the article by Hon. Gideon
East have reached out over the heads of successive
route were brilliantly illuminated, and decoratfor the time being, almost forgotten, llut
steps of victories over the obwith flags, bunting, lanterns, transparencies.
Welles, in tin* November number of the
England, France Germany and all the stacles of nature—the triumphs of intellect ed
and
At a number of places on Main St., long strings
as the
night shadows drew closer,
which is devoted to :i history of
rest, and cordially embraced. Taoy grain tho war t«- establish the universal do- of Chinese, lanterns were hung from wires closer around the
Galaxy,
city, and the gas-jets the successful
across the street, and depended in graceful
expeditions against New
ciously sold us, for seven millions cash in minion or man.
curves of light to the buildings on either side.
to
their
ruddy, cheering rays ! Orleans and [bitterns. Hut never w .s
began
iling
The music of the bands, the tramp of the troops,
band, the icebergs of Alaska, that we
the cheers of the excited crowds, the flushing adown the long, lim, darkening streets
| undeserved plumage so etleetualiy stripmight tickle each other in the ribs across
of the torches and the dazzling illumination, all
A Severe Storm.
the eagerly untie'pated, much talked of
combined to form a scene such as was never
ped from a poor biped, as in the ease of
Behring's straits. They didn’t furnish
event
The heavy :ui<l continuous ruin of the before witnessed in Maine, and will never be*
Hen. Hutler in connection with these afcoal to confederate steamers, and when
bv those fortunate enough to witness
IN’ 01‘F.KA
forgotten
N
Ml.sS'
1-th. which did little damage east of the it.
Mr. Wells shows in tin* most eonfairs.
the sainted Lincoln expired,
telegraphed Kennebec
After the arrival ot the pro<-es>ion at the Banliver,created devastating tloods
again took the uppermost position in the ! elusive manner that the
us the most consoling of
expeditions were
messages. Well, in
gor House, the President, (iovernor (ieneral,
the western part of the state.
minds of many.
Toilets were hurried
At Au- and
the navy, and that Hutler was sent in
party entered, while the companies ret urnby
nothing could be more proper than that
gusta several dams on the small streams t" their quarters. President Lr:uif> dining anxiously forward to completion, delicate subordinate
our next friend should be well and creditcapacities in response to the
room is in the northeast eoruer of the second
were
drawn carefully on, pretty cloaks
washed away, and the wharves lloor of the Bangor House, and his
for troops, and
private gloves
Secretary’s
application
ably represented at our Republican court.
were
under water.
The railroad track rooms are immediately over it. Lord Lisgar
daintily adjusted, and radiant in wonder- that the military was entirely under conSo the V.ar selects for ambassador. Mons.
has
on the northwest eorner on the
between Augusta and Kendall’s Mills was ^mieapartments
ful ooiil'ures, gleaming silks, and Hashing
floor.
Hen. ('ns^well and S.-eiftary
trol of the naval commander.
Poor Hen
Cataeazy, a gentleman of learning, exwashed, imprisoning several trains Boheson havo rooms lirtwe«-n, and Lens. jewels, and amply provided with sparkand
Porter
perience and ability, and despatches him, badly
are
al-o
domieikaj
«»i,
tl
Belknap
fanciful funs, ami
between that
Kend.ill’s Mill*.
ruler

and people when dealing with thieves. He saw Washington
one villain strung up to a lamp-post.
The fel- her charms inspired certain of the newslow presented a revolting sight, and a more
paper fraternity to tell the world that she j
villainous countenance never decorated such a
place. lb- saw another thief beaten to death. is beautiful. Now. liow are those excelThe fellow was caught in the act, but came lent and virtuous
dames, the ladies of the
near making his escape by running.
A citizen
President and Secretary Fish, to endure
threw a brick at the scamp, which, hitting him
on the head, brought him to the ground.
The ail this?
Of what comfort can Mrs.
next instant the maddened crowd, with a terrible roar, were upon him, and in a few mo- Grant partake, lady of the White House
ments the thief's body presented only the most
she be, while the charming Rusdistant resemblance to the human "form. He though
was literally beaten to a.jelly.
sian, at Presidential reception or soiree,
Tin- General bears enthusiastic testimony to
attracts about her all the most distinguishthe fidelity and even heroism of the Chicago
How can she see the
Fire Department. They fought the flames with ed gentlemen ?

tei:■ jii»'d,

••■re

Me

paper

fascinating.

■

Me

The

j

hue. and the moving tigures in the
ined like mips of brimstone. Horscand snorted and neighed a> they
a
tremblingly forced to go. The cries of
n'.-Ireii and parent' seeking each other in vain
mi'

r.

which tilt*

veloeify

ni'.in

'•

to

for
too much married, entitle the
the windows of a house tar in advance of lire. \
of ail the Russia* to
It must have been set on tire.
So great was the
ol the wind, that consideration.
Rut there are other
the awning* and .signs on the stores, when well
ous faults to be removed.
Madame C.
on tire, would be caught up and carried forward,
a blazing mass, to ignite some tinder-dried root I has
the
to be beautiful.
far ahead ot the original line of flame. In this
She is likewise young,
way many people*were caught between two
tires, and doubtless many perished in conse- ed and
She has gone
quence.
of the
Tlie General also confirms the report recount- to the hearts of the
ing the summary mode adopted by the police
Court.
And
have

and blocks in the Western Division were
■'trat-'. glowing, smoking and gleaming with
m1> consumed lone, w hile pillars ot llame
louds of siimke niar. h d along like mongnomes or lire-iiened host' making liery
m and destruction to the doomed city.
Over
a a' a
canopy of inders of brilliant lines.
A" ting, whirling, and flickering like aerial
Will-.‘-the-wisp-.** A tremendous wind was
'•.••wing at tin time, and.seemed to shift in all
1 i' Oi..us.
The crowds could be -ecu in the
'r- ets hud.tied together, 'tupi tied with fear.
like
dement'
d on. upon the awful j.an-M/mg
•: Miia.
The i ii rid g!a>-• gave everything a
v

'•t

Subscribers arc requested to take noticed thedate
the colored slips attached to the paper. It is the
only form of receipt now used. For instance, 15
May 71. means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment Is made, the date will
be immediately changed to correspond, and thus a
receipt in lull is sent with every paper. Subscribers
in arrears are requested to forward tin- sums due.
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The Presidential Visit.

Which the classification of the rhetorician

has missed ?

<

■

Alpine Railroad Tunnel.

The

I

Partial returns
indicate 1,500 Democratic majority in
Licking county. One township in 0\iord county gives Noyes 11G majority.
Hamilton county gives 2.000 Republican majority on the State ticket.
14G

REPUBLICANS

majority.

CLAIM

HIE

LEO ISLA TU RE.

1

"*

minutes James Wilson

fli

dead,

was

post-mortem examination took plae«.
after, and revealed tin* tacts that the lie.
was not broken, and that tin* pointe I win*
1

had

if it had been

:

m-tantly

would have
tii

■

a

p.

long

il

■

to be

iz

c

out death
The execu
the officers, the re

pulled

ensued

! y

c

tie-

I

fed

v.

it

u

hr-

ventricle oi tin*

tin* left

penetrated

heart

pre--, and by twenty-live
-.
It was an awful scene,

remembered by those win*

suv

it, in both dreaming and waking hours
the murderer did not repent,

Though

yet in* seemed moved by prayer, and pro
fes-ed to have bu.-f in the

rm*n*\

of Hod.

! In* crowds about tie-

jail until long
aftei tin* hanging wen* immense, and one,tin* guard ot soldiers drove back tho rab
blc at tin*

point

rm

of tin*

m«

bayonet.
»

<■

vi

\vim

fin* awful calamity which lias
stricken

ing

lately

so

eitv, i* probablv

city.

eastern

of

which

western

M-nsiblv in this than in any other
Hartford is the head-«piai

1 fit moiv

ters

proud

a

Insurance

Companies,

some

ot

this tire have received a staggei
blow'.
I’he Etna loses two millions

by

comes through the ordeal with a
remaining capital of three millions and
1’lie brave idd
a surplus of one million.

and yet

‘Hartford Insurance Co
storm

nobly,

as

d<>

some

weathers the
others.

'The

Continental and the Merchants have been

obliged

to

suspend business, and

understood
there is

in

it is well

financial circles,
official announcement

though

as yet,
that the North American and the Putnam

are

no

hopelessly

weak.

are
largely held by
fPhe Republicans claim twelve or fifteen our citizens and some are financially
claimed,
on joint ballot in the Legislature,
ruined, while others have met with a disthat Nilsson was never in more superb majority
on the
and the State by from twenty to thirty
September, 1860, for breaking and
couraging loss of thousands upon thouentering the store of Davis & Robinson in t he voice, and certainly the acting could not thousand.
Not withstanding all
sands of dollars.
night time, and stealing a quantity of goods and have been more real or
perfect. Had
Cincinnati, Oct. 12.
this the fair Spirit of Charit y is doing her
money. He hud therefore been released hut a
short time since,having served out his sentence, Nilsson never possessed tier sweet,
in lifty-two counties on the State ticket work here.
$lV>,oin> has already been
magihut was not cured of his stealing propensities
subscribed for tin* relict ot the Chicago
cal voice she still could have charmed a the reported Republican gain is 4,:»00.
term
of
his
He
imprisonment.
is
is
try
only
The Legislature probably stand—Senate, sufferers. < )ne generous man gave
years of age. but is a daring fellow, and (lie world and won a fortune by her intense
18 Democrats to 17 Republicans; the at tin* same time making the remark that
comtnii nityis safer to have him under lock and
key at the jail, where Major Bolton took him dramatic power. Such a combination of House, 55 Republican to 47 Democrats. some win* donated $-,5o had really given*
Saturday night.
Ex-Mayor Allyn is a
gifts is seldom seen upon any stage, and The Hamilton county delegation will more than he
it was no wonder that the large and stand—Senate, one Republican and two large holder of insurance stocks, and lie
the House live Republicans loses $,’>0,000 and yet he said ho thought
The sequel to our remarks on the bal- brilliant audience were aroused to more Democrats;

most ardent

admirers

it

Cincinnati,

<

>ct. ! I.

Insurance stocks

was

and five Democrats.

loting in Ellsworth lias appeared in the than it usual demonstrativeness. She
shape of the official count by the Govern- made her entrance at. the commencement
Belfast Police Court.
ot the second scene, in company with
or and council, after “a hearing to parties
for the Journal.
Reported
belonging in Ellsworth.” Enough of the Alice—tier attendant; walked firmly and
Oct. 19th. James Morse, of Die an Ilaute,
vote of that city is thrown out to elect the confidently down to the footlights and
charged with an aggravated assault with a pisrepublican officials. Talk about Tam- stood with bowed head, a vision of youth, tol on William F. Powers, was bound over for
beauty and triumphant genius waiting the trial at the Supreme Court.
many and New York elections !

In* could squeeze out $1,000 for this noble

charity.

How beautiful
is the spirit which
prompts the ilowing of these wonderful
golden rivers of glittering coin from every
city of our country, toward the vast multitude ot suffering beings who have been
It
so awfully and so suddenly stricken !
makes one in love with Humanity! W.

New

of them are as long in passing if. a funeral pro
"ion.A poor partridge, frightened and
nting from the pursuit of boys and dogs,
! hi mi
refuge by living into a lady's chamber.
>!i- greatly admired the wild beauty of its eves
plumage, but spoiled the stew next day
1 *Y gettiug ii too much
pepper.Our city
k used t<> strike loud enough to be heard at
•«
'od distan c, but now can scarcely bo heard
at all.
1> it getting feeble from old age'.The
l’i 'i'ient didn't honor Waldo
county with a
i-ht—the Central Railroad passes half a mile
ar north.-Joe, Jerome, who
used to
philosophize on dams and lobsters at the street
i, i> an inmate ot the
almshouse, and fast
ring the bourne of the undiscovered coun'.Tin- average apple crop in Belfast is
-aa: to be better
U4411 that of any other town in
State.A curiously formed horse, with a
•■ like
a letb
zn attracted attention in our
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Jacob Meibom Parker.
Aeeoi vis Allowed on ESTATES
-Charles
B. Black, late of Bellast; Charles Wot ton. late of Bel;
mont: Nathaniel Fernakl,late of Lincoluville; Ifcnrv
M Crillis, late of Montville; Fannie M. Wilson*
minor; Francis Knight, minor; minor heirs oi
<•

Kphriam

W

j
j

”Pay-

Boulter,

late of
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>

igued.

are
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iollowing nominaby(Jov. iVrham

tion have been made
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Trial Justice.

H.\.VCt >L'K.

Henry 1'. Barker. Waltham,
dame> Leach. Penobscot,
Isaac Fairbrother, <irland.
Beni. F. Furguson, I leer I-de,

.1. 1\ D
J. P. (k>.
Trial Jusliee.

Nut. Pub.
J.l*. (J.

lM'.voiisrui.
Wm. M. Davis,
Samuel Jewett.

Bangor.

J. P.
J. P.

Michael Keef, Lincoln.
Ansel Lennan, Bangor.

<t>.
(t».

'Trial Justice.
Not. Pul*.

SoMia;sKl.

epiias A. FarwcIL Pit! -1 i c
Bcnj. \dams. Anson.

(

J. P.
J. P.

1. i.

(ti.
<th

Wai.imi.
Frederick A. Dickey Northport.
Caleb Whitaker. Sour*miont,
Wm. A. Pendleton. Xorthpoii.
J
Williamson, Belfast.

Fli-lia Chi -k, Winterport,
t

\.

J. P. L*.
J. P.
J. P.
J. P. (v>.
Justice.

(}

Trial

i\«;ton.

I. P.

Webster, Laslport,

<vb

Heavy oats are good t— horses; none will
deny that: but oats can’t make a horse’s coat
look smooth and glossy when he is out of condition.
“Sheridan’s Cavalry Condition Powders” will do this when all else fails.
Cramps and pains in the stomach, are the reimperfect indigestion, and may he immediately removed by a dose of “Johnson’s AnoA teaspoonful in a little
dyne Liniment.”
sweetened water is a dose.

contributing liberally to
Spring. St. dohn Smith

auk

si

t i:t:t\o

from

nervous

de

bility and prostration of the physical powercaused by the errors of youth, should immediately send to Dr. W. if. Parker, assistant
phy sician and business agent of the “Peabody
Medical Institute,” Boston, for a copy of “The
Science of Life, or Self-Preservation,” an invaluable work, the result of the widest research
and deepest thought upon the subjects of which
it treats. “The Sexual Physiology of Woman
and her Diseases” is another unhp.ie and instructive medical treatise, published by the Institute.
Fuller particulars mav be lound in
our columns.
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The primary cause ot Consumption is derangement
of the digestive organs, t his derangement produces
deficient nutrition and assimilation. By assimilation
1 mean that process by which the nutriment of the
food is converted into blood, and thence into the
Persons with digestion thus
solids ol the body.
to pulimpaired, having the slightest
monary disease, or if they take cold, will be very
liable t’o have Consumption of the Lungs in some of
its loims; and I ho.d that it will be impossible to
cure any case ot Consumption without tir.-t restoring
a good digestion and healthy assimilation. The very
first tiling to he done is to cleanse the stomach and
bowels lrom ill diseased mucus and slime which is
clogging the-e organs so that they cannot perform
their functions, and then rouse up and restore the
For this purpose, the
liver to a healthy action.
surest and best remedy is Schenck’s Mandrake Pills.
I'lio-e Pills cleanse the stomach and bowels of all
the dead and morbid slime that is causing disease
and decay in the whole system. They will clear out
the liver ot all diseased bile that lias accumulated
there, and arou.-' it up t< a new and healthy action,
by which natural and healthy bile is.secreted.
1 he stomach, bowels and liver are thus cleansed
by the use of Sohenck's Ma nlrake Pills; but there
remains in the .-.tomach an excess ol acid, the organ
is torpid, and the appetite i- poor. In tlie bowels,
the laoteais are weak, and requiring strength and
support. It is in a condition like this that Schenck’s
Seaweed Tonic proves to be the most valuable remedy ever di-c.ivered. It i- alkaline, and its use will
neutrab/.e all excess o! acid, making the stomach
sweet and fresh; it will give permanent tone to this ;
important organ, and create a good, hearty appetite, i
and prepare the system lor the lirst process ot a good
digi 'tion, and ultimate!) make good, healthy, living
blood. After this preparatory treatment, what nmains t > cure ntosi im-s ot consumption is the free
and persevering use ,»l Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup.
'Hie Pulmonic Syrup nourishes the system, purities
the blood, and is readily ahsorded into the circula- j
tion, and thence di.-dributed to the deceased lungs.!
There it ripens all morbid matters, whether in the j
form of ahsec.-ses or tubercles, and hen assists Nature to expel all the diseased mailer in the form ot
tree expectoration, when once it ripens. It is then,
by t!i«' great healing and purifying properties ot
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, ilia! all ulcers and cavities ;tre healed up sound, ami my patient is cured.
The essential tiling to be doin' in curing Consumption is to g* up a good appetite and a good digestion
so that the body will grow in flesh und get
strong.
If a person has "diseased lungs, a cavity or abscess
there, the cavity cannot heal, the matter cannot ripen,
What is necesso long as the sy.-te:n i- below par.
sary to cun i- anew order of things, a good appetite,
a.jgood nutrition, the body to grow in flesh and get
fat; then Natim is helped, !'n* cavities will heal,the
matter will ripen and be thrown oil in large quantities, and tin person regain health and strength.
This is the true and only plan to cure Consumption,
and if a person is very bad, il the lungs are not
entirely destroyed, or even if oik lung is entirely
gone, it there is nough i: ility left in the other to
heal up, there is hope.
I have seen many persons cured with only one
sound lung, live and enjoy life to a good old ago.
This is wiV.it .Schenck’s medicines will do to cure
Consumption. They will clean out the stomach,
sweeten and strong!licit it, got up a good digestion,
and give Nature tie- a-'istaiio sin- nml.i !■> eh ur the
system ot all the disease that is in the lung.-, whatever the form may be.
1;
important that, while U'i eg .Seii nek’s medicines, care should l»e exercised not to t ik■ cold;
in en d and damp we.tthi ; avoid night
doors
in
keep
air. and take out-d' or x- rci-* ui lv in a genial and
warm sunshine.
I wish it distinctly understood that when I recommend a patient h> he areiul m regard to taking cold
while u.-iiiz my nie.ih nies, I do m» tor a special
reason. A in in who ha- hut partially recovered from
the ofleets <.t a h id cold is tar more liable to a relapse
than one who has been entirely cured, and it is precisely the saint in r.-ga-d tt> Consumption. So long
as the lungs are not periodic healed, just so long is
there imminent danger ot a lull return of the disease.
Hence it is that I >u strenuously caution pulmonary
patients against exposing themselves to an atmosphere that i- not genial and pleasant. Conlirmed
consumptive.'- lungs are a mass ot sores, which the
least change ol atmosphere will inllame, The grand
secret ol my success with my medicines consists in
my ability to subdue inflammation instead of provoking it, as many ol the faculty do. An inflamed
lung cannot with safety to tin patient he exposed to
the biting blasts ol winter or the chilling wind of
spring or autumn. It should be carefully shielded
from all irritating influences. The utmost caution
should be observed in this particular, as without it a
cure under almost any circumstances is an impossi-
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erefary >1 the Treasury has ordered the
admission of clothing from Canada, tor Chicago
sutferers, free of duty.
Josh Billing-

savs

that opera music, don’t
him than castor oil

have any more Gleet on
would on a graven image.

Another poor girl has died in Virginia from
ile use of tobacco, at the at the age of one hundn d.
She was an orphan.

in--:

KiP-hen street oe.-asions
M
nP

n

"ti-•

I

some ex-

and May ford

i-'tc i....

an1

the

.dodge Mickerson,

l"gis!alors elect’
i ’!e editors of the local press, are invited
roiu Belfast to tin- Bangor celebration
Hum

and M

l. -llaii.

apt. Fogler. (ifty muskets >lrong, left for Bangor, on the ears, Tue.si iv morning.Tie- accumulations of cord
i\ ii id
about the sehool-hmises indicate a purto keep the bov- and girls warm this
fact Unit Bote A tjuimby make
a utter.The
many thousand vests and no other clothing,
"n't conclusive that any folks wear that garment and no other.
The coats and other
things are tackled elsewhere.Conductor
WVscott ran his train over the Belfast Branch
itter the storm to make repairs, hut found nothing to do.A little daughter of Capt. Charles
Baker, while crossing Cliui ch .street, on Friday,
md trying to avoid a team, ran under the feet
of Mr. Thorndike's horse, which sli«• did not
was badly bruised.The prevalence
m p. and
.Tli'

City (iuards,

<

tile with lectures

on

natural

history.

The Duke of Wellington, a shrewd business
man as well as General, is credited with the
-.tying that high interest is but another name
for poor security.
Tin senior class at Bowdoin College
suspended, because the boys would

bor.se

lias been
go

to

a

race.

BostonVrasJi contribution to Chi-ago will oxreed §4o0,000. Contributions of clothing, bedding and other supplies are immense.

The Central Railroad Company paid the hotel
hills of a hundred passengers detained two days
at Kendall'S Mills, by the wa.-hout.
Mr.

1.. A.

Combs, formerly steward

of the

ity of Richmond, has leased the Preble House,
Portland, in company with Mr. Gibson, late of
the l:nited States Hotel. These gentlemen will
make the Preble a first rate house.
<

Webster, Mass, Thomas Cornaford, was
•
aught in a factory belt and killed.
The small pox is abating in Lowell.
Deacon Rogers, late of the Pejepscot Bank, is
now making bread in the bakery of the State
In

Prison.

The powder mills at Gorham blew up on
conflagrations suggests the question, how i* Friday, killing one man and severely injuring
Belfast prepared to extinguish tires?.('. B. another.
j
Muzeltine, Imp, i* doing execution among the
Court, has
j Judge Goddard, of the Superior
of
that
kind
a
woodcock, and enjoys monopoly
been appointed Postmaster of Portland.
are
of shooting in this vicinity.Sinai! boys
Roger S. Stanley, of Sedgwick, aged 17, felj
liable to get into trouble by using keys to invesoverboard from sell. Levant, at Bangor, on Sattigate the post ollice boxes, die ot them ac! unlay, and was drowned.
< osted a
at the door with the inform-

,,|

gentleman
ation—“Mr.
there ain’t anything in your
l
During the year, ending Feb. 1st, 1870, Mr.
box—Tve just looked in!”.lames M. Stev- Follows
paid nearly eleven thousand dollars
ens of Northport is laid up with a broken leg. j lor advertising in the Dominion alone.
He is
the most extensive advertiser in the
doubtless
lie
in
which
(unaccountably fractured
stepping
British Provinces.
from his door.A lady's watch set with $200
worth of diamonds was recently sent from a
Dublin has a sensation closely akin to
neighboring town to this city for repairs. It New York’s “trunk mystery.” A small
didn’t look like hard times.Postmaster Thur- box was recently picked up, containing a
low has a smart boy who raises and fats nice
human heart and foot wrapped up in a
chickens which bring extra rates in the market; towel.
The authorities suspect murder,
ona of his principal customers is the head of the
but it seems quite as likely that the
family.It is a misfortune for a hurried pe- “relics” may have been dropped byjsome
destrian to meet at the crossings the elongated convivial medical student on his way from
truck teams that prevail in

our

streets.

Some

the

dissecting

room.
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Weekly for the Journal.

Bklkast, Wednesday, Oct. 18,1871.
Flour,

Corn Meal,
live Meal,

7 to
$S.00toll.00 Round Hog,
‘J3to Oo Clear S’t Pork$lO to

1.25 to0.00 Mutton per lb. 5 to
0 to
SO to 00 Lamb per lb.
live,
01 Turkey per lb. is to
00 to
Corn,
70 to 75 Chicken per lb.12 to
Barley,
20 to
2.25 to 2.75 Duck per lb.
Beans,
Marrowfat I’eas.l.OOto 1.25 (loose per lb. 15 to
55 to oo Hay per ton; $20 to
Outs,
00 Lime,
10 to
$1.25 to
Potatoes, New
s to
10 Waalion Wool 50 to
Dried Apples,
50 Unwas’d
35 to
.‘t:tto
Cooking, uo.
45 to
28 to 110 Pulled
Butter,

Cheese,
Kegs,
Lard,

Beef,
Ap’ls, Baldwin,
Veal,
Dry Cod,
MWi

run

s
17
0
s
::o

14
oo
IS

23
00
oo
42
50
00
oo

7 to
Hides,
Skins, 1C 2-3 to
75 to 1.25
Sheep Skins
b Wood, hard,$5.50 to C.oO
75tol.OO Wood, solt, $4.00 to 00
*'
o to
4 to
5
Dry Pollock,
10 Straw,
8 to
$S to 10

15 to
25 to
14 to
5 to

GO
28

Call

15
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BRIGHTON

CATTLE

MARKET.

For the week ending Wednesday, Oct. 11.]
At market for the current week—Cattle 4575; Sheep
and Lambs 13,012; Swine 13,000.
From Maine—('attic 702; Sheep and Lambs 974.
Trices ol Beef Cattle, per 100 lbs, the total weight
of hides, tallow and dressed Beef—Extra quality
$0 »0a7 50; lirst quality $0a6 25; second quality 5 25a5
75 ; third quality $4 75a5; poorest grade of Cows,
Oxen, Bulls, &c., $3 50a4 50.
11 ides and Tallow—Bright on II ides Ka8 l-2c; Brighton Tallow OaO l-2c; Country Hides 7 l-2a8; Country
Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Call Skins lOalSc; Sheep and Lamb
Skins, $1 50a 1 75.
Working Oxen—Extra, $200a250; ordinary, $130a
19<»; poor Oxen from $35 to $95 per pair.
Store Cattle—Yearlings, $8al5; 2 year olds. $12a
28, 3 year olds, $25a45. Those ol a poorer quality at

prices ranging

Iroin

At

i’robate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
oi October, A. D. 1871.

VLBERT

a
ProbRe Court h- 1*1 at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday o!
October, A. 1). 1871.
BEN KLAGG, Administrator of the estate of
J Hannah E. Higgins, late ol Belmont, in said
County «*1 W aldo, deceased, having presented his
lir-t ami tinal account ot administration on said
estate lor allowance.
Ordered, I hat. the said Administrator give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Bcllast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and lor said County, on the second Tuesday
ot November next, at ten ol the clock belore
noon,
and shew cause, ii any they have, why the same
should not be ullowed.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A true copv.
Attest —B. i*. Field, Register.
15

171

a
Pr>ib ite Court held
the Count' of tV tide,
October. A. 1). lsri.

(

(JOUIMl 1* iV CO.,

$7a$30.

Milch
Cows—Extra $t»0a90; ordinary, $30a35
per head. Store Cows, $15u20.
Sheep and Lambs—Extra and selected lots, $3 25a
5 00; Ordinary,■$! 50a2 75; or from 3a7 l-4c per lb.
Swine—Store pigs, wholesale, 4a5c; retail, 5a7c
per pound. Fat Hogs 5 l-3a5 l-2c.
Poultry—Extra, 15al5 l-2c; medium, 13 3-lal4 l-2c;
poor 13a 13 l-2c.

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.
Monday, Oct. 9,1871.
BUTTER—We quote strictly line lots of fall made
Butter at 32c; tine dairies, comprising fall and summake, at 28a30c; good lair lots at 23a27c; common do
at 14al8c; inferior doatllaHc; bakers’ at lOallc;
Western Butter, choice grades, at 22a26c, and common do at 14al7c per lb.
CHEESE—VVe quote at 12 l-2.il3c for Ohio; 13 1-2
al4e for Vermont and New \"ork; llal3c for choice
dairy, and 10c per lb for common cheese.
EGOS—Tlie market is at 29a30c per doz, and there
is a little more demand.
BEANS—We quote choice Northers hand-picked
pea beaus at $3 00a3 12; choice Eastern at $3 25;
common pea beans $2 12a2 50; choice mediums at
$2 50a2 75; and yellow eyes at $2 75 per bush.
APPLES—The market is hardly so strong, and $4
is the selling price for the best fruit to-day.
VEGETABLES—Jackson Whites are selling at
50c per bush, Norfolk Sweets at $2 75, and Jerseys
at $3 50 per bbl; Onions are dull at $2 25 per bbl.
HAY—We <|note at $30a33 per ton for the best
Vermont and Canada hay; $-4a20 for Inferior; $28a
30 for Western timothy, and $15al7 for Swale. Straw
sells at $28a29 per ton.

Belfast, within and
tin second l'uesdav

BOSTON.

THU

CONKKSsio.NS

IIP A\ INVALID.

BLIS1ILD as a warning and tor the benefit of
men and others, who sutler front Nervous

MARRIKI).
In this city, 1 It Si inst., by Rev. Wooster Parker,
Horace Edwards ol Brooks, to Isabel!.• ,). Rich ol
Jackson.
In Winterport, Oct. 10, A. A. l.e San ot W.,to
Eliza Kingsbury of Franktoit.
In Bangor, Oct. l-\ Frank A. Wilson to Carrie P.
Stetson, both ot B.
in Cushing, loth inst.. Henry Maxey ot Thoniaston
to Nancy Condon of C.
In Kincoluville, Sept. JO, Andrew Wadsworth to
Elizabeth Wright, both of Camden.
In Waldoboro, 10th inst., Frederick Eugley to
Ann M. Renner, both of W.
In SearsuiontjOct. N.Wm, Evans to Martha Sprowl
both of Appleton,
In Ellsworth. Sept. JO, Janies Smith to Retta HarIsaac Mathews ol Brooklyn,
den, both of E. (Jet.
N, Y., to Mary Barber ol E. Also, Charles Ring to
Oct.
Frederick
Ci/./ir West, both ol Franklin.
Moor o! E., to Monilvia Staples of Penobscot.
In Rockland, Oct. r, E. C. Walker to Hattie lvalloch, both of It. Also, Oct. S, Frederick .Iolinson ol
Rockland to Mary Oxton of Camden.

1 >1 EL).

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ot W; ldo, on the second Tuesday ol
October, A. D. 1671.
BENJAMIN B. EOC A' of Eau Clark;, State of
> Wisconsin, hu\ ing pro.-enteda petition that the
Administrator ot 1 te cstat of James White, late of
Belfa.-t, County of Waldo, deceased, may b« authorized to convey to him certain real estate situate in
Ludlow, County cl Aroostook, as contracted to him
by said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Benjamin give notice
ins interested by causing a copy of this
to till pet
order to be published three weeks successive'y in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of November next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, d any they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
ASA 1 IIUKLOI'E 11, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
15
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Tin* Sclir. JAMES JEWETT,
four tons burthen, well found In
tvv..

Woods, Mathews & Baker.
Belfast, Oct, 17,1871.
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POTTER, General Agent*,
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Washington

170

Nlrsel.

! MILTON AUSTIN, Prop’r.
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MISS SAWYER'S

i
I

SALVE.

'urc*.
1

M AG IL I X I S T S !
■Vo. -Ill .VAIN NTHE E'l\ Heir,1st. Me.
(Over Conaut & Moody’s Store.)
We are prepared to do anything in the line of repairing, such as Guns, Pistols, Locks, &c. All kinds
of Jobbing on light machinery, in fact anything done
ilia 4-«“i»«*ral Itiqniir Whop.
Hepairlng Sewing Machines, made a specialty,
3\vb'>
Give us a Call.

v.

!i:iv•

you
nEIlK
healing j•
iwit.

Some three months ago I was persuaded by my !
wile to take the University Medicines. My health !
ami mind was so badly affected that my friends be- !
came alarmed for my safety.
In a week after com- ;
m-ueing to tnke I tie Medicine, I felt great relief
am now as well as any other man. My wife has been \
lor a long time afflicted with disease that has baffled i
the skill of our best physicians: some of which pro- !
mmuced her case incurable. Under treatment of the
University Medicines, her health has greatly im
proved. Any one doubting,«viII please call at’No. d
Lincoln street, or at repair shop Grand Trunk
GKOKGK KINGSBUKY.
Depot.
1S71.
Portland, Aug.

K
rpil
1

SC BSC Kill Lit, from Boston, takes this opportunity to call the attention ot me citizens ot
Belfast and vicinity, to the Piano Forte, as heretofore mentioned) which In has now placed on exhibition at the house of W. P. Burrill, formerly occupied
by Dr. Moore, and now invite*the Musical Public to
examine the same. These pianos combine all requisitc qualities so essential to constitute the instrument
in the highest possible degree,having power,solidity,
sweetness and purity of tone, with an action susceptible to the lightest touch and will recommend
themselves to all lovers ot good music. The subscriber is not introducing these pianos to the public
without a thorough knowledge of all their parts,
being a practical workman in every department of
manufacturing, therefore is confident of presenting
them an instrument which will not fall into disrepute
alter using a short time but will retain all their excellent qualities for many years to come. Piano
Fortes put in complete order, tone and tune as hereSTKP11LN GkOYLK,
tofore.
Iwlil
Piano Forte Maker, Boston, Mass.

s

•.

For five years I have suffered with catarrh, a bad
consumptive cough ami pain in my left side. 1 had
employed several physicians ami have paid them

<

—

.•

1:.
—

w.

-J.

II

I have been troubled with Scrofula all my liletime,
and Neuralgia in the head tor seven year*, and have
consulted good physicians from Maine to New York
without any benefit whatever. 1 have taken six
bottles of the cancer plant, and one and one-lmlt ot
tl" Neuralgia Klixir,and a little of some other kinds,
and I now leel better than I ever was before in my
life.
I cannot say with .Mr. Munsey, that l tee;
twenty years younger, being only twenty-eight, but
1 never felt so young to my knowledge In
can say
mv life.
Mrs. A. O. W. FOSTF.K, Wilton, Me.
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BUY THE BEST.
If you wish lo obtain the Latest
lu Clothes Wringers, get the

Universal

improved

kmknt

<

a*«**

Treuied

Im

Foil Unit-in* \m> ('atti.k.— For rforrw o*
I’.niis.-s on Hoi -,'*
'st'
lids Hnlvt* is Itivalnahle,
1-1>•*
in. curing sc.ratclw** o«
an<l has a.-i aisle
horse*. Tuts Sh'.v.- has wa lked Us own Way uu*
ii,>tori
v, and is a sale and sure remedy for all th^.
nine, ailments.
1

dVi till* undi t'sign. d, have !m.n acquainted whL
Mbs S:ihi,'|- i',,ri h'i;. y >-s
sad lielii-vn her t«» b>
n < hri-;
,dy s 1 a skilful nur.c, aud having
1 01
tl-, d liel
families, It give.-. Us glViiX
pleasure lit sating it Is the be general tuedlcittw
\v• have ever Ur-, i:
aa

••

Letter.

One bottle ol
Du. S r.M’i.hs
your extract of
ancer riant cured my little boy of Bcrotulu ot K»
months standing. 11 I should write all day 1 could
I not given full idea of bis sinterings. We
>|l<M..f
His sores are all
like physicians without relief.
healed and he appear* perfectly well. W-- hink il
Several of
ur trie-. Is are laka wonderful cure.
ing 1 in- medicine with good success.
Mrs. \VM J LI-.WTS
1 fill
Town, Sept. 17, l.*;n.
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—

Rev 1: r. Cutter.
K 1. tv. 1* II c,
t; -I Jovojiii Kali
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runs

made.
I'lie Universal is the Rest.” [Am. Agriculturist.
•Sold by the trade generally,and bv
II. HOOD, (hai l Agent.
C

Water

Wringers ot all kinds Repaired.

Street, Poston,
twig

HO \V K

Hand

S

Potato

The attention

Farmers is solicited

of

This may certify that ! hud been sutler lug with
the “Rheumatism,” tor live months, and at that time
it
■seized my right hip and leg down to the toot.
I tried man>
this the physicians called “Sciatic.”
oi highly recommended medicines which 1
kinds
I
took for the blood. Still I got no reltet tor seven
months more, all the time doing my best, with a! good advisers as we have in our city. Finally 1 called at the JNew York University Branch, and the
said he could help me. So 1 commenced
I proprietor
on ni- medicine, and in tour weeks 1 thought I
lelt
was able to leave my
I relict, and in eight weeks
j cane at home, and have boeu well up to this time,
DAVID KKAZFR.
three mouths have
Portland, Aug. •-•J, ls70.
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Implement ioi Digging Potatoes, by means ot which
this important crop can be secured much quicker and
easier than by any other method. All farmers know
that potato digging with the hand-hoe is hard, backaching work; the slowest and most disagreeable of
all farm labor. When potatoes are plowed out, they
are scattered and many are lost; the work of picking
uj> is tedious and slow; none ot the horse potato
diggers work well it the ground is stony and weedy.

Howe's Hand Potato

.nr

s

Tiii.s v.vr.r milk s vr.VK if fw.r hy
DFALKIbS IN' MI.IUUNFS.

DR. E. R. CLARKE’S

For twenty-live years I have suffered with Scrofula
and Salt Rheum, (or Tetter.) Have paid out ltun
drills ot dollars, and been treated by several tir1class physicians without benefit. Some four weeks
commenced using the Univ« rsity Medicines.
ago,
At the time my forehead and head were covered with
sores and scaliness ot the skin ; also my tongue uncovered with small ulcers. 1 am to-day free from
all the above troubles, and can heartily recommeuil
tin sc medicines to the atllicted.
S. C. MUNSKY, ”7 Chestnut St.
Portland, Jan. ”t, ls?0.

\ i:<

Sherry

;

laTA IlLE

Wine Bitters.

TEE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.
2
o

ai
K

Digger

As certain individuals ha ve reported that the nbo\ <■
I certificate is false and my disease as bad as ever, I
does its work equally well under 11 conditions of wish to say, at the time I gave the above certificate,
the tield. There is no stooping or bending the back. the story was not hall told. In addition to the abo\
The operator stands perfectly erect, and by one moI am now
my K g and back were covered with soretion of the baud and foot the tubers are instantly
weil and feel at least twenty years younger than I
removed from the hill and the product, of two rows did before taking the remedies.
are deposited in one, free from dirt: thus rendering
>t M.jy!<_• to the nfllirh-ii is tn give the medicine
the work of picking up mere nothing compared to trail and not to be deterred by the cry ot humbug. It
picking after tin1 horse diggers. One hand will pick cured me, it has cured many others. I believe tin*
up tour times as many in a day after tnis digger as extract ot cancer plant will cure any blood disease
he can alter any potato digging plow. One boy. is in existence.
S.
years old, can dig and pick up more than twice as
MUNSF.Y, ”7 Chestnut Street.
many potatoes in a day as a man cun in the same
Portland, June, 1870.
1 have dug, myself, IS
time with a common hoe.
busnels in less than three hours, with this digger.
I had the Catarrh so bad lor seven years, that n y
It is, beyond all question, the beat implement for l.ead became contused and
painful. 1 was obliged to
digging potatoes ever offered to the farmers of this get up several times in the night to keep from chokever dig potatoes with a
No
farmer
would
country.
1 employed some of the best physicians in tinng.
common hoe, .after using one of these.
country without benefit. 1 was peifectly cured with
We will semi this implement, with directions for the University Medicines in three weeks.
using it, to any part ol the State or country on reA. M. MORtiAN,-»*4 Cumberland st., Portland,
ceipt of price, and warrant it to give satisfaction.
Contractor on the Portland &. Odgensburg Railroad.
l’rice, $f.oo. Sample Diggers sent to any one who
Feb. IS, 187".
A gents
I would like to act as Agent, for $'t.00.
Since giving tin* above certificate, I have been perwanted in every town.
tree lrom Catarrh, though I have been continfectly
| Address the Manufacturers and Patentees,
ually exposed to wet and colds.
O. P. IIOWK & CO., Augusta, Me
Ivvl'f
A. M. MOUtiAN.
|
June 1", 1*70.

o

November next, at ten ol the clock before noon, and
shew cause, if any th« y have, why the prayer ol said
petition should not be granted.
ASA I HURl.OUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest— B. P. Field, Register,
15

Belfast, within ami lor
the second Tuesday ot
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Iiung-

good and substantial
fishing. Can be seen
Apply to
3wl5*

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned,that she has been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix
oi the estate ot George Knowlton, late of Northpct,
in the County of Waldo, deceased,by giving bond as
the law directs; she therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
RUTH KNOWLTON.
3wl5

1

STEAMERS

ISilo >/ if Si it U)’t lay ,/'> £ fl'Oill.
.\«*» Toilt ttnil Ciilatgon.

St! U .rrri‘1/

land Mails and Passengers.
The Steamers ot this favorite line an1 built expressly for the Atlantic Passenger Tr.uK and fitted
up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers,

Calling

at

Londonderry

to

Passayc Jl>ttf,s. Payaidt
To

(iihiiiigoa. Livi’ipoel

in

iV

(

'nrr< ncyy

tf

o

and *75 according *100, securing best ueeomniodations.
to Location.
*2s.
$3:>. Stecvaye,
Tntermrdiahs

*05

-----

Paities sending .‘or their friends in the Old Country can purchase tickets at reduced rates. For fur
flier particulars apply to II F-NDFdt.SON BltOVS., 7
Howling Oreen.N. V., or COX & F1K1.D, Insurance
3mH‘
Agents, Belfast, Maine.

|)|A\0

I'OItTEM

TUNED AND llEl'AlllED.

STEPHEN (iROVER, from Boston, is here and
will remain lor a few days, now offers Ins services as
usual to the Musical Public in putting in complete
order, tone and tune, Piano Fortes. Those desiring
his services will please leave their orders with Mr.
Also, will introJohn Pierce, near the Post Oilier.
duce to the notice of the citizens ot Belfast and
vicinity, iu a few days, a Piano Forte of superior
qualities, tone and finish. Those who may lie contemplating buying, will find it to their advantage to
examine these instruments, at which time anil place,
further notice will be given.
NTEP1IEA iiltOVER,
Piano Forte Maker,

tfi4

Boston, Mass,

Teachers’ Institute.

|I
>£
C5

o

cz

k

*

2

ST

<5,
Monday,
days,
&jjf~itour«l will be furnished at flic lowest possible rates. Teachers wishing hoarding places secured
will please notify A. F. WATSON, Esq., at Unity.
IV. A. LITE.
CJo. Nup’r of §cbooh,

I

1

IN NORTH PORT, BETWEEN SATURDAY
Cove and Little Harbor, a Cold Bracelet. The owner
can have flic same b
y.
*”

13,

.•

f

1

n

a

TO ALL PERSONS,
BOTH SICK AND WELL.

1 was alhicted with Sciatica for three months most
of the time so badly that 1 could not bull off or put
on my boots and stockings, and in order to pick up
anything from the floor, 1 had to got down on iny
knees and then could not litt five pounds in that
position. By Using the University Medicines I was
O. O. NEWIIALL,
cured.
Firm (Josse, Newhall & Co., Printers.
Cor. Exchange & 31iddle Sts., opposite Marble P. O.
Portland, Dec. 13, 1870.

1

For three years l was badly afflicted with Asthma,
Catarrh, and a fearful consumptive cough.
I was perfectly cured with the University Medicines in six weeks. For the past two months 1 have
been continually exposed to wet and cold, without
the least return of symptoms of the above diseases.
CAPT. A. CLEAVES.
Cape Elizabeth, June 3, 1*70.
For fifty years I have been troubled with Scrofula.
Some tllteeu years ago a leartul ulcer broke out on
my leg. Three months ago it bad extended from
tlie ankle-joint nearly to the knee. I could not move
without great pain. In this condition 1 commenced
taking the University Medicine.
At first it drove out a fearful humor all over me.
In a tew days the humor began to subside, and the
ulcer is now healed and 1 teel like a new being.
ELIZABETH CHAMBERLAIN,
38 Chestuut St.
Portland, Aug. 30.
1 guarantee the above certificates to be genuine,
and 1 will lorleit $1000 to any one that will find them
otherwise.
Persons having doubts will please address the

parties.

It.

If a Long I.if* f Health and Happiness
1.1 desired, let the-* Hitters bo taken, parUcnlurly
in the Sirring un
Warm Statons of the year, and
especially by the following --lasses of people:
The MKfll.WH', who, from his constant In
door labors, not having sullicient access U* the
bracing and refreshing air out of doors, becomes
weakened at the stomach, nervous, pale and sickly,
his food not relishing nor properly digesting, fie
should take these Hitters, and freely too, iu artier to get his system up, right and strong, «■<! iu
prime condition t-- go through the warm vveuthec
in good shape, with his constant daily labors. Tho
exhilarating and cleansing power of the Dock
Hoot. Dandelion, l’oplar, and Prickly Asti Hark,
L what will bring him up, and make him, phv«iThu
callv speaking, once more a maul
MILL OPLUATIVF. will find tliis Medicine
tin- very thing t«- cleans-- tin* bload and sUcogthcu
tin* system, an-l rtn/ mild amt pleasant to tnkt.
TI-- I'AI.r. A.\ l> OXCK BF.A1ITIITL
l.tltV has hut to take this compound freely, and
►hi- will he speedily restored to health, beauty
ami buoyancy. Tin 1IO A ENT FAUAIF.lt,
t' L F. lit; VM A A
tinand
LAWTKB, aud
this
MF.A OF Sl IH ATAHV li t HIT*
is your Medicine!
After -moe using it, you win
never be without it.
It will Improve yon twentylive per cent. Tin- MAltIAF.lt will find it tho
best medicine in tin* world for his us**; it makes
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, and copaWu
*-f great omluram*-* an-l exposure; and whea su
shore, it renovates his blood, and restores tw4 repairs bis system.
The Largest Bottle, the Lowest Frier,
ami the most LUVctuul Remedy
In tin* World.

3w1f»*

j

Diploma awarded by tho Massachusetts Charitable Mechanic Association.
PREPARED BY

MOODY, Agent for Belfast.

L.

M.

Chemlkt

ABBOTT

Family School!

OUMO!

1871.

F> k It.• -t .'him iparilla, Rook Romo,
Wintorgrro:-, I>an.l.l. *u. WiM t 'luwrr, Thoroughi.r ltj.ru. Rhubarb, oto.
wit. I’rickly Ash. I’
r
tVealiliois, l.oss of ApiM-titr, Jauililice, Ihadiu'lic, Sour Stoumrik, I'll*-* ..t
which
1..-UC -tan,ling, H moors. ,n.l ,ill
■;■•' / ••'//. ■Ill
it ll/ll'llt/iy <itr
of the Stomach,
’t. t Jlfuotl.
wltf.*it viihlitbh* K.silat iutJ
i;
Ii.
an I il
knmvli ilg<- ..f thoir grout swrioo to
hu:!
humanity. man oantint t\s»l to.* thankful
who v !m !y pr>>vi-lo.l u« With Jill tilings.
t-. Ilii

CYnnposol

annual institute for
lie held at Unify, beginning
10 o’clock, A. M., and continuing

five
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Co., will
at
Nov.
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About a year ago I was so badly affected with
Kidney Disease and general debility, that 1 could
scarcely attend to my business. 1 took a few bott: s
of University Medicine, and have been well up to
(‘HAS. K. DUTTON,
tin* present time.
Store No. 312 Congress St., Portland.

3ml2
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Londonderry,

Cabin l!eturn Tickets:

First Cabin:

it route
I have been amieteu ior twenty years with
I have spent hundreds of dollars for
Uheumatism.
medical treatment without benefit. Ten days ago, 1
commenced taking the University Medicines, and I
■an truly say, it has been more benefit to me than all
L>ther treatment 1 ever received. 31y place of busi1 shall be pleased to answer
ness is 137 Pearl street.
JOHN TURNER.
all enquiries.
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South Paris, I n. ,*. l*;
Sir
I'Ih* utfin-me I got at
Man. -M, has none wonders tor me.
It is
I \our ptace,
to
it
tie.
recommend
all
I
you
Yon may make any use ot the ab.n.* \m: think
Yours truly,
SFTll MoRSF.
proper.
Tin above ease has been Heated tor ti. p ist lour
I
I year- !j*. different phy.-ieiaus tor cancer.
hi.

J,.lat r Horry,
\.
,1! 1 AisSJki,,
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$100 without the least benefit. 1 have used $n
worth ot the University Medicines, and am relieved
from the above troubles.
JOHN SHAW, West Com’l St., Portland, Me.
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To the Agent ol I'niversity Medicines at Wnterville.
Dkau Mk>. Flood: —I think it my duty to ail
dress you with a few lines stating my cure with your
wonderful catarrh specific.
I have been afflicted
with catarrh ever since a child ami have spent a great
deal ot money among our first doctors, and have
tried every thing I heard ot with out obtaining any
relief. 1 am cured by using your Catarrh Specific.
1 am willing to answer all enquiries.
Mrs. L. A. BITTKKFIKLD, Waterville, Me.

TICKETS
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^gi!\. combining southing aid
-.i-s. w ith
danger,m* mgr* .1A run a
hand for tim many pay** and
ache#, w Hinds and bust**** t-- which rf»->h i* hy**'.
I* more easily applied tiian many other reiuasttes,
never prodm ig a bad ertVrt. but always reikrving
pain. IioWevr *t»\ ere.
It 1* prepared hy M'-m S.ipyer, who lias used il
in her own extensive treatment of the sick, for
iccirly twenty year* with grout sit cess.
The principal dlsensi * I
which Mil* salve is rocommendod at-.
'/o'.7
/.‘hnunutisni. lii>s,
.tv,
Hhitptn, Sj-netn ■■, Burns,
Sernftt/a, o' /
y >r Surfs, /’>’
v, 7V/,-/pirs. Krtjsit>f1a.1, Sui'u
A//- Burin' /' fi. bru/v.-si Hods, It/ny-trw>.
<
rns, Bitm >>r' Inserts, ('un<.vs, /boVcO Ac, Ad
tt’-iie, Sure Xinplun. littfdness, Swollen. Breasts,
It h, S.u/.l it- id, Tert/tin
(huiijied Hands,
v>" p, Lra*k,r{ I.ip*, iu»t
Cuts, I'.,
Suren on < 'hi/dr< n
It never l.ii s to in, lthcuniMtisni it ]>rupwly
applied. 1 111 it on well with the bund tlifis-titiu s
a day
In sc. -ruI eases '.t has cured palsied liiilhs.
F
/*. '■
it h..s been «!:•. .o. efed t
be a Miru remedy. Persons tbit have been flitttried for year*
have b. :i
li. v.-d by a t'.-w application*.
For Fryin ;■*!<!* it w.n I
w e ub
*, allaying the inllaUituuU.ar
and quieting tl .e pati nt. For ('hupped I holds it
produces ei:f.fcf*p'icdiat< !y. Let those with Mali
lihell m obtain this Sal.
a:i 1 apply It fu-riy, and
they will lied it invalnnld--. It is g..ml in case* of
.**
1 111 :d
/■
i.
1un,,rs have beta 1 are
with it. The best Salve ever inv.sited f«*r SiuiHten
we .Vq pis.
N way IniMrhxi*, Utt
lire, 1st and
<,,,•■■ nr Weak H,jev
sure to utlord m !h •!.
Utah U
onon tbn lids gtwI
a day
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anything kunwu
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Musical Notice.

Iiersons

At a Probate Court held at
.the County of Waldo, on
October,A. 13. 1871.

the

eastxl organs.
The weed from which this Balm is made was discovered by a well known professional geaUoiinui of
Boston, upon the prairies In the groat valley of thu
Mississippi, through,itlio Instinct of horse* afllicted
with the heaves. and is therefore strictly a great
Natural Remedy, lie cured hluisi It of cousumpUou
when pronounced Incurable by the best physician*
in Boston, and now, alter tilteen years ol nearly uninterrupted health, c.mtideutly recouimemin it to the
public. When used in connection with tj»e Pralriu
Weed Balsam, it has proved Itself an unfailing remedy for all consumptive difficulties. Send lor Circular.
PRICE, $1.50, INCLUDING IN HALER.

town in the State..**

of

the Balm every cell

trorn

lungs, and every bronchial tube, is readied; the
lungs are expanded, unit the healing qualities of the
weed an- brought into direct actiou upon thu dls

1 have been afflicted with Serofula and Balt Klu um
all my life. 1 have been under treatment ot eleven I
(miss called) physicians, and all tl e time grew worse.
No tongue can tell what my
suffering- were, with j
catarrh, diseased lungs, a fearful cough, my intbs.
wrist and hand running sores, no appetite, hadlv
diseased incidental to my sex. Though young, ! left
t nit lite was a burden to me.
In this dreadful condition, through the advice ot a friend, 1 called on 1
the proprietor ot the New York University Medicines. He told me my case was doubtful, but would
do the best he could; 1 commenced taking his no dicines April 17th, and am tree front the above
troubles.
Mrs. llKN'KY JON KB,
July 10,1-71.
Westbrook, Me.

VENNER & WALKER

ceased.
Ordered, That the said Almira give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order *<•
ie published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Beilasl, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and lor said County, on the second Tuesday of

fiftysails,

Capt. HKNltV COOMBS,

or

I

every

Certificate**

Schooner for Sale

c.iuiun, .11111,

<

EC

MARY

rigging,

=>

s
—H
1

R. CONNER^ widow of Benjamin F.
Conner, late ot Unity, in said County ot Waldo,
deceased, haviug presented a petition lor an allowance from the personal estate of said deceased.
Taunton, Mass., papers copy.
In Uockport, 5th inst., Nancy Swecthind, aged '.'1
Ordered, That the said Almira give notice to all
years, 8 months. Aiso, 11th inst., Otis S. tiardner, persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be
1
published three weeks successively in the Rcpubageil
years.
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may upIn Hope, '.*th inst., Knoch Ileal, aged 81 years.
! pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
In Kockland, Oct. ’J, Nellie Bishop, aged 5 years.
In Warren, Oct. 1, Kli/a Richmond, aged 71 years. and lor said County, on the second Tuesday ot
November next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
shew cause, il any they have, why the prayer ot said
petition should not be granted.
SHIP NFAVS.
ASA TH1JRLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
15
Boston, Oct. 11. Soli Su9an Centre, from New
York for Thomuston, with co rn and Hour, went
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
ashore at Ciiatham on the night of the 8th Inst. The
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
wreckers got her alloat next day, leaking badly and
October, A. 13,1871.
run her ashore near Mono way.
Part ol the cargo
S. TUFTS, widow of John Tufts, late ol
saved. Vessel a total wnck.
Launched at Uockport, l‘,*th inst., from the yard of
Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
Messrs. Telman & Kells, a three-masted sell of about having presented a petition lor an allowance from
BOO tons n. in., called the “Armida Ilall,” and is to the personal estate of said deceased.
he commanded by Capt A .J Hall of Kockland. She
Ordered, That the said Mary give notice to all
lias an oak frame, is planked and ceiled with yellow persons interested by causing a copy of this order to
be
no
published three weeks successively in the Repuband
.treeuailed
.copper-fastened
through
through
pi
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may aprates first-class French Lloyds for eight years, and is
pronounced by competent judges as a fine vessel of pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
her class as ever built in the State. She is owned ami lor said County, on the second Tuesday of
next, at ten of the cloek befoy noon, and
principally in Kockland and Uockport. The A H is November
all rigged and ready for sea, and will sail for Kock- shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer ol said
petition should not be granted.
land, the first fair wind.
ASA T1IURLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
15

don’s Mills, In I860, and Is a
vessel. Has been employed in
at Frederick s Wharf, Belfast.

^

ANCHOR

Obituary notices, beyond the date, name, and age,
must be paid for.]
In Nortliport, Oct. 10, Wellington N, Knowlton,
aged 17 years,months.
In Lineolnville, Oct.Mrs. Abby Keed, aged 7(5.

>
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11 has been about one aud one-halt years since the
University Medicines were introduced into this state.
Notwithstanding the opposition from the Faoultv,
the sale is dully increasing. Thousands ot certificates
in be presented it
necessary, but it the following
are not sufficient to satisfy the most
sceptical, lu.un
additional ones would be useless.
CATARRH, the mother of consumption,) Scrotula, Salt Rheum, and many other diseases hitherto
considered incurable, readily yield under treatment
of the University Medicines.
FEMALE DISEASES treated with perfect sue
c^s. Having treated over two hundred eases within
the last three months, I consider it safe to warrant
a
perfect cure to ‘Jo cases ou of every one hundred,
without cauterization or the least exposure.
SPERMATORRIHKA, the greatest destroyer ot
humanity oil the face of the Globe. How many bewail the loss of precious vitality without having the
slightest idea of the cause, their manhood is daily
vanishing and they are gliding into a slut- <.t hopeless decay. I have treated over live hundred cases
of this malady within six months with the University Medicines with perlect success.
Persons atllicted with diseases will please cail or
send and get a book tree wherein they will find
their diseases explained and necessary remedies.
Address
PE LED STAPLES,
~->0 Congress St., Portland, Me.

^

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol
October, A. 13. 1871.
a I,MIKA 11. CONNKii, widow of Benjamin I\
X Y. Conner, late ot Unity, i:i said County ol Waldo,
deceased, having presented a petition that her dower
may be assigned her in the real estate ot said de-

|

course
kw

WEED

>

P.young

I

a

llAl.L,

BALM,

Niew llrimitMick.

z

PIIEBE

igeiih.

for

FOR INHALATION.
The method ot treating Diseases of the Lungs.
Asthma, Catarrh, and all tubercular lUfectioni, by
Inhalation, is an acknowledged success. By inhaling

Ag-i*.

Congress Hall.

Agents wanted in

<

ORISSA

:

Under

P K O P

Aucce** of the

LhioTflAGBESS ST.. PORTLAND,

BHAV.il OFFICE,

z

lor
ot

At a Probate Court held-it Bellast. within and lor
the County "1 W aldo, on the second Tuesday oi
October, A. I). J>7J.
A. CORSON, ot Elneeus, in the County
Ot Aroostook, having presented a petition that
tile administrator ot the estate of .lames White, lute
ot Belfast, County ol Waldo, ucccased, may be
authorized to convoy to her certain real estate situate in said Einneus, as contracted to her by said deceased.
Ordered, That the said. Phcbe give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of November next, at ien ot the clock belore noon,
an<l shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA T.IURLOUEN, Judge.
15
A true copy. Attest —B. P Field, Register.

a-

University Medicines

kreateMt

a

EMERY, widow of Abijah E. Emery,
late ol Eranklort, iu said County ot Waldo, de
ceasi d, ha\ ing presented u petition for an allowance
from the personal estate ot said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Orissa, give notice to
all persona interested by causing a copy ot this order to he published three week- successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Bellast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, t" be held at Bellast,
within and tor said County,on the second Tuesday
ot No, einher next., at ten ot the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it any they have, why the prayer
ol said pi tition should not be granted.
ASA Till REOPEN, Judge.
A true cop;
Attest— B. P. Field, Register.
15

seen.

OKO.

at
on

season,

PRAIRIE

Asriu for 111,. Ntut<- of nolo,- anal

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within hihI for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
October, A. 1). 1.671.
i 1N A R L ES P. STETSON, Trustee for Arthur
V
Peirce, under the wills ot Waldo and Catherine
Peirce, late ot Frankfort, in said County ot Waldo,
deceased, having presented his second account ol
Trusteeship tor allowance.
(Mali ri d, 1 hat the Said frusteegive notice to all
persons interested hy causing a copy ot this order
to 1m- published three weeks successively’ in
the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, t'liat they
may appear it a Probate Court, to be In Id at Bt fml tor -aid County, on the second
ta-t, within
t in sda> ot November next, at ten id the cluck before
liooti, ind >in-w eau.-e.il any they have, why the
panic should not he allowed.
AS A HU Rl.OI E II, Judge.
A truce-p;. A ic.-t B. I’. Ft El. n, Register
15

bility.

About the lirst of October 1 expect to take posession ol my new building at tlie north-east corner of
Sixth and Arch streets, where 1 shall be pleased to
give advice to all who may require it.
Full directions accompany all my remedies, so that
a person in any part of the world can be readily
cured bv a strict observance of the same.
.1. If. SC11KNCK, M. I)., Philadelphia.

IIARRIMAN,

At

At

*

5

a

Guardian of Ida M.
Witham, having presented his second account
ot Guardianship for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Guardian give notice
to all persons interested by causing a
copy ot this
order to be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of November next, at ten ol the clock before noon,
ami siiew cause, it any they have,
why the same
should not be allow* *1.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A true copy. Attesl— It. P. Field, Register.
15
!

Debility, Ac., supplying ii k .mi-: a ns m- ski.i •« ruic,
Written by one who cured him-elf, and sent free
on receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
Address, N.\niA.Niuu Mayi aii:, Brooklyn, N. V.
tim-Iusp

Tin- S.

'houting along the streets u the evening j
1 mention from tie-po!i •..1.* < !iiivs be- |
Professor Morse has been delighting the
1
in \t w- **k, an ! ii is fine t" i- getting tick-tudeuts of the high and normal schools at Cas-

s
e.

z

Belfast, within and
the Second Tuesday

Upon the toregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to he published three weeks successively in
the Republic hi Journal, a pap* printed at Belfast,
that they in iv appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at tin Probate Office in Belfast aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday of November next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGII, Judge.
A true Copy.
Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 3wl5

The person should be kept on a wholesome and
nutritious diet, and all tin- medicines continued until the body has restored to it the natural quantity of
flesh and strength.
1 was myself cured by thi' treatment of the worst
kind ot Consumption, ami have livid to get lat and
hearty these many years, with one lung mostly gone.
I hav e cured thousands since, and very many have
been cured by this treatment whom 1 have never

j

'•

New York

A11

Ituvc arrat ged
at
IIAYKuKD
follows:—

tin v

I.Ed I KES

coming

T H E

Judge of Probate for the County

At a Court of Probate, held at
lor tiie County ot Waldo, on
ot October, A, 1). 1871.

«

|

1

VBIG
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1

cc

W. VICKERY, Administratrix of the
estate ot Joint Vickery, late ot
Unity, in said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that the
goods, chattels and credits of said deceased are not
sufficient to answer his just debts and charges oi
Administration, by the sum ot seventeen hundred
dollars.
Wiii ui *>Ki; your petitioner prays your honor to
grant her a license to sell and convey sc much ol the
real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion
of the widow's dower
thereon, as will satisfy his
d-in-, and incidental charges f administration.
ABIGAIL W.
ICKKRY.

predisposition

K No\,

Jonathan W. Crooker. liockhm-l.

To the Honorable
ot Waldo.

-o-

KVToOK.

Wm. M. it >binson, floulton.

E( U.\On\ M WEALTH.
botttle of LATHAM'S CATHARTIC E.\V*
will preserve tin* heattli ot most families tor
ntire\e,.r. All the druggists have it.

The Cause ami Cure of Consumption.

I ho

Nominations.

A F.
Jeering, Mi liken. A Go.. Locke, ! Tin: most Pn’haitv Pkksm.n in the world
a ,ii
S s\ > ri, i-,.;
lit.;»r*i>
Twitehel! A Go., d. B. Brown A Sons, gave a i- the dyspeptic. Everything looks dark and
gloomy: lie feel- -out of -orts" with himself
The Portland
il: Misaiei dollars
each firm.
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A i’i
e
M We. k t a Mi
hi. 1
l!
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else. Life i- a burden to him.
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W. M. II. Ml'KRAY, Thursday, Oct26.
To b. toil--wed by
lion. WII.I.l \M I*ARSONS,
GEORGE \ ANDKMJoKK
Prof. E. S. MOK'K,
Mrs. A I ICE Ml I I uN,
I.LACK'S STEKiOPI ICON,
l)r. A. A. \V 11,LETS.
OLIVE LOGAN,
Ml CII.MLLI
HORACE GREECEY.
Tick* ts for the Course $L50.
For »ai« M ths
Bookstores.
IAt)
Belfast, Oct. 3, 1871.
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thereon, to he published three weeks successively in
tin- Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast,
that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at the Probate office in Belfast
aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday of November m-xt, at ten o’clock in
liie forenoon, and shew cause, it any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
ASA 1 11URLOU<;II,
Judge.
A true copy. At test— B. I*. 1-Tk.lu Register.
IT

I'lie

IT IM HIT lECEHKAttV
lu. tin- removal of Dyspepsia, Billious Complaint-,
and lmpuriti*s of the Blood, to deluge the patient
with nietlieiiie; a very f■ ■.v doses of LATHAM'S
('A I'll A R I’D l..\ TRACT will siifhci.
uwlosp

Unity: F.ben II. Foster, late of
Taylor, late of Unity. George N.

Palermo; Ebon
Butler, minor.

Am, Who

titer

Portland citizen'

an

sult of

P. Yosc has been appointed PostmasSouth liol'binstoii, vice F. .1. Gerry, re'ignO'.l. dames M. Butler at North Hancock.
*. ic
Thomas Gravi s, resigned;
Finery F.
I tod-j. at North Brooklyn, vice John S. Wells,

11 ill

P.cl-

at

remarks that

{

il

res

i It

Press

|
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Samuel F. Mardeu; Joseph II. Voting, minor; Trustees under the will of Nathaniel Wilson ; William F.

Fliphai-

-n

»••;

mink
ret

Philadelphia

Dye
genuine Win. A. Batchelor's
Im.mi lo vn i.v a splendid Black or natural
tin' hair clem, soft, beautiful; does
leaver*
Brown,
not contain a particle ot lead or any injurious com
jiound. Sold !■ v all Druggists. Factory, 1" BOND
lyi-Hsp
STREET, N. Yi
odor.

ot
the

C/5

.1 r I/O ir prices:

piodlice.-

to

Hodge, under lieprd liean oversight, lias
convicted, sentenced and is already in
prison.’* What -ort of llopubliean overnight
was it that enabled Hodge to detraud tin* Govrum: nt of hundreds of thousands of dollars?
N. V. Herald.

ai|
-ii

the

i'i:

I"

.iraim I

■

’O'!

um

public generalh that

|

Meibom Parker a minor, and said yiinor adopted
by Samuel and Martha Parker with change <*t name

Pi 'idem < >rani telegraphs i«. Boston, saying
■•U'.iiiid : not I" well for the good peopie of
Bosioii
di>]i?ns« with the ceremony and expi n-i* .1 a i.iiiilii- reception on the occasion of
in\ \ i-it to your city and appropriate such porp.’.n of the funds set apart for that purpose as is
'.'.•iin d a«i\Fable lor the relief of siitieivrs l»y
lie < iii.-ag disaster!' I am sure such a course
w i>11]11 please me.”
ni

ie»Tl

it\

\\ I I II

P BO BATE INOTIC

ot

drummer, who accompany the City
Guard ’o Bangor, are veteran musicians, having I•■•• n out with the Belfast troops in the
A1 00~ 1
war of l-'d.b.The Masons talk of
,v
1;
;ng ttic tan yard ! »l, adjoining Plienix Row.
-iii- i« r a new Masonic Hall-The drainand water courses about the Court House arc
mi.- cleared out.Concerning the horse trot
‘Ii.- Park on Saturday our reporter sends the
1 a!* wing.
“Perhaps the less said about it the
iwr.We arc enjoying now the loveliest
■•! Indian Summer weather.The crescent of
the mo *n was first visible in the west on M011d iy
.mng.Dr. G. G.jB >yd, a late gradu
at>
of P.owdiiin Medical School, has recently
ate! in Stockton.The nuisance of liavimr
a neighbor's
hens on the premises has been
abated by a cat belonging to a fatndy in 0111
city; she bites their heads oil'and has chicken j
oivakfa-ts. Mi. Grover
alls attention to an 1
a
ant -ample piano which he lias on exebition.
1
advertisement.Five hundred people arc
-f.uiaic'i io have left, this city by railroad and ;
-I- amboat. to attend the Bangor celebration.
j
Tin- railroad d pol i- to be lighted with gas, j
In
bh handsome stationary lanterns outside.
(
ligging a trench lor the pipe under the depot,
the !..-i ser.-w of the turn-table was found.
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COMMITTEE OK THE BELFAST I.TCKrpilK
1
has th»* honor to announce t-> citizens and the

IVoolen*. Tailors*' Trimmings.
Ca|M( and Bhmiesiit- llry
Goods. Trunks and Valises.
Wolf. Hu trail* A Lap
lfcolies. Horse
111 .*nket*.

IJKTTKR—Because tiny are more Pliable, more
&S*Ciive Us a Cal!! As wo have extra bargains to
Comfortable, are Water-proof, and an warranted •oiler.
not to Kip or Cape.
Waldoboro, Oct. Hi, 1871.
t\v
CM KAPKK—Because, while tlieir first cost is not
in exee." of -* wed or'pegged work of a like grade,
tlieir Durability i- 1 ..r greater, they preserve their
Shape much betler,end tin- metalic fastening insures
a more Equal Wear,
Equally applicable to light and heavy work.
To the Honorable Judge ot Probate lor tlie
The immense demand having called forth imitaCounty
of Waldo.
tions, consumers should be sure tunt every boot or
shoe bears the Patent Stamp.
H. BL KRILL, of Belfast, in the Countv ot
u i‘ldo, Administrator of the otate of
*iol«l E»v Slealer* EverTwhere.
7 7
.James
" lm,‘ late of Be
flIV isp
fast, in s id Couuty, deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, chattels and
.redits ot said deceased are not sufficient
to answer
4
tit KC
Ins just debts and charges ol
Administration, bv the
; sum of
thousand dollars, and that'snid
If
HAVIN'*; BEEN REPORTED TO ME deceasedtwenty-live
was at the time ot his death, seized and
fr. ,u.mly that many of my dd friend' and custom- ; possessed of certain
parcels of land In the towns of
considered me connected or Deerfield and Littleton
ers of Waldo County
in the Countv ol Aroostook,
a
store
in
sted
in
Belfast.
inter*
which are trees or timber standing which it is
upon
This is to correct any such impression, as I am not, lor the interest of all
parties concerned should be
nor have been ~o interested tor the last six years.
cut and sold.
That lie has heretofore obtained from
Furtin rmore, that 1 am now locatid in Rockland this court a license to sell real
estate to pay debts
with a tall stock ol Dry Hoods, Crockery Ware, &c., and that in his
opinion permits should be granted to
which will pay to s isif Rockland aud examine the
cut trees and timber on portions of said lands.
Ten Dollars w ill buy more ot some kind of
'am*-.
WiiKUhi-oHK your petitioner prays your honor to
goods at mv store than fifteen wiU at Belfast.
grant him a license to sell and convey so much
Furthermore, at some future day I will meet vou
«»i said timber and trees
standing on said real estate
all at Belfast. and make your In aOs glad with low
ot said deceased, as lie may deem
necessary and the
CHARLES K. Kil KF.DHK.
prices.
to be applied to the payment ot said debts.
proceeds
Oct.
1S7I.
JwHsp

of Martha T. Fernakl, late of Troy.
Inventories Filed on htk 1 sea ies of—Johu
Tufts, late of Belfast. Benjamin F. Conner, late of
Unity Jesse Whitmore, of Unity, an insane person
Etta C. Boardman, et Isleboro, a minor; Charles* c.
( lough, of Montville, a minor.
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For the Winter of 1871-72.

oiler

Hats.

Cable Screw Wire.

heirs of John G. Sawyer. 1 it of Montville. .lease
Whitmore, ot Unity, an insane person : minor lo ir'

struck

machines.Toram Nichols, lifer, and

staggered into an aia-v was.
!i. d -onetime luring the night.

llu

1

m

raptured

I HOSE

to

Clothing-,

BOOTS Oil SHOES;

minor heirs of I.ydia.E. Nickerson; Isaac
E. Marden over minor Heirs of Samuel F. Harden.
Lu-knsk to Sell Real Estate of- Samuel
Tripp, late ol Seirsport; S, 11. Woodbury, late <»f
Waldo; John G. Sawyer, late c.1'Montville; minor

the

on

the

erson over

crowd frequently.
The piv>.-nt warm weather B helping out the
ha
crop_Vernier A Walker, a new firm
machinists, on Main Street, arc ready to do
all Mbs of repairing, particularly on sewing

then
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tosvn

who stand

ANY OTIIEK
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upon

Guardians Aui’oi.N' ikd— Daniel C. Tozler over
.silas If. I'o/.ier, minor; Hannah B. Cross over
Fannie M Wilson, minor: Jacob C. Peavy over
min ir h' irs ol William W. Peavy; Roger M. .Nick
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transacted at the Octo-

just purchased, and are now prepared
to the public, an entire new stock ot

burglar in Bangor, is relatelsewhere in this paper.On Monday a
Allowance to Winmv, on Estates <»i
man m sen:>‘d at the S tvings Bank a >J<) bill.
Nehomiali Johnson, late of Waldo; William Far'vl»i‘*h he was surprised and pained to learn row. late oi Belfast;
Stephen Ausplund, lot* of j
waunlcifeit.“Gome up," telegraph.- an
Franklort; David Bowdoin, late of Stockton,
Rockland,
10,
•niho-ia-!i
Bangorean to a friend in this city. Thomas K. Clement, lafe ol Montville, John N ick
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
"At are going to have an awfool good time.
cry, late of Unity.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot
r.
it i>
s
<
ie
a:B
OH « 114
4
it
JtF.l'UESEN A TIoN OF 1 NSOl. V K N< V *»'- IF, A iT.
A Bellas! man that recently visited the ProvinOctober, A. D. 1871.
i;i -Nehomiah Johnson, late of Waldo; Addison A.
a--ure> u- that not onl\ do greenbacks pass
Cpon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
Phi superb Hair Dye is the be -1 in the world
no
Moore, late- of Belfast.
harml* b, r* li rble anil instantaneous
petitioner
give notice to all persons interested by
:tly
pc.:
1 \rv
drinks
for
three,
nut thut lie purchased
John f. Grant dismissed from trust as guardian disappointment, no ridiculous tints or disagreeable causing a copy of said petition, with this order
Muir
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LECTURE OOUHS
Have

ministratrlx; Freilerie. A. < ietclioll, late of Jackson,
Sarah Packard, Administratrix ; Prescott
Iiazcltine}
late of Belfast, M. M. Hazeltiue, Administratrix.

Pn>g. Vge. is better, but his life was for a
despaired of.The grape crop lias not
t-n a success in this vicinity.A lady wishes
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

Field, Register.

Estates of—
Samuel Treadwell, late ot Swanvill, Geo. A. Pierce,
Administrator; Alfred Illack, late of Stockton, Ella
F. Black, Administratrix; Henry Averill, late of
Frankfort, John T. Averill, Administrator; (Forge
Knowlton, late of Northport, Kuth Ivnowlton, Ad
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Probate Court.
Asa Till keourii,

rpiIE WINTEK TKllM OF THE ABBOTT
X Ftnm SCHOOL, at Little Blue, Farmington, Mo., will open on Monday the 20th ot Nov,
Catalogue sent ou application to Principal.
own
A. J. BLETHEN.

ROBBINS,
and

DruggUt,

ROCKLAND, ME.
Bole Proprietor of Hr. K. It. CTarke's Vegetable Sherry Wine Bitters.
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.

Formerly

CAFTIOIV EXTRA.- Owing to Uio great
Hitters, worthless Imipopularity ami sale of these
but .is
In tho

market,
you
may come up
value your "life and health, be sure and gut Uiu genuine Sherry Wine Hitters. See that the Portrait tdT
Dr. Clarke ami my far simile signatures are upon
the label of each bottle. No other Is ge-uuluo.

tations

SOLD BY DEALERS IN MEDICINES.

and

Questions

Answers.

About

where are tin* visions of morning,
l I'fsli a> the dews of our prime?
•ii*. 1 ik<
tenants that quit without warning.
! >ovt :* the back entry of time.

M

The Lynchburg Republican publishes
the following “snake stories,” and says
they can be substantiated by indisputable

t».

in

\V

testimony. They are only
trilling experiences of the

where are life's lilies and rose<,
I in the golden dawn's smile?
the I m i 11 slit's round littlejMo't''.
tl 1 tanks of til Nil

< '.

N
I*

11

-.-

el

a-

tl

are lie M :r\
a.id Anils, and
»\ inand l*»vel> of yore?
! "'k iii lit' eohnnns of old Advert -*
Mari if* 1 an*i <! ■a*! by the score.

H I

-.

kli/a-,

<

\ dii le-.

(••melik* our IVi*e ! t!•.*• ancient
I [oiuer's ferocious old boy.

away dreams of e.-balie emotion,
Hopes like young eagles at play.
.»ws of iiuli- ard-of an*! endless «1* yotion,
I low ye have fa*le*l a\va> I

; i*e
\

d

though the ehhing of Time'- mighty river
e tuir young blossoms to die.

<•!,

I
i

a

!

him roll smooth in his current forever,

t

ill tin* ki't pebble is dry.

The

Hands that Make Good Bread,

Bonny

NY

JOHN

S.

j

AITCifF.SON

tli.* charm- of rounded inn-.
« >1'
eyes that love’s -oft lustre sited.
Of raven hair, and tresses lair,
• >1 cheeks that
toy with white and red:
«>1 pouting lips where < upid dipflic arrows that to hearts an* sped;
S cl none of these my fancy please
Like the bonny hands that make good bread.
1

own

some hands have art to move tin* heart.
i’v waking music’s sweet appeal:
Senir borrow dyes from perfect skies,
\'id, through the canva-, make u- L l:
-'•!■!•■ make the dress fair forms
arc--,
I <• \\ in the heart and turn the head ;
L.»r me. more rare beyond compare
\ re the bunny hand- that make good bread.
i> maiden. \ ain the rustling train,
Tho-c jewelled hand- so id 1 >
I bai idler mind can pleasure tnul
Lit wry hour ignobly lost!
'i iir
vvrl- shine, your look- ai c tinI'i! ii"t seek, when’er I wet!.
1
t'-wcl|.'d haiitl- or gold and land-:
in I •.» in y hand- that makegood I

0

^n»—cd,

The Female Judge of

ad.

Wyoming.

A! the recent session oi tho Legislature
W v<uning Territory a law was passed
women the right to vote and hold
The first action taken under tin*
oi-ions of this l iw was the appointment. by the acting Governor, of Mrs.
I -tin
Morris of south Pass City as a Jusnf the Peace for Sweetwater county.
\L -. Morris qualified, “remitted the usual
: s.V’t<> the Secretary, and entered
iht* duties ot herotlioo. A eorresot tin* New York Sun says:
,i "ldcnt
\<'thing unusual necnrrei? for some days:
\.
i'ylindy was satisfied, with tin* new
in-tier, and th
new .Justice with every‘■•niv.
One day, however, the wine of
bittci ne-s was mixed in Iter eup of bliss,
am! tmtwithstanding ln*r womanly and
witely Iccling. -In* was compelled to
drink it.
Her better half. who was now
1«• 11 in charge of tin* doniestit* department
"t 11n* linn, had, previous to his retirement to lilt* sweets of domestic life, oecai 'liallv taken a social glass with Ins
L i-mlTaking advantage of this weakness -oine friends waited upon Mr. Morii- .>in* day. and having made Mr. Morris
drunk, led him into a breach of the peace,
!u*ii hastened to the esquire's ollice and
lodged a complaint with lu*r Honor
.-(gainst her Honor’s “liege lord and master," that used to be, and demanded a
warrant, for bis arrest,
Mr- Justice liestied a moment on tin* banks of this
woman’.- Kubieon, but like C.-esar she
u c
equal to tin* emergency, and prompt:v •r«sst*t| into her lord's dominiiMis. and
l.er lormer master was dragged before
her for trial.
■

■*•

.Morn- s

Air.

clear to

neau

comprehend

was

not sumeieiu tv

the .situation,

lie
in

his -overeign rights
<
*uteini)t of court, until suddenly brought
nji by the ollioer in obedience to the
< ourt's order.
Seeing that things had
changed somewhat, and that Othello’s oecupation had been at least suspended.
he began to expostulate lir-t with the otliver, until informed by that functionary
that he had no discretion, but was acting
under orders Irom the (’ourt.
■Who i- the Court (hie) P” inquired
Mr. .Morris. On being informed that the
hiiirh was the .Judge,
teciipaiiL «>f 11)
Mi .Morris looked at. the,Justice with a
puzzled air. scratched hi- head in an effort to collect hi- scattered thoughts, and
ejaculated, (hie) -her (hie) you d-d
tool—she’s my wife -(hie)—she is—that’s
Ksther -my wife INthcr -you're drunk,
or -oh. don't bother me (hie),’1 and he
tailed to go.
I.o' k up the prisoner lor contempt of
court," said Mrs. Morris to the ollicer.
••What have you to say about it. eh?1’
blurted out Mr. Morris, staggering ineningly toward the Judge.
•You will find that I have all to say
about it. “OHieer, lo.-k him up," replied
her Honor.
Although badly mixed, Mr Morris began to get a glimmer of the truth, and

l»**gan

to

assert

>

—

>

egau

a

parley :

Now look here, Mr. OHieer, don’l you
e
in a. hurry.
1 didn’t mean anything
1 want just to talk with my wife
wrong.
Now Ksther, what’s the use of
minute
toolin'; you jist git down out o' there
and go home and behave yourselt. I'll
’• nd
so this little matter myself.
Now
ro right along, the
baby wants nursing.
1 had to give it Mrs. Winslow to got it to
-h ep when I came down.
He's hungry,
for lo* won't use that old bottle, and I
don’l blame him neither.
The dishes
ain't washed, nor the bed- made, neither.
And what's more, 1 ain't goin’ to do it
You hear that.
Now
any more. now.
-tart along.”
I»y the time Mr. Morris had delivered
himself of this his tone had changed as
Ins feelings warmed from that ol* expostulation to that ot command again, and the
ollicer forced him into the rudely const meted lock-up in rear of her Honor’s
court, and there Mr. Morris was left to
n-Heet upon the situation, and gaze upon
the dividing wall between himself and
wife as the dividing line between man’s
and woman’s rights under this new dis-

pensation.

Morris
u ns
and in
the most sober and subdued manner, and
with the deepest humiliation, pleaded
guilty, asking the pardon of the court lor
contempt, begging its clemency, and then
awaited his sentence with humility and
<hi

the

following morning Mr.
arraigned before her Honor,

resignation.
After giving

the prisoner a Caudle lecamended by the. laws of Wyoming, her Honor imposed the usual line
and required the prisoner to give bonds
to keep the peace, upon which the Court
gallantly ottered to let him go, and Mr.
Morris vanished.
tori;

as

A

Sunbeam.

The greatest of physical paradoxes is
It is the most potent and
the sunbeam.
versatile .'oroe we have, and yet it behaves itself like the gentlest and most accommodating. Nothing can fall more
softly or more silently upon the earth
than the rays of that great luminary—not
even the feathery flakes of snow which
thread their way through the atmosphere
as if
they were too tilmy to yield to the
demands of gravity like grosser things.
The most delicate slip of gold-leaf, exposed as a target to the sun’s rays is not
stirred to the extent of a hair, though an
infant’s faintest breath would set it in
tremulous motion. The most tender of
human organs—the apple ol the eye—
though pierced and buffeted each day by
thousands of sunbeams, suffers no pain
during the process, but rejoices in their
sweetness, and blesses the useful light.
Yet a few of those rays, insinuating themselves into a mass of iron like the Britannia Tubular bridge, will compel the
closely kniL particles to separate, and
will remove the whole enormous fabric
with as much ease as a giant would a
The play of those beams upon
straw.
our sheets ot water lilts up layer after
layer into the atmosphere, and hoists
whole rivers from their beds, only to drop
them again in snows upon the lulls, or in
fattening showers upon the plains. Let
but the air drink in a little more sunshine
in one place than another, and out of it
springs the tempest or the hurricane,
which desolates a whole region in its luThe marvel is, that a
natic wrath.
power which is capable of assuming such
a diversity of forms, and of producing
such stupendous results, should come to
us in so gentle, so peaceful, and so un-

pretentious

a

guise.

of the
mountaineers
some

Michigan.

Fires in

]>i:tu<U!, Mich., Oct. 11. The news
from St. Clair and Huron Counties of this
date, is of the most distressing character.

of the State East of
Saginaw Bay and north of a point 1" miles
with the rattlesnakes.
above Port Huron, lias been completely
two dis“There are in the Blue
lire.
tinct species,--the yellow and the black. swept by
A number of persons have perished and
1'he yellow was formerly supposed to be
it is feared that wo have not heard the
male, and the black the female; but the worst. The
villages of Forestville, White
fallacy of that opinion is demonstrated by Bock, Elm (’reek.
Sand Beach and llur< n
the fact that in many localities only one of
Bock Falls
are entirely destroyed.
these kinds is ever seen, and also by the City
and Port Hope are partially destroyed.
the
and
difference
size
in
form,
great
yet has been heard from Port
yellow being very thick and short, and Nothing
Austin or Port Crescent, but it is hardly
the black long and slender. But both ol
that they have escaped.
these species are beautifully ornamented possible
At all these towns there were large
with flowers, which in the sunlight parstores, many tilled with winter stocks, extake of all the colors of the rainbow. The
tensive saw mills, shingle mills and docks
vellow snake is much less liable to rattle
covered with lumber, all of which were
than the black, and therefore most to be
it is said that but one block
dreaded, though no dependence need be swept away, shore
about Forestville.
is left on the
placed in cither, as it depends altogether
A steamer which left Port Huron last
upon the caprice of the moment when
for the relief of the sufferers, returnthey retreat, advance, rattle or ‘play pos- night
ed this evening with about 1" men, women
sum.' The partiality of this snake for
and children, live being severely burned.
the company ot children has been freThe Beyenue Cutter Fessenden, which
quently noticed among the mountaineers, started lor Port Austin,
picked lip a sail
one instance of which is familiar to some
I>aae Green, the principal
of our Bedford readers. A few years ago boat containing
owner of Forestville with his family and
a tanner, whose cabin stood in one of the
others who had escaped the
wildest localities about the mountains, on Is- or
flames.
coming into the house one day, discoverThe telegraph operator at Forestville
ed his little daughter, two years old, sittin* lire* back into the
ting up in bed. where she had been placed escaped through
otliees along tin*
when asleep by her mother. Tin; child country. All telegraph
shore are destroyed, but communication
was laughing immoderately, and showing
will be restored soon.
by its every action and expression of
Five children perished near Bock Falls.
countenance that it was greatly pleased.
all his
The lather approached, when to his hor- P. B. Hubbard at Huron City shot
horses and cattle to prevent their perishing
ror lie discovered that an enormous yellow
a
rattlesnake, the largest he had ever seen, by lire, lb* loses heavily, having large
store, mills, docks, Ac. The extensive
was in bed with the child, and actually
at Port
coiled around her body. His presence in- property of Stafford and Hayward
is about the only one that escaped.
Hope,
in
the
a
conduct
change
stantly wrought
Five thousand dollars wore subscribed
of the snake, which dexterously uncoiled
ot
itself from around the child and assumed to-night lor the relief of the sufferers
The light rain of yesterday
The mountaineer's tin* State.
an attitude of battle.
the fires
rille hung upon a rack over the door; he seems to have greatly abated
It is believed that
the State.
grasped it in his hand with feelings which throughout
tin* worst has passed.
cannot be described, and awaited an opScarcely a County in the State but sufportunity to shoot.
He had no sooner done so than the fered from the lire and the loss will
of dolsnake commenced caressing the child by amount to hundreds of thousands
to the pine land is inlars
The
rubbing his head fondly against her cheek, calculable. damage
Saginaw City only escaped
and darting his forked tong«c almost in
her eyes. Then he would raise his tail destruction through the determined efforts
and rattle so rapidly as to make duo con- of the citizens. Bridgeport was saved by
tinued sound, at which the child was the rain yesterday morning.
At Holland, on the East shore ot Take
greatly delighted. But upon the least
Michigan, the flames made a clean sweep,
movement on the part of the almost disTin*
tracted parent, the snake would entirely and there is scarcely a building left.
sufferings of the people wore promptly
change the tone of his rattling, and swell cart'd
tor by the Mayor and citizens of
to almost twice his natural size.
During
Professor Charles Scott of
all this time the child tightly grasped the Grand Haven.
and a minister
snake with its chubby little hands, and Hope College perished
whose surname is unknown.
him
about
in
a very
and
twisted
jerked
M
rude and unceremonious manner, laughing and talking to her horrid plaything in
The state of
a perfect ecstasy ot delight.
things was finally ended by a movement
of the parent, which so enraged the snake
that h<* drew himself up into a light coil,
leaped out of the bed, and would haw
buried his fangs in the farmer's face had
As it
he not quickly dodged to one side.
was the serpent went over his shoulder
and out at tin* door, where he renewed
the signal for battle, but was quickly
<h:
Tin' \vo\i>i:iti tT i;i:mi:i»y
stretched out still* in death by ti shot from
the rille. The child cried immoderately CAUCKRt. NVP1IILIM. M1IOFILI.
IFF
I l.< EltM. M4I.T IK II El *1 anil
lor her pretty plaything, and if set down
< IB HO* l<
lll.OOIt HIM.
O I’ll Ell
in any part of the yard would immediateE l MEM.
ly toddle toward the dead reptile.
Du. 1’. 1. KEENE bavin" just returned lrom
Ecuador ami brought with him a quantity <>1 the
A party <>l young men in the same
Cuudiirango llailt. secured tiirough
yenuinr
a
tew
years ago, had the otlieiai recommendation and assistance ol His
neighborhood, only
a
very interesting adventure with rattleExcellency the President, of Ecuador, and the Govol that Kejmblic, We are prepared to till
snakes, which may be briefly stated. Early ernment
orders lor it to a limited extent,and at a price about
and before
in the fall of the year,
one-quarter ot that which the cost of the lirst very
the snakes had -housed up’ for the winter, small supply compelled us to charge.
from the y,n
Our Fluid Extract ithis part}' went out one night on a rac- nine < uudiirango Harkprepared
from Eoja, Ecuador,
ot
tin*
coon
hunt.
About
the
assistance
authorities
of that
secured
j1
by
midnight
dogs
in pint bottles, hav‘treed' a family of coons in one ot the country. Sold by all Druggists
ing on them our name, t rade mark and lull direel ions
largest trees in the neighborhood. It was lor use. Price, £b>. Laboratory, No. Cedar St.,
HI.IMM. KEEAE 4% < O.
decided to wait until daylight to capture New York.
1
/. E.
I>. \V. H1.1 —, M. l>., Washington, 1>.
them, with the hope that the cutting down lii.tss, M, D„.Ni
w York; P. 1. Kki.ni., M. 1)., New
! of the tree could be
with. The York.
All ot that
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OPENING
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DRY

ot the party, who was
!I
thoroughly acquainted with the habits
I and peculiarities of the rattlesnakes, sudI denly called out—‘lie. still, boys, don't
j mov«* for anything. There's rattlesnakes
j here; 1 heard one's rattle hit a roek.'| lie
had scarcely spoken when an enormous
rattlesnake came crawling over his foot,
and following his leg to the body, crossed
over his breast, striking his next neighbor's face, and crawling over his mouth.
The third party was not touched by the
snake, except that his rattle tapped lightly against his cap-brim as he passed. The
fourth huntsman heard the rattle, sprang
to his feet and ascended a tree with remarkable agility. This snake was im:
mediately followed by another, not quite
so large, and then by four very small ones,
all of which travelled precisely the same
path. When daylight came the raccoons
| were shot, and then the search for the
snakes commenced. They were found in
a hollow stump but a few stops oil', ond
were all killed."
[Every Saturday.
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niaiued “blackened and weather-beaten
GEO. P. ROWELL & CO.,
i with the storms of many successive years,
41 PA11K JIOU. \E\V VO It Vi.
i until it became the oldest occupant. Infancy had advanced into matured man
hood, and still the head repulsively lookj cd down from the summit of the arch. “It
For
Permanent Cure t,
IaIbAXV
| seemed part of the arch itself.”
JL ••"■***
m
the ASTHMA.
! more than thirty years did Layer’s head
Relief guaranteed in five minute*, by inhalation. Also, cures Ilay Fevor and Rose Cold. ReI look down on busy Fleet street; at la t
oinincnded by Physicians. Price,
per box.
Sent by mail, postage paid, on receipt of prico.
j one blusterous niglit, a friendly gust sent
M. 11. PAKN1IAM Sc CO., 210 Broadway. N. Y.
it rolling into the Strand, where it was
BuTSold. bv all Druggists.
P. 0. Box 2«42.
1 licked up by an attorney, who took it into
a public house close by, and there, aeT%i’\IUJFp fail to try I>r. Kimball’s li. C\ Balsam,
cording to Nicholls, it found a resting \J U 11 1 lor Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
and Lungs. A pleasant and effectual
place under the floor; while Dr. Hawlin- j Throat Chest
remedy. Kimball & Co., Prop’s, Augusta, Me.
son, the antiquary, who was anxious to
become its possessor, paid a handsome
ASTHMA.
consideration for a substitute foisted upon
him as the genuine article. lie, however, pOPHin'N AMT II M A Ml* EC I FIC is
1
warranted to relieve tlie worst case in ten mindied in happy ignorance of the cheat, and
utes. Trial package sent fukk on receipt of a three
cent stamp.
C. A. I’.KAMAX,
was buried, in accordance with his desire,
1071 Washington .St., Boston, Mass.
with the precious relic in his right hand.
Before Layer’s head fell from its spike, it
We will Pay
800.
had been joined by two more—those of 800.
Agents $:{0 per week to sell our great and valuable
Townley and Fletcher, two of the 4b discoveries.
11 you want permanent, honorable and
rebels wlm were done to deatli on Ken- pleasant work, apply lor particulars.
Address DYER & CO., Jackson, Michigan.
nington Common on the 30th of July,
174G. and their heads elevated over TemA novric Ilorse furnished. Exple Bar the day after. It was to these tfj/nc penses paid. II. B. SHAW, Allied, Me.
that Walpole alluded when he wrote; “I
to give away $600,000 worth of
have been this morning to the Tower, and
Medical Advice to the sick and afllicted. Adpassed under the new heads at Temple dress Dr. S. YORK, Auburn, Maine, or call at his
Bar, where people make a trade of letting ofiice, Lewiston, Lincoln Street, you will receive a
free. See page 12, a report of the late Dr. O.
spying-glasses at a halfpenny a look.” book
W. Carlton—twenty-lour different Medical Baths.
it was these heads that suggested Gold- N. B.—A
good chance tor a Medical student. Apply
smith’s grim joke that so tickled Johnson’s soon.
ianey. The two friends, both of whom
<|l ACRM. A victim of early indiswere perhaps Jocobites in their hearts,
cretion, causing nervous debility* premature
had been meditating among the tombs decay, etc., having tried in vain very advertised
in Poet’s Corner, when Johnson had remedy, has discovered a simple means of selt-cure,
Address
which be will send to his lellow-sullerers.
quoted Ovid’s line, “Forsitan et nostrum J. II. REEVES, 78 Nassau St., N. Y.
some
nomen miscebitur istis.”
(Perhaps
THE MARRIED. A new work.showday our names may mix with theirs.) As rpo
I ing how, by observing natural laws,parents may
Oliver
walked
homeward,
together
they
produce offspring of either sex. Sealed envelope,
stopped at the Bar, and (in allusion to 25c. Address SANITARY PUBLISHING CO., P.
their own Jacobite opinions) pointed to O. Box 4861, N. Y.
the heads above, whispered, “Fositan et
THIRTY YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
nostrum nomen miscebitur istis!” In 176G
a man was taken in custody for shooting at
IN THE TREATMENT OF
the Temple Bar heads witli a steel crossbow. lie had explained that his loyally
was so intense that he did not think death
a sufficient punishment for traitors, and
A PHYSIOLOGICAL VIEW OF HARIACK.
that it relieved his indignant feelings by
The cheapest hook ever published—containing
firing balls at the heads for pastime of an nearly
three hundred pages, and one hundred and
evening. It was supposed he was relat- thirty tine plates and engravings of the anatomy of
ed to one or other of the unfortunate men,
the human organs In a state of health and disease,
ot whose heads he had made targets, in with a treatise on early errors, its deplorable consequences upon the mind and body, with the author’s
hopes of obtaining possession of them. plan of treatment—the only rational and successful
of cure, as shown by a report ot cases treated.
the
one
of
mode
1st
them
of April, 1772,
Upon
A truthful adviser to the married and those contemwas blown from its perch ; the other did
plating marriage, who entertain doubts of their
not long remain in solitary glory, and the physical condition. Sent free of postage to any adBar at last was rid of the executioner’s dress, on receipt of twenty-five cents in stamps or
postal currency, by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No.
ghastly trophies, although the spikes, or Ill Maiden Lgne, Albany, N. Y. The author may be
consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his
one ot them at least, remained to remind
book treats, either personally or by mail, and medipassers-by of the tender mercies of the cines sent
to any part ot the world.
good old times, until the beginning of the

Asthma

for everybody,

we

are

Employment
prepared to give constant employment to any
light, agreeable
person who wishes to engage in

A love letter, picked up in Springfield,
a
III., had the following paragraph: “My and fine paying business. We will pay a liberal saland
the
week,
pay expenses, or allow a combest beloved one, I chawed the postage ary by
mission lrom which any person of common abilities
stamp on your" last letter all to thunder, can earn from $20 to $50 per week, clear. This is
no catch penny humbug,but is one ol the most valubecause I know you licked it on.”

able inventions of the age, patented in the United
States and Europe; is a great novelty, and sells
readily, and no competition. To all who wish to
test the business, I will send a package of the goods
by mail on receipt of 50 cents, and those not well
pleased with the business shall he paid lor their
trouble. Address
4w!2
O. P. HOWE, & CO., Augusta, Me.
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In connection with
this department you
will find a large line of
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GOODS
such as:

FORTY-FIVE

kW’Claslimci'Of:, (Irotonnos.
I>i'illi;iut incs,

1

TsirnisO,

DOLLARS.

l’ailsley
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Inducements otlered worthy the careful >:i-id<
tion of capitalists.
Send lor circular- and -ample
wing.
AGENTS WAN 11..D in im .ccupied territory.
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as
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Washington
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(Joniral

and

h:ai.;:in

Boston M.:i kit

at

K.

Shirts, Drawers. Stocking's, Braces, Neckties,
<fec.,constantly on hand
Feathers,

Oil Carpets,
Hemp Carpets, CmF ixt n r c s,
Cornices, Straw
ns.

Matting's, &c.
found in stock at
market prices.

the

lowest

MILLINERY.
We take

this method of
informing the public
that by October 1st, an
entire new stock of Millinery
Goods, will be added to the other
departments of this store, under the
solo charge of two experienced
and “popular milliners from

Those desiring

this line
would do well
to give them
in

<-r«*ai

call.

WANTED—DOMESTIC YARN,
I Ugliest Cash Prices paid.

and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Express lrom Boston, this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At »'•. U> P. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
5 P. M.
Through Tickets will be sold to Boston and baggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, Sup’t.
L. E. LINCOLN, Ass’t Sup’t.
tf 17
May 27,1871*

Leila:

Greo. "W\ Burkett,
1IAYF0RD BLOCK, Church St.. Belfast.

GREATEST INTERNAL AND ENTERRemedy ever used tor the Cure of Cold*?
Cough, Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Contracted f ords, Much‘8 and Tendons, Sprains*
Frost Bites and Chilblains, ('uts, Bruises, Burns and
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, also inflammation of the Kidneys, Liver Complaints and Palpitation ot the Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ot
Insects, Reptiles or Dogs.
The above medicine is compounded on the most
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Internal and External diseases, none ever equalled it. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
and
corrects any and all derangements of the nervo-vital
tluids.
The above medicine has been put to the severest
test sever met with, and has proved to he more than
represented. It is recommended by all who use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be addressed and will receive prompt attention.
Itf
nal
11HE

DOLLAR REWARD SOAP
Washes without rubbing; Removes Pitch, Tar,
Paint, Grease, Sweat and Leather Stains, &c.;
Washes with Hot or Cold, Hard, Soft, or Salt Water;
Saves Labor, Time, Fuel, Clothes, and Money.
Clothes washed with it wear twice as long as if
washed with common soap. One pound of it will
wash lrom ten to fifteen dozen piece* of ordinary
family washing. It washes the finest lace without
injury, and renders all ai tides as clear and bright as
new.

REWARD

SOAP!

Try it in the Bathroom; it leaves the skin cool,
smooth and soft. Use it to cleanse your Marble
Ornaments, Mantles, Door-steps, &c., and Brick
Walks and Alleys. Use it with scouring-brick in
cleansing Iron or steel; it saves half the labor, and
gives a better appearance. It makes Tin Ware shine
like new, and has no equal in cleansing glass or china.
Dissolved in boiling water, it makes the best and
cheapest Soft Soap in the world.
CIO., BomCoii.

HOLE AGENTS FOR NEW ENGLAND.
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INSTITUTE

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
in establishing this Institution
vcas to attain the greatest perfection in tho
preparation, practice and use of Vegetable>
Remedies, and to secure a permanent pla
where Families, Invalids, or any person could
obtain the best i’!edio:il advice, and such remedies as each might
mpure, without the use
of poisonous drug-.
Dr. flrecne has been Physician of the Institute since its foundation, now more than
twenty-five years. Few men have had so
large experience in the treatment, of chronic
diseases. Dr. Greene is in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted hi life to this branch of his
profession, and his success, we believe is with34 TEMPLE

The

I

well known remedy does not drv'nn a Cough, and
leave the cause behind. ;us is the case with must pn p if
ations; but it loosens and cleanses the lungs, ami allavs
irritation, thus removing t/ie cuu<e of tin* complaint.
Bos*on.
Sold
SKTI1 W. FOWLK .t SON,

This

by druggists and dealers in medicines generally.
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L. A. GRAY, A. M., Principal,
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City Block,
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Sept. 5,1871.

Isaac Allard.
tlV»

object

parallel

Among the diseases to which ho gives esattention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula. Catarrh, Bronchitis, Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia, Asthma, Nervousness,
Rheumatism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Female Complaints,
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt ltheum, Cankerp Deafness, Kidney Diseases, Seminal Weakness, &c.
l)r. Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descriptive of diseases and their proper treatment, will
be sent free to invalids.
Address, K. GREENE, M. D.,
21 Temple Place/ Boston:? Mas*
lyfi

pecial

tuii business course issued
in this, arc good for an unlimited time in all ol
the Colleges of the International Business College
Association.
For full Information address

LET!

STORE ON HIGH STREET, OPPOSITE
Pluenix Row, lccently occupied by Messrs. S. A.
Black & Co.
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.
istfl3
Belfast, Oct. 4, 1871.
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MACHINE SHOP.

Young men, of sixteen years of age and upwards,
and of good cuaracter, who are desirous of learning
thoroughly the Machine business, and of becoming
skilled in the working of Metals, will find a good
opportunity for so doing at the Wihtin Machine:
Wokks, Vv hitinsvillc (Worcester County), Mass.
Parents arc assured’that the location is favorable to
the health and good morals ot their sons, and to
their attainment of thorough mechanical skill. Full
particulars given on application bv letter to
G. E. TAFT, Suit.,
4wl3
Whitinsville, Mass.
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PILLS,

APPRENTICES WANTED
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Sale.

IN
SITUATE
NORTH PORT,
I-- miles from Belfast, containing
about fio acres of land; a large orclnird of the best Fruit, Grape, Cranberry, and
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Buildings good; House and L.. new. Will keep a Horse
and 12 to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Brick Privilege bordering on a brook. Near a School House
and in a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied for soon.
Apply to .J. C. LEWIS, New Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to THOMAS WATERMAN, or JOHN
AI. WOODS.
00108.43*
May 4, 1871.
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Warranted to Cure or Money Refundrd.
-tore-.
For sale by all Druggists ?.
M
F. 15. HIESKKLL, Proprietor ".an.
Il.tn(j. (lioodwin & Co,, Whole .le \. ut-,

CO.,

~

istfiww < a
I

horses.

.Justly celebrated for the cure of Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Gout and Sick Headache. Also Hill’s
Pile <Hntinent, equally reliable for the cure of Piles,
For sale by Wm. O. Poor & Son and Richard 11.
Moody of Belfast, and all other Druggists a? the
small price of 25 cts., per Box 5 Boxes lor $L<R).
Sample Boxes sent Ireeby
:im*
(). A. HILL, Proprietor, Portland, Me
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Salt Rlu um, Chiliblains, Sc t|.
!'
Frosted Limbs, Inthmed K.
t
Ab" v
tIons of the Skin

price by

Farm for Sale,

«

| |
A llll

X
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SH\.

Eiysipelus, Scald Head. Ri

i

THE SUBSCRIBER OFFERS
for sale, the house and lot situated
on Wadsworth Street, in Thomaston, belonging to
heirs of the late Capt. .Joseph Gilchrist. Said lot
contains about 27,000 feet of land with a large two
story house and other buildings situated thereon,
and will be sold low if applied lor soon. For terms,
call on the subscriber.
J. M. BEVERAGE.
tfS
Thomaston, Aug. 24,1871.
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Man his Own Painter.
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GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.
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Ni All Fi i.ton Fki III. NEW VOUK.
This well known and favorite Hotel has recently
been renovated, remodeted and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, and has ample accomodation tor four hundred
guests.
Hie location is more accessible to all parts of New
York and Lrooklyn than any other house in the
city, 'the ltroadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street ears,
one of which intersects every other route in New
York.
It being but two blocks from Fulton Ferry, makes
i* convenient lor those wishing to visit the “<. ily of
riiurehi s," as from this Ferry diverge all the principal railroad routes in the city ot Urooklyn.
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Is the title ot a Book published by ANSON
<. 11.M A N. Lewiston, Me.
It gives (nil directions
; t<>
Mixing and doing all kind- of HOUSE, CARRIAGE AND SIGN PAINTING, GRAINING,
EN A M EL 1 NG, V A RN ISII INt., K A I.SOM 1 N I N G
On und after JUNE r»th, next, passenger trains
WH 11 EWASH 1NG, &,c.f in plain English, livery
will leave Belfast for Boston and Portland, at s.m
Tamil v should have a copy and do their own
A. M.— at 7 P. M., connecting at Burnham with
night Express with l*ullniaii Nl«*«*|»ingr < ar Copyright recured. Agents wanted. Sent postpaid
tor 50 cents by Anson Gilman. Itox r.'s, Lewiston,
attached, for Portland and Boston.
.'tmlu*
State where you saw this.)
Freight Train leaves at i> A. M„ connecting at Me.
Burnham at 8.3U A. M., with mixed train tor Bangor
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Bags.
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MASON’S

Furnishing Goods.
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DOMESTIC GOODS.

a

XX

CORN, MEAL, OATS AND RYE

Trunks, Valises, and Travelling

Every

GOODS

Large Job Lots
have been secured
at Reduced Prices, and
we arc bound to give the
Ladies the benefit of
the reduction.

no

NIIUMEll

Will lie
found nt our establishment and those in want of
these favorite goods will
find a nice supply.

goods

E

llkrli Sired.

Findings constantly

O \

Dr. Dow, since ls»;>, b.iv itig eonlined his whole attention to an oflice practice tor the cure ol Private
Diseases and l emale Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
(Mlice hours front s A. M. to c P. M.
Boston, .July 2.0, is?i.
lyr"

Mai
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tor.

Ilodon.

ment.

Flannels he loro tin*
rise on them, we are prepared to eater to the pub ie
wants so that they will he enabled to save money on them,
give us an early call
and you will secure
a good trade.

abroad.

the old

sores

*1

MAM niTfitl-T:.

Xvl

!

at

>

Grand Trunk

ISoxton.

11 Mt.
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STEAM-MILL CO..

j

-oDIG DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No. r Kndicott street. Boston, is eon-lilted daily toruM di-u-a -es
incident to the lemale system, l'rolapus Uteri or
Falling of tlie Worn!*. Finer \lbus, Suppre--ion,
and other Menstrual Derangements, an- all treated
on
new
pathological principle-, ami speedy relu-t
guaranteed in a tew days. So invariably certain is
the new mode of treatment. that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and tin- ulilieted pet-on
soon rejoices in ported health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
tire cureot diseases of women than any uthei physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations 1«>r path v who may
wish to stay in Boston a b w days under his treat-

Having
purchased our

be

1

where may be found .- very large and well selected
stock of tlie above an ich*s, embracing about every
variety and style in tb Market. 11• invites his old
customers and all others in want ot anything in the
SIK>E line to give him a call before purchasing.
A good stock ol

To Females in Delicato Health.

FLANNEL GOODS.

will

o

k 3 CUV BLOCK,
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l hc subscriber is still
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of last year, notwithstanding the advance on them
in the Western
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Hoots, Shoes, Rubbers ifcc.
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tlie .Vlanufac‘tur4>r» «ith 4*a< li .Machine.
*4*4‘iir4*il l»y «t Half >lilliou BVoIiiirs.

Remember

WARREN

I

KiiiImmImmI

Warranty for I’iu* Vi-art fnrn:sln-d l»y

WATERPROOFS.
prices
Waterproofs are

t*i.

or

a

insure an answer.
Host on, .lan. 1 is?l —1 yr.

li ■
C'4*l4*l»rat4*4l
Vlucliiui* than any otli4*r in tin* W oriil,
Hoi'i 4*%4*ry Variety of IVorh. its
TS 4»< V rtilicato of
cliaiiisni is I ii4‘\i-i*i li*il.
iii(‘ii

prices.
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SIMPLE, DURABLE AND RELIABLE,

in choice and selected
designs. All the new and desirable styles in Wool and
Worsted Shawls at

te.us

Vitiated
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bar to

and

trip:::

It.ca bm
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state

All

up

e

"l whenever you And Us
u
A,
inPiu-. le Eruo
clean. it win n y ui tin 1 x bstruete 1
and sluggish in the veins; cleanso it when it la foul,
K. ep the blood
and v.ittr feeiiUg.t w.il t-M you when.
ure eml He h< alth of tins system will follow.
WORMS, lurking In the
PIN, TAPE
vste: I.T
firiy t’ >u and*, arc effectually destroy
eland r. tiov d. lor full directions, read carefully
the circular around each bottle, printed in four Ian
ms igEnglish, German, French and Spanish.

!

ol'the blood. I hr Doctor H now fully
prepared to treat in hi- peculiar style, both medial!!;. and surgically, all disea.-.-s of the female sex,
l tile, are respectfull) invited to call at

s ii a w l s.

■

cleanse the

which they will lind
Endicott St.. Boston, Mas
to Shippers at the \vhar\<
arranged for their special accommodation.
( iv
viki:.
DK.D1X having devoted over twenty years to
All orders promptly attend- -I 1
this particular branch ot tlie treatment of all disin liO. 7a x \ o. .*»•«*in.
e;i-es peculiar to females, is now conceded by all,
ROCK I.AN 1', Ml..
lyr
July 18, is;I.
(both in this country an l Europe, that he excels
all other known praetie oners in the safe, speedy
and eilVetnal treatment of all female complaints.
11 is medicines are prepared with the express rurpose of removing all diseases, such as debility.
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the worn!*, also discharges which How from a morbid

I to Venice.

(1 race

as

1

dug

jfcri-ui.D

celebrated DIE E. 1»I X
rp<) ! HE LADIES.—Tlio
1 particularly invites all Ladies who need a Me>l;'<•(// <>r .<ury>r.il adviser to call at his Looms, cl

PRICE,

up and carried out oftho system in a
>t'these Hitters. One bottle lit
by id
will convinc t!. nr,.--t incredulous of their
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DR. D1X
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Head

Coughs, Tlghtueaa of thu
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ir
Eructations of the. Stomach.
Mouth. Hilious Attacks, Palpitatlou
n of the Lungs. Pain In th«
at'.
and a hundred other painful
i-u -as of tint Jiih,> ;
at-'
tie'
rings of Dyspepsia.
.-is,
T(i v ;:ivig.the Stomach and stimulate thu torpid ltwr and b ’v A, which rendertliemof uucdualled
Hln aoy In cleansing the blood of all impurities, and
ej'.irting ti v- life nod v,,: to the whole system.
FOIlSIvlN DISEASES. Eruptions,Tetter, salt
HI. .'ciica, sp ts. Pimples, Pustules, U>lla, PurK!u
Worms, SeaUl-llead,Sore Eyes, Eryaip
bun, ’.' '..Ib'
ir:
Discolorations of tho Shin, Humor-*
:•■!(.

II

1

are very moderate, <'omnumications saconfidential, and all may rely on him with
the strictest
eivcy and eouli.lenee’whatever may
be the disease.condition or situation ol anyone,
; married or single.
31. dirim-- -mt by Mail and Express to all parts of
;
| the l idled -States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. L. Dtx, No. ?. Endicott Street, Boston Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1, l>ri —i yr.
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valuable medical works published bytlu I’<al«nly !
T lu'-e b<«<ks are <o uetiu: m< rMedical Institute.
cry iutcliigi ut tarn;
it, and should lind a p!a< in
ly. 1 bey are not the cheap order ot a!■'■minable
trash, published by irrespoiisibb- parti.-.- ae.l purchased to gratity coarse tasti-. but ar<- writu u 1-v a
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Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
•!
tor pre\ ailing coup ! dut
I knowing no other remedy, he relie- upon Mi. u< by, scriptions
[Coos Republican, l.anea.-ter. N. li.
and gives it to all Lis patients, in Pills, Drops, &e.,
th< a.---:
“The author ot the e books
|j so the No-trum-maker, equally ignorant. adds to
>.• 1
! his so-called Fxtracts, Specitics, Antidote, Jfce.,both learned and popular ph\-i. ian- -<t h<
it.:.entitled to the gratitude-<I our rue-- tortii
in curing a lew in a hundred.
! relying upon its effects
-e< ms to be hi- aim t.<
leliu
It
uable
productions.
it is trumpeted in various wavs tinougliout the land ;
same evening.
a tb---< -li
men and women to avoid 11.aim
Will leave RAILROAD WHARF, !\ but, alas! nothing is said ot the balance, sone ot
Returning
to which they are -ubi< </t aud In- teii- t u< m .iu-:
worse and are Kit to linger
Portland, same evenings, at 1" o'clock, or on the ! whom die, others grow or
do
it.'
Chr--mele, Farm.:: a! on.
how and when t<>
and suffer for months
years, until relieve d or
arrival oi Steamboat Kxpress Train from Roston,
Maine, Sept. 1, IV-.’.
cun d. il possible, by competent physicians.
touching as above, arriving at Bangoi at about 1
mail
on
re. .-ipt <<f prosuit
book
Hither
by
o’clock next morning.
! BU r ALL QUACKS ARE NCT IGNORANT ; X. B. The aiitht'i
,:
<>l tlo abov. warn -I m< I
Connections can be made i:i Portland wiiii all
1
i- the
Chief Consu
w orks
Notwithsianding the foregoing facts are known to
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
ii.tic <-i
IT abode Medical Institute, “d i- s<>
some quaek doctor- and nostrum-makers, yet, recan
be
made.it
Belsure
connections
doing Mast,
ot the life and health of others, there are
ployed in consultation w n b m\ibbs li <-in a I pofast with the Belfast & Moosehead R. R., and Fine,- ij gardless
to
;t,-nd t
ol the country. hat he has n<> timthose among them who even perjure themselves,
!
~h..uM
pean Sc North American Railway at Ranger.
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or mere business details. 1 he ret oit a I' * ! ttM I-.! 1 A I. I.\s I 1to the l’K A Id »I >\
be
in
their
addre--e«l
so
that
the
is
contained
nostrums,
that
it
FREIGHT TAKFN AT RFDUOFD RATES.
1 HTK. r Dr. W II. BARK! I!. it- M<
I
u.-ual In
may he obtained lor professedly curing,
distant « the author, and hi- lb; in.-- A--:a u1,
file dollar,” or tract ion of it," may be obtainFARF. Belfast, to Portland $d.on. To Bo.-: on 1 y I or
it
'•<• author himself, in.i> h<- .-<•
,i- well a! ml for the nostrum. It is thus that many are deail.
) Railroad
lly Steamer from Portland, f-j a.
;<
ev and
\ ceived. also, and spi-nd large amounts tor experi- till diseases requiring skill,
R
::k» y a m 1' a. r
l’laii.
lx \ loi.A Ki i. N
Meals Served on tlie
j mi nt with quackery.
I'.ii.t. DKNN1SON.
Rangor every Monday, \V« dm -day and
Friday mornings at <i o’clock, iouching at a!! the
usual landings on the river and hav, arriving at Fortland in season to connect with the <5 o’clock Steambout Kx press Train, arri\ ing at Roston at lo o’clock,
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Flattered by the reception ol'. and great d< i,Mini
for, the above valuable and tim.-ly tn-.,i i-e. :.u,lHo
to meet a great need ot the j.r>
ut age. tlo- author
lias just t ublished a new hook, ire it iug
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of KKRVOl'S AND Ml.NIAL DISK A IS.
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but now known to kill more than is cured/’ and
! those not killed, eon.-titutionully injured for life.
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND

THE STEAMER

V.1
nml

entitled SF.\CAL >. HYSKT.oiiY OF WOMAN,
AND 11 UK DISK ASKS: or,W-<MAN
rAiKDoK
I’ll VSI* »l,» .1.0 A I
V AM
I’A Tllt'l.m. !< All Y, ll'om j
Im am y to Old A- r, with eh-gan. Ilia -it.a•.!
IT VK
K.NTIKAVINS, .'i.'.-i p.!;.< -•.h..iiU<! in b<
French cloth, l’rn.e^
Hook
A
for IhenlMMlv.

QUACK NOSTKl M-MAKERS,
through false certificates and references,and recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides,
?■.) turther their impositions, copy troru medical
books, much that is written of the qualities ami ef1, els ot ditlerent herbs and plants, and ascribe all
tin same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifies, ,vc„
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of its “curing everything,"

WEEK.

r,

<

Chronic and Sexual Diseases.

An old sailor finding a corked-bottle on
the sea opened it, with the following soliloquy: “Hum, I hope; gin, I think;
tracts, by jingo!” and then threw them
back into the water.

1871.
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A Hook for

AFFLICTED AND UNFORTUNATE,
be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepre.-a'ntations,
talse promises, and pretentions of

1,1 > !

■
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1
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imams’

AVOID
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STM AM BOAT AN]'
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For $14 i*«»r I m il i»«*r lionlli.we
will insert an Advertisement iu .‘11 tiritla<ei Tfnim* KruspaiM‘1'* including ;»
llailie*. Proportionate rates for smaller ndv'ts.
List sent free. Address

THi: sciFXfK of r ifk, nii si i.i-it:,
VA1TOX. A Medical Treatise oil the < au»<
Cure Ol I'AIIUA IK! > Vll \ l.in IT: "Nil l:i
I 11
I'l.lN K. I
A NT
1*11
MAN, Nil
11 Y, II VT-<M HUN i»|;
ami all Ol her di-t a e«
I
iug from the Kkkoks <o A >i n, < »i:
citKTioNS ut: Kxi'Kssks of ntnti
.< * *
indeed n book for every man. 1‘rie. -nils
pages, bound in cloth.

I)lt. 1>A
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians ’many ol whom consult him iu critical eases,
because ot his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained through so long experience, practice, ami
observation.
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.The BEST wintcrOVEBSlIOE!
k. NO BITKLES to break!
\9 Ml TKOIBLE to put on !
tfcat, Genteel. Stylish!
ASK TOI R SHOE DEALER FOR IT!
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STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and na
five quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other
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Capt. H. S. RICH,
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who know but little of the nature ami character of
Will leave llolfast for Fo.-ton, e\ ei
MOM>A
to their cure. Some exSpecial Diseases. and
W KDM'.SDAY ami !•' 111 I > A V at 7 «.YIm
I*. M.
hibit torged Diploma^ of Institutions or Colleges,
KK lJUMMi
Will leave I’.o t• *n evi'i Mi >N 1 W, i
which imver existed in any put ol the world; nth
Wi;i)NK6L>AY ami K1S1DAY, at a o'clock, I*. M.
i •rs exhibit Diplomas of tinDead, how o^taiued,
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
Fares and
Reduced!
names ot those inserted in the diplomas, but to fur«■ F.O.
II lass
,1.
ther their imposition assume names ot the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived bv
II I
Bollast, April 14,1S7I.

the variety of Styles
and Prices will be

>>•

t*--t!

WHAT ARF THE V ?

engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

KATAHDIN,

selection of these goods,
and wo feel confident that

.:r

No. 4. Buifinch Street, Boston.

Uapt. J. P. Johns,,>•,

AND

Gaslnnere Shawls

The

21 Eiulicott

'CAMBRIDGE,1

attention lias
been paid to the

CO..

AIITII < I.OMETM. Gctthcbest. Earth
(
ili Mtatc Mt.. Hartford,
C«
S. Proprietors of Motile's, Moule &
Cl., Sole L
< .ir-lb-ten’s. Luther’s,
Waring'i, Newton's and L)ooPatent-. The only Closets that have proved
I litth
Earth Clo-et, by its disinfection of
j effective.is I he most
valuable means of preventing
the
faeces,
spread ot cholera and other contagious diseases,
j .'-end lor circulars. Agents wanted everywhere.
MaUvvroonitt: L1 Donne St., P.oston;
llroadway, N. Y.; T-’H Market St., Philadelphia.

H‘

is so arranged that patients never sec or hear eacli
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
Hi a. £1, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no lainily interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
office,
(0|i|»o*it«' lS«*v<*r«» IIiiiik'.j
DR. D1X
Du. W. ! i. i*A RKKIC \
boldly asserts, and ii cannot be contradicted, ex
cept by quack-, who will say or do anything, even ; Medical hnowledye for everybody.
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,> that j
sold in tiro years.
he IS Till: <»N'LY REGULAR GRADUATE PHY-sp IAN
>
A Hook for
.78 .lit.

FRIDAY, April 11. the
STEAMER

•

Hundreds of Thousands

P

Kilt. L.

P RIV A T E M E DIC A L O F

-o-

On and alter

VINEGAR BITTERS

PUBLISHED BV TITF

Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE.OIl MARRIED.

Line!

TRIPS PER

©

WALKER'S CALIFOHN'I

©I

vousness;

-O-

A

Pamphlets containing Patent Law-, with full di
red ions how to obtain Patents lr- e.
A bound volume ot'll* pages, containing tin A«*»*
CfiuiiK by counties and all large cities. i 01 Engravings ol Mechanical Movements, Paten; Laws and
rules lor obtaining Patents, mailed on receipt ot
cents.

|

Capt. CIIAS. DKKKINCr,
\\ ill leave Itiulroitil
liurf. Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on
arrival of Express Train from Poston, (commencing
lOtli inst.,) for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor, (Mt. Deserf,) Millbridge,
.lonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at 5 o’clock, (commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at Par Harbor, (Mt.
Desert,) each trip Iroin dune doth t<> .September l.'.th
in addition to her usual landing at So. West Harbor.
For lurther particulars iiupiire oi lb>SS & S IT DlVANT, 179 Commercial Street,Or FYKE'S STCDlVANT, (ieneral Agent.
ti:;l
Portland, May, 1871.

BOSTON & LOWELL

Twenty-live years’ experience.

!

Temple Bap.

In May, 171G, the head of Colonel Oxhurg, concerned in the rising ot Mar, was
placed above the Bar, and six years after*
waul it received a companion in that of
Counsellor Bayer, convicted of plotting
the murder of King George. The last re-

4V

LEWISTOiN,

FOR

Publishers Sc:« ntilic American, .*19 Park IKo\%.A. V.

one

Head9

by til A A

SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ol the Nose, lhroat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ol the .Joints; Ner-

NTEAME1*

Independent

>>

Solicited

SPECIAL AILMENTS AND

WEEK.

GREAT MEDICAL DISCOVERY

h

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

Bliss,Keene & Co's Fluid Extract

dispensed
lay down on the ground, and
themselves
with telling
amusing

I*Ell

SANFORD'S

cunduranIo!

men

T11II*N

Scientific and Poplar Medical V'crlec
ON

SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effocts'and consequences;

Mt. Desert & Macliias.

portion

|Uto Jbbcrtiscmcnts.

young

LINE TO

IN SIDE

_„_

I! were

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr. L.
D1X if failing to cure in leas time an
any other physician, more effectually and per*
exposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant medcines.

ffAA
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, t)UU

GRAND

Ridge

»1:
m*i the ten-yi'ar ohl lillies,
tii.'gr>\
Saturday's triumph and .i<>\ ?

Ml.:*

Terrible

Rattlesnakes.

